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Preface
The discussion whether there is a need to establish an electric energy storage annex
focusing on electric energy storage demand began in 2008 between Astrid Wille (former
Delegate from Germany and chair for the Implementing Agreement of “Energy Storage
through Energy Conservation” (ECES) at the “International Energy Agency” (IEA)) and me.
After some pre-meetings with other IEA groups we started the preparation phase in 2009 and
found fellow campaigners: Yvonne Scholz (DLR), Marion Perrin (INES-CEA), Bert DrosteFranke (European Academy) and Grietus Mulder (VITO), the today co-authors. Due to the
fact that electric energy storage was a nearly forgotten research area for years the
knowledge development increased very fast, requiring to re-focus the annex year by year.
The steep learning curve was impressive for everyone and now, 6 years after the preparation
phase the knowledge on the field of flexibility demand is deeper and broader.
For this long lasting collaboration I want to thank all co-authors, all participants who took part
in this annex for 5 years or only one meeting and all other people, who helped to write and
finalize this report particularly Anna Grevé and Astrid Pohlig. Additionally I want to thank the
German Ministry of Economics, the Projektträger Jülich especially Hendrik Wust, the IEA and
Halime Paksoy, chair of the IEA-ECES for their funding, support, patience and fruitful
discussions.
Christian Doetsch, May 2015
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Executive Summary
Changes in the electric energy systems due to higher shares of unpredictable renewable
energies will lead to a higher energy balancing demand. This can be achieved by real energy
storage devices or by different balancing options, e.g. demand side management. To ensure
grid stability as well as maximizing the energy efficiency of such networks, storage is a key
issue.
The overall objective of this annex is to develop a method or approach to calculate the
regional energy balancing demand. The results are used to derive the respective regional
storage demand rasterizing the area and considering competitive technical solutions.
Therefore four work packages were implemented: WP1: Technical and economic framework
conditions for energy storage systems; WP2 Calculation method to determine spatial
demand for electric energy storage; WP3 Applications of electric energy storage systems
(WP3); and WP4 Requirements for test procedures.
WP1: The survey of 16 relevant studies with respect to the assessment of storage demand
for Germany and Europe reveals that the overall storage demand has to be subdivided into
various tasks to be assessable. However, still the problem remains that information about the
availability of future technologies is limited. Due to differences in other assumptions about
the future, the large plurality in studies cannot be used to derive robust values on the future
need for specific technologies. As an alternative, assessing the overall need for balancing is
promising. Therefore, sound derivations of needs for balancing require detailed, locally
adapted assessments while estimates on the need of specific storage options seem to be
almost meaningless. The review of economic framework conditions provides an overview of
regulations for one of the most important tasks, the provision of ancillary services. The large
differences in the regulations again show that studies have to concentrate on specific
purposes and regions to be meaningful.
WP2: The spatial energy balancing demand simulation shows the effect of the
inhomogeneous distribution of conventional power plants, wind energy farms and PV panels
in Germany. In the overall perspective the permanent surplus of energy in the north of
Germany could be seen, in the same way like the temporarily imbalances in the south of
Germany due to high PV penetration. Overlaying a high voltage grid simulation shows, how
regional imbalances could be reduced but not totally solved. On this simulation level, the
demand for energy balancing or flexibility is derived. The approach to transfer these results
to other countries based on a transferring function is less successful due to the fact that the
fungibility is limited by marked differences of the main key figures of the energy systems in
other countries.
WP3: The overview on applications of electric energy storage shows that there are 12 up to
23 applications that often do not overlap. Including overlap 40 applications can be discerned.
The applications can be clustered into 12 categories. The most important 5 categories are:
Storage trades and generation capacity support; area regulation and reserve capacity;
congestion relief and investment deferral in the grid; demand shifting and peak reduction by
the end user; and variable supply source integration. The use cases show that electric
energy storage is applied and that it is growing. Pumped hydro storage has the highest share
on storage devices and the efficiencies increased from 70 % in 1960 to 80 % nowadays.
Since electrochemical storage (batteries and redox flow batteries) is not site-specific
(compared to pumped hydro) this type of storage is more wide-spread and used in many of
the identified applications.
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WP4: The results are different procedures for testing performance degradation of grid
connected energy storage system (ESS). These tests provide to the ESS operators a clear
overview of the performance level of the energy storage system compared to the initial
performance data. Between each performance degradation check-up an ageing procedure
has to be defined. Four typical profile of use after the clustering of all possible applications
for a grid connected ESS are proposed to be used as duty cycles between each check-up.
These duty cycles could then be used by ESS manufacturers in order to provide
performance degradation evolution in accordance with typical power profile related to
application of the grid connected ESS operator.
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0 Introduction
Changes in the electric energy systems due to higher shares of unpredictable renewable
energies will lead to a higher energy balancing demand. This could be achieved by real
energy storage devices or by different measurements which balance the grid, e.g. demand
side management.
From April 2010 to December 2013, a project on modelling and calculating the regional
energy balancing demand has been carried out within the framework of the International
Energy Agency´s (IEA) implementing agreement on Energy Conservation through Energy
Storage (ECES), The present report is the final report of the above described project Annex
26 »Electric Energy Storage - Future Energy Storage Demand«.
The Annex 26 is the second concluded project within ECES regarding electric energy
storages.

0.1

Background

The integration of fluctuating forms of energy requires large structural changes in transport
and distribution networks and the development of storage or other balancing capacities. For
assuring network stability as well as maximizing the energy efficiency of such networks,
storage is a key issue.

Figure 0-1: Installed electric capacity in different European countries and the development over the
last and next years, clustered to fossil fuels (hard coal, brown coal, natural gas etc.), nuclear energy
and renewable energy (mostly wind power and PV)

Up to now, the integration of renewable energies did not take into account the demand side
and was performed in a “fit and forget” way. The optimum evolution in an economic
perspective is to have an integration that is respecting the needs in the future. One solution –
beside demand side management and grid extension – is the use of energy storages. The
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main purpose of implementing energy storage systems in the electricity grid are intake,
stocking and release of energy in a controlled manner in time and/or space. . Essentially the
storage system will balance the disparity between energy supply and energy demand.
Worldwide between 2 % and 10 % of the installed power plants are backed up by energy
storage systems (99 % pumped hydro systems). The future demand of energy storage
devices is actually unknown. Only the main influencing factors on this demand are known.

Figure 0-2: Various electric energy storage devices and their capacity (h) and power (MW)

0.2

Annex objectives

The overall objective of this task is to develop a method or approach to calculate the regional
energy balancing demand. The results are used to derive the respective regional storage
demand rasterizing the area and considering competitive technical solutions. The overall aim
can be subdivided into the following ten specific objectives:
•
•
•

•

•
•

Status:

Dividing the whole area into typical small self-similar elements,
identifying and characterizing a typical energy demand for the different elements
representing different regions and grid situations (e.g. intermeshing),
identifying and characterizing typical fluctuating energy generation (wind, PV) for
different elements representing different regions and renewable energy potential
(e.g. wind velocity),
identifying and characterizing typical conventional energy generation (gas turbine,
nuclear power plant) for different elements representing different regions and
conventional energy production,
reducing different grid structures to a few typical systems and to simulate their
inner intermeshing and their exterior connectivity (transport, import, export),
deriving energy balancing demand for each typical region,
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•
•
•
•

0.3

deriving energy storage demand as a share of the total balancing demand, taking
into account that the most economical solution will be realized,
development of a method or model to transfer these results to other countries and
regions,
assessment of the technical and economic impact of energy storages on the
energy system performance , and
dissemination of the knowledge and experience acquired in this task.

Work package descriptions

WP 1 Technical and economic framework conditions for energy storage systems
The aim is to give an assessment and a comparison about/between general technical and
economic conditions in different countries. Therefore an overview of realized storage
systems, national technical key figures with their future development and economic
framework conditions for storage have to be examined.
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6

Overview of type, number, power, capacity and efficiency of energy storage systems
Alternative technologies for grid balancing
Overview of technical key figures of different countries (power plant fleet, grid
structure, future scenarios and forecasts)
Overview of estimates on the future energy storage demand
Overview
of
economic
framework
for
energy
storage
systems
(e.g. special tariffs or laws)
Assessment and comparison of technical and economical general conditions

WP 2 Calculation method to determine spatial demand for electric energy storage
In this core work package a new, spatial mathematical method has to be developed and
applied to derive the grid balancing demand and the energy storage demand as a part of it.
2.1
2.2
2.3

Overview different methods to estimate the grid balancing demand
Development of a detailed method to estimate the regional energy balancing
demand
Development of a simplified method to estimate regional demand for energy
balancing

WP 3 Applications of electric energy storage systems
In this work package general and realized / planned applications of electric energy storage
will be described and examined to derive probable business cases. Last but not least other
grid balancing options, which are competing solutions, are taken into account.
3.1
3.2
3.3

Overview on different general applications of energy storages
Special realized applications
Competing solutions

WP 4 Requirements for test procedures
The aim of this work package is to develop guidelines – derived from applications – for
testing energy storage systems.
Status:
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4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4

0.4

Overview of considered storage technologies for test procedures
Definition of operation modes of typical energy storage applications
Deriving typical charging / discharging cycles
Guidelines for testing energy storage systems

Participants

The official participating countries of this annex are: Germany (Operating Agent), Belgium
and France. Finland, Korea and Spain were temporarily observers.
This Annex was prepared in 2009/2010 and initiated by Dr. Astrid Wille (former chair of
ECES) and Dr. Christian Doetsch.
Work package leader were Dr. Bert Droste-Franke (WP I), Dr. Yvonne Scholz (WP II), Dr.
Grietus Mulder (WP III) and Dr. Marion Perrin (WP IV).
Within the Annex 26, seven workshops and meetings have been organized with location and
participation as outlined in Table 1-1.
Work package 1: EA European Academy (Germany): Bert Droste-Franke
Work package 2: DLR (Germany): Yvonne Scholz
Work package 3: VITO (Belgium): Grietus Mulder
Work package 4: INES-CEA (France): Marion Perrin

0.5

Meetings
Table 0-1: Annex 26 workshops and meetings

Meeting

Country

Place

Date

Participating
Countries

1st
Kick-off

Germany

Oberhausen

2010 April 8

Germany,
France,
Belgium,
Finland

2nd

Spain

Barcelona

2010
25

Germany,
France,
Belgium,
Spain
(observer)
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3rd

France

Le-Bourgetdu-Lac

2011
Oct.19/20

Germany,
France,
Belgium,
Korea
(observer)

4th

Spain

Lleida

2012
14/15

May

Germany,
France,
Belgium,
Finland,
Korea
(observer)

5th

Belgium

Brussels,
Mol

2012
6/7

Nov.

Germany,
France,
Belgium

6th

Germany

Stuttgart

2013 July 9

Germany,
France,
Belgium

7th

Germany

Berlin

2013 Nov.
19
(@IRES201
3)

Germany,
France,
Belgium
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8th
(final)
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France
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Paris
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2014
18

Mar.

Germany,
France,
Belgium
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1 Technical and economic framework for electric energy storage
systems (WP 1)
In this first part of the study the major technical and economic framework conditions for
electric energy storage systems are analysed as basis for a more detailed analysis of
storage demand. The aim is to reveal key issues which have to be taken into account for the
assessments of energy storage requirements and to provide estimates in these issues. The
work includes:
x
x
x
x
x

1.1

an overview of already realized storage systems,
a discussion of further options for balancing demand and supply of electricity,
an overview of the key technical figures including potential future developments,
a review of studies dealing with estimates on balancing demand, and
a compilation of economic framework conditions in various countries.

Overview of type, number, power and capacity and of energy storage
systems – Electrical Energy Storage worldwide

Patrick Wrobel, Fraunhofer UMSICHT, Germany
To discuss current installed energy storage, it is useful to have a look at the historical
development. The installation of the first energy storage system was in 1923 when a PHES
plant with a capacity of 2.3 MW commenced operations in Hessen, Germany. Until 1978
PHES was the only technology used worldwide. It was not until then that CAES systems
were operated. In 1980 the first lead-acid battery system was established. It is located in the
city of Selters in the west of Germany. CAES started with a plant size of 321 MW and the first
lead-acid battery system was equipped with a capacity of 0.4 MW.
In 1987, the first 0.01 MW system using a redox-flow battery was set up in Alaska, USA.
Then in 1994 a 5 MW power system with a lithium-ion battery was put into operation in New
Jersey, USA. From 1995 NaS batteries for grid connected application were manufactured.
However, in the initial phase a system size of only 0.5 MW was installed.
From 1960 to 1980, the number of PHES systems has tripled to 95 systems worldwide, with
a doubling of capacity to 1,400 MW. There is a strong correlation to the development of
nuclear power plants in this period of time. This increase is due to the fact that the
awareness of nuclear energy and safe energy had grown due to the oil crisis in the beginning
of the 1970s.
Another rapid increase is observed in NaS battery systems: from 2000 to 2006 the number of
systems increased from 7 to 62. This is almost a tenfold increase. Accordingly, the installed
capacity rose from 18 MW to 119 MW during this period.
Redox-flow systems show a huge increase in number of installations from 2001 to 2012.
Here, the installed base rose from 10 in 2001 to 31 plants in 2012. In parallel, the installed
capacity of the plants increased by eight times.
However, in the past pumped hydroelectric energy storage was and still is today by far and
globally the most widely installed technology with the highest installed capacity.
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Figure 1-1: Development of installed electric, grid connected storage systems

1.1.1 Worldwide distribution of electrical energy storage systems
The capacity of grid connected electrical energy storage systems amounts to nearly 154 GW
worldwide. This accounts for approximately 5.5 % of the installed generation capacity.
Eastern Asia (Japan, China, Korea and Taiwan) dominates with 54 GW of grid connected
storage systems (representing more than 30 % of global storage capacity), followed by
Europe 1 with 51 GW and North America (Canada, USA and Mexico) with 33 GW. The
remaining 16 GW are installed in Australia, South America and Africa. The highest share of
installed storage capacities in Europe is allocated in Spain, France, Austria, Germany and
Switzerland due to pumped hydroelectric power plants.

1

Database includes the countries: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Croatia Czech Republic, Denmark,
Finland, France Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Lithuania, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Serbia, Switzerland, Slovenia, Spain, Ukraine, United Kingdom
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Figure 1-2: Worldwide distribution of electrical energy storage systems

1.1.2 Technologies
There are various energy storage technologies available on the market, which differ in size,
application, number of installed devices etc.

Figure 1-3: Proportion of installed capacity of various electric storage systems
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The dominant technology in the energy storage market with regard to capacity is pumped
hydroelectric energy storage. More than 99 % of the globally installed storage capacity is
provided by pumped hydro plants. Besides that, there are several battery systems in place.
In the following the key figures of pumped hydroelectric energy storage (PHES), compressed
air energy storage (CAES), sodium-sulphur- (NaS) and lead-acid-batteries as well as some
small scale storage systems will be described.
Pumped Hydroelectric Energy Storage (PHES)
Today, a total of 153 GW PHES is connected to the grid worldwide. In Europe, currently
approximately 50.7 GW of pumped hydro plants are installed. 61 plants with a total capacity
of 54.1 GW are installed in Eastern Asia. In North America the USA are the front-runner with
42 PHES-plants comprising an installed capacity of 32.5 GW.
The majority of the installed PHES capacity of is located in the USA, China and Japan. In
Europe, the capacity is nearly equally divided between Germany, Switzerland, Austria,
Spain, France and Italy. Here, the contrast between the USA and Germany is remarkable.
Although the number of plants is in the same order of magnitude – in Germany there are 32
and in the USA 42 plants – the average plant size differs considerably. In the USA the plant
size is approx. 774 MW on average, whereas in Germany the average size is 204 MW.

Figure 1-4: Total electric power capacity and number of installed electric, grid connected PHES in
various countries.
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Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)
Worldwide, there are only two CAES plants in operation – in Huntdorf, Germany and in
McIntosh, USA. The CAES plant in Germany started operation in 1978 and has currently a
net electric power output of 321 MW [50]. The US-plant has an installed capacity of 110 MW
and storable amounts of energy of 2,860 MWh. In the eastern Asian region, there are no
CAES-plants in operation or even envisaged. In North America, there are currently eight
units with a total capacity of 5,175 MW in the planning phase. In Europe the capacity of
planned CAES-plants is at 1,100 MW, distributed on five plants.

Figure 1-5: CAES plants installed or planned worldwide (number of installations and total capacity).

Sodium-Sulphur Batteries (NaS)
Sodium-Sulphur electric storage systems are largely distributed over Eastern Asia. There are
more than 180 battery systems installed with a total capacity of 334 MW. Here, Japan is the
market leader. Its island grid requires more electricity balancing options than for example in
the trans-European grid which is coordinated by the European Network of Transmission
System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E). This centralized approach allows for balancing
fluctuations between several countries and regions. Besides Japan, there are also 12 grid
connected NaS battery systems with an overall capacity of approximately 23.5 MW in North
America.
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Figure 1-6: NaS-batteries installed worldwide (number of installations and total capacity).

Lead-Acid Batteries
Figure 7 shows the number, the capacity and the worldwide distribution of lead-acid battery
systems. The USA has the largest share of installed capacity – 37 MW and eight plants.
Three of these eight systems are located in California, two in Alaska and one each in Hawaii,
Indiana and Wisconsin. The lead-acid systems in the USA were constructed between 1987
and 2000.
In Germany there are three plants with an installed capacity of 1.63 MW in operation.
Systems in Germany are located in Herne-Sodingen, Selters and Stuttgart. The lead-acid
systems in Germany were built between 1980 and 1999. South Africa and Japan also have
one installed lead-acid battery system. In South Africa a system with 4 MW is available and
Japan's system has a total capacity of 1 MW.
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Figure 1-7: Lead-acid and NiCd-batteries installed worldwide (number of installations and total
capacity).

Other storage technologies
Apart from bulk energy storage technologies such as CAES or PHES, there is a small
number of small scale storage systems. The best-known representatives of these energy
storages will be discussed in the following: redox-flow batteries, lithium-ion batteries and
flywheels (see Figure 8).
In the USA, there is the largest number of redox-flow systems with 13 batteries and a total
capacity of 19 MW. In Japan a total of 11 redox-flow systems are in operation, hence there is
an installed capacity of 13 MW. In Australia and China, there are four systems each with an
overall installed capacity of 1.5 MW and 6 MW, respectively.
Most of the lithium-ion battery systems are installed in the USA and Chile. The USA have
seven systems with an installed capacity of 60 MW and Chile has two systems with a total
capacity of 32 MW. In the UK a lithium-Ion system with a capacity of 2.9 MW is in the
planning phase.
The USA have five plants using flywheel energy storages with a total installed storage power
of up to 6 MW. This is the only region in the world with a remarkable flywheel system. There
is only one NiCd system with a capacity of 27 MW in the USA, namely in Alaska (see Figure
7).
Ten hydrogen storage systems exist worldwide. Four of them are located in Germany, two in
Spain, one in France, two in the UK and one in Canada. Thus, there is a global capacity of
1.7 MW in hydrogen storage systems.
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Figure 1-8: Redox-flow, lithium-ion and flywheel systems installed worldwide (number of installations
and total capacity).
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1.2

Alternative technologies for grid balancing

Yvonne Scholz, Hans Christian Gils, DLR, Germany; Bert Droste-Franke, EA, Germany
Local discrepancies between intermittent renewable power generation and demand can not
only be balanced by electricity-to-electricity storage, but also by other means. They include
grid enhancement, demand response, dispatchable power plants, as well as thermal energy
storage. Each of these options has its specific field of application, limitations and economics,
which will briefly be discussed in the following paragraphs.

1.2.1 Demand Response
Electric energy is used for many purposes, such as mechanical energy, lighting, cooling and
heating. Some electricity consumers provide a limited temporal flexibility in their demand,
which can be accessed for grid balancing [1]. Demand response (DR) actions are defined as
“changes in electric use by demand-side resources from their normal consumption patterns
in response to changes in the price of electricity, or to incentive payments designed to induce
lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is
jeopardized” [2]. In contrast to demand side management (DSM), which also comprises
energy efficiency measures and permanent and/or regular utility-driven changes in the
demand pattern, DR is focused on load flexibility and short term customer action [3]. This
includes both the increase and decrease of the load. By adjusting the demand to the present
availability of solar and wind power, curtailments can be reduced and the overall renewable
energy share can be increased. A participation in DR programs is possible for all consumers,
that can reduce, increase or shift their electricity demand for a certain period of time. DR
measures typically have a limited duration of some seconds to a few hours, and can
consequently only provide short-term balancing. Load flexibility can be considered as
functional energy storage with limited storage time. Technical requirement for the
participation in DR programs is the availability of information and communication
infrastructure allowing for the transmission of and reaction to load, price and control signals
[4]. Markets for flexible loads range from on-site peak load reduction and increased internal
PV consumption to participation in energy trade, provision of operating energy, clearance of
imbalances in transmission system operator (TSO) area and management of supply
shortfalls [5].
The limited availability of biomass fuels for heating and transport requires an increased
electrification of those sectors, which will provide large demand response potentials. Electric
vehicle batteries can in principle supply both positive and negative balancing energy. By
adjusting vehicle charging to the current grid situation, residual peak load and RE
curtailments can be reduced. Additionally, vehicle-to-grid technologies may allow a power
supply from electric vehicles to the grid in times of low RE availability.
Direct electric heating of buildings has been used for decades in many countries all over the
world, both for its low infrastructure requirements and its demand management potential.
Using intrinsic thermal storage and load scheduling, heating power demand can be shifted to
night-times, when grid load is typically low. Concerning energy efficiency, the usage of direct
electric heating as main heating system is rather unfavourable, given its poor exergy
efficiency. In contrast, if used only in times of high RE supply and in combination with other
heat generation technologies, such as CHP or conventional boilers, direct electric heating is
a valid option for future grid balancing. Electric peak boiler applications range from district
heating and building heat supply to industrial process heat demand.
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Electric heat pumps feature a much higher efficiency than electric boilers. Depending on the
temperature of heat source and heat sink, the thermal energy output can be up to four times
higher than the electricity input. Making use of the heat capacity of buildings and thermal
energy storage, electric heat pump operation can be flexible to some extent. Given the low
ratio of power demand to heat output, the heat storage required for storing one unit of
electricity is much higher than in case of CHP. Furthermore, the charging of a thermal
storage might require a higher heat pump outlet temperature, which negatively affects the
system efficiency.
In addition to electric vehicles and heating, DR potentials have been identified for a broad
range of processes and appliances across all demand sectors. Some energy-intensive
processes, such as aluminium electrolysis, electric steel making or cement production can
temporarily be interrupted, providing positive balancing power. Of course, any such deviance
from normal load pattern causes a reduction of production output, which must be
compensated for. Beyond energy-intensive production processes, industrial DR potentials
can be found in the cross-sectional technologies cooling, ventilation, heating, pumping, and
lighting. Tertiary sector DR potentials are available for example in the supply of cold, heat,
water and ventilation, as well as in waste water treatment. Even though so far the
commercial usage of load flexibility is mostly focused on larger industrial or tertiary sector
loads, DR potentials are also available in the residential sector. In addition to the already
mentioned electric vehicles and heating equipment, they comprise residential cooling, air
conditioning, as well as washing equipment. In contrast to industrial DR, capital costs are
high; variable costs can however be lower, as long as consumer comfort is not harmed.

1.2.2 Thermal Energy Storage and Power-controlled Operation of Combined
Heat and Power
Due to its higher efficiency in comparison to separate generation, combined heat and power
(CHP) is considered an important pillar of future energy systems. CHP is used in district
heating (DH), as well as building heat supply and the provision of industrial process heat. To
date, the operation of CHP plants is mostly heat-controlled: it consequently follows the
demand for heat. With regard to energy systems with high shares of intermittent RE, a
reorientation of these units towards power-controlled mode needs to be pursued [6,7]. This
implies an adjustment of the operation to the current power demand and RE generation, and
consequently a decoupling of production and consumption of heat using thermal energy
storage (TES). Even though TES can be integrated independent of the heat consumer, its
usage appears particularly attractive in DH systems, given the lower relative losses of larger
storage units and the lower temperature requirements in comparison to object supply and
industrial process heat, respectively. DH storage systems are typically water basins or tanks,
which feature comparatively simple and well-known technology, as well as low specific costs.
Such storage systems are increasingly becoming an integral part of DH networks in different
European countries, including Denmark, Sweden, Austria and Germany. However, they are
still an exception rather than the norm. Existing DH-TES are used for the provision of backup and peak load on the one hand, and for an optimized CHP operation, including reduced
part load operation and down-regulation in times of low electricity prices, on the other [8]. In
the past, low electricity spot prices have mostly occurred at night and weekends, they are
however increasingly correlated to peak generation of intermittent RE. The storage of
industrial process heat with temperatures exceeding 100 °C requires more sophisticated TES
technologies, ranging from steam accumulators to latent or thermochemical storage systems.
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1.2.3 Dispatchable Power Generation
Currently, most RE fluctuations are balanced by the dispatchable conventional power plant
park. Dispatchable renewable power sources include storage hydro, concentrated solar
power, as well as biomass power plants. Like conventional power plants, they feature
storage options for the fuel or working medium used. Usage potentials of dispatchable power
plants are limited by the availability of resources. Storage hydro power and concentrated
solar power potentials require special topographical conditions; biomass is preferably used in
CHP plants with higher efficiency. In regions with limited potential, the import of dispatchable
renewable power can be an option. Taking into account the import of dispatchable solar
power from Northern Africa, the grid balancing demand in Central Europe could be reduced
significantly.

1.2.4 Power Grid Enhancement
Even without the link to dispatchable renewable power generation capacities, local balancing
demand can be reduced by an enhancement of the electricity transmission grids. Using the
grid, intermittent RE generation peaks can be distributed to a larger area. The same applies
to the available storage and dispatchable generation capacities. Alternating current (AC)
transmission comes along with energy losses ranging from less than 1 % to more than 10 %
per 100 km, depending on the voltage level. Losses are significantly lower for direct current
(DC) transmission, making it better suited for long-distance balancing. DC transmission lines
have been realized as sea cables, for example connecting Germany and Sweden, as well as
overland lines. The longest overland line built so far connects hydro power stations on the
Madeira River in the Amazon Basin to major load centres in south-eastern Brazil, covering a
distance of more than 2300 km. The energy losses over such a distance amount to
approximately 5 %, including conversion from and to alternating current.
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1.3

Overview of technical key figures of different countries

Bert Droste-Franke, EA, Germany, Wrobel Patrick Wrobel, Fraunhofer UMSICHT, Germany
Future developments of power plant fleets and grid structure have a major influence on the
application of energy storage systems. Depending on the share of intermittent RE in
electricity generation and the extension or enhancement of transmission grids, the demand
for balancing options will vary. In the following different possible scenarios for the future
energy mix for electricity generation and the development of the transmission grids
worldwide are presented.

1.3.1 Energy conversion technologies
Several statistics are available and scenarios of future developments have been assessed
for the energy supply with respect to energy conversion technologies as the core component.
This chapter is based on the annual energy outlook of the International Energy Agency
representing one of the standard statistics. It gives an overview of the installed conversion
technologies and their usage worldwide. The latest numbers have been published by the end
of 2013 (IEA 2013). The scenarios developed in 2013 include a central scenario called “New
Policy Scenario” which considers “the policies and measures that affect energy markets and
that had been adopted as of mid-2013” (ibid., 36) and “other relevant commitments that have
been announced, even when the precise implementation measures have yet to be fully
defined” (ibid., 36). A second scenario “Current Policies Scenario” includes only policies and
measures “formally enacted as of mid-2013” (ibid., 36). The third scenario (“[at maximum]
450 [ppb CO2] scenario”) is more ambitious focusing on realizing “a near 50 % chance of
limiting the long-term increase in the average global temperature to two degrees Celsius
(2°C)” (ibid., 37). In the following, the focus lies on the central and the more ambitious
scenario of IEA (2013) as those are the most interesting cases with respect to energy
storage.
Figure 1-9 provides an overview of the world electricity generation from 1990 to 2035 based
on IEA (2013). The central scenario is presented on the left and the “450 Scenario” on the
right. Overall, today fossil fuels like coal, oil and gas are dominating the electricity sector,
representing 68 % of the generated electricity and 66 % of the installed capacity in 2011.
Nuclear power contributes with 12 and 7 % (generation and installed capacity) and electricity
from renewable sources with 20 and 27 % respectively.
It can be seen that the total electricity production is assumed to increase in both scenarios
over time. In the more ambitious scenario the increase is less than in the central scenario
due to specific additional policies introduced. Additionally, the use of oil and coal is strongly
decreasing while gas is only slightly decreasing in later years. In both scenarios, the fossil
sources are replaced by nuclear power and various options of renewable sources. Figure
1-10 shows the respective installed capacities in the scenarios from 2011 to 2035. In the
“450 Scenario”, renewable sources contribute with 48 % including an 18% share of
fluctuating conversion options like wind power and solar photovoltaic worldwide. The last
number is particularly interesting for the application of energy storage systems. Figure 1-11
and Figure 1-12 give an overview of their shares in the various regions with respect to
electricity produced (Figure 1-11) and electrical capacity (Figure 1-12). In both scenarios
most regions show values of about the world average shares or below (for 2035: 18 %
(energy), 27 % (power)). The shares for the European Union in 2035 are expected to be at
higher values of 32 % of electricity produced and 41 % of installed power. The lowest share
in each case is assumed for Russia. The numbers reach 7 and 13 % respectively.
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Figure 1-9: World electricity generation in the scenarios “New Policies” (left) and “450” (right)2
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Figure 1-10: Worldwide installed electrical capacity in the scenarios “New Policies” (left) and “450”
(right) (source: IEA 2013)
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2

The data point for 2010 has been linearly extrapolated from the development between 2011 and
2020.
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Figure 1-12: Share of wind and pv solar in the scenarios “New Policies” (left) and “450” (right)
(source: IEA 2013)

Figure 1-13 and Figure 1-14 show more details about the electricity supply systems
estimated for the European Union and Russia. In Russia the usage of all resources will
prospectively increase, except for oil. In the EU case, in terms of electricity produced all
options using renewable sources increase while the application of conventional fuels
decreases, particularly again coal and oil. The share of electricity produced from renewable
sources reaches 58 % in the EU in the “450 Scenario” and 21 % in Russia in the “New
Policies Scenario” , strongly dominated by hydro power (77 %).
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Figure 1-13: Electricity generation in the minimum (Russia, “New Policies”, left) and maximum
(European Union, “450”, right) cases of wind and photovoltaic in the system (source: IEA 2013)
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(European Union, “450”, right) cases of wind and photovoltaic in the system (source: IEA 2013)

1.3.2 Transmission grids
The following overview of the electricity grid structure and its development is based on
Global Transmission Research (2011) which delivers a profound insight into the transmission
grid situation in 101 countries together with some projections. Figure 1-15 shows that the 220
to 275 kV voltage levels with 55 % represent by far the largest share of the transmission
grids, followed by 500 kV (16 %), 400 kV (14 %), and 330-380 kV (13 %). The remaining
higher voltage levels represent only about 3 % in total in 2010.
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Figure 1-15: Share of global transmission line length by voltage level in kV
(source: Global Transmission Research 2011)

Figure 1-16 shows that the largest share of transmission lines exists in Asia (42 %), followed
by Europe (21 %), North America (18 %) and Latin America (10 %). Africa (5 %) and Middle
East (4 %) contribute with a smaller share.
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Figure 1-16: Share of global transmission line length by region (source: Global Transmission Research
2011)
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Figure 1-17: Share of global transformer capacity by region
(source: Global Transmission Research 2011)

With respect to the transformer capacity, again Asia dominates with 41 %, followed by North
America (28 %), Europe (19 %), Latin America (5 %), Middle East (4 %), and Africa (3 %).
(Figure 1-17)
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Figure 1-18: Grid lengths per installed power by region and voltage level
(source: Global Transmission Research 2011)

In Figure 1-18 the values for grid length per region and voltage level are divided by the total
conversion power installed in the respective region resulting in a specific value representing
the potential load of the lines, The developing regions Africa, Latin America and Asia show
higher values than the average (world), while particularly Europe and North America show
lower values. At the same time Latin America and Asia show higher shares at voltage levels
above 500 kV which indicates the need for long distance transport/transmission lines.
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Figure 1-19: Transformation capacity per installed power by region and voltage level
(source: Global Transmission Research 2011)

With respect to the transformer capacity, the picture is slightly different (s. Figure 1-19). The
capacity per power installed is the highest for Africa followed by Asia and North America.
Europe shows the lowest capacity, indicating a less central power production or higher selfsupply within the countries than in other parts of the world.
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Figure 1-20: Grid extension from 2010 to 2015 by region and voltage level
(source: Global Transmission Research 2011)
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Figure 1-21: Extension of transformer capacity from 2010 to 2015 by region and voltage level
(source: Global Transmission Research 2011)

Figure 1-20 and Figure 1-21 show the planned extensions of the grid and the transformer
capacity from 2010 to 2015. Larger extensions in all respects are observed for Asia and
Africa. Relatively low extensions in the grid lengths and in the transformer capacities are
noticeable for Europe. North America concentrates on extending the grid length. While the
existing grids are dominated by lower voltage levels, overall, relatively high expanding
activity is observed for the upper voltage levels.
The key growth drivers for extensions have been identified by Global Transmission Research
(2011) as “the rising energy consumption in developing economies and the renewable
energy mandates to meet climate change policy objectives in mature economies” (ibid., 5). In
how far energy storage will additionally be required in future and how this can be ideally
applied in various situations will be discussed in the further course of this text.
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1.4

Overview of estimations on future energy storage demand

Bert Droste-Franke, EA, Germany;
There are various studies available estimating or forecasting the future energy
storage/balancing demand on national or regional level, but very few on a worldwide level.
As there is hardly any intercontinental energy exchange; the global future energy storage
demand can be derived by summing up regional demands. To consider national and
international aspects of storage demand in adequate detail, the study review, concentrates
on Germany and Europe representing two major economies for storage. Storage demand
itself has been assessed in various types of studies following two main approaches. Either
an overall scenario is described where storage and/or other balancing technologies are
covered as part of the scenario or storage and balancing demand are explicitly considered as
the main focus.
The following selected studies for Germany and Europe have been analysed with respect to
their results on storage use/demand and balancing technology demand. A more detailed
discussion can be found in Droste-Franke (2015) and Droste-Franke et al. (2015).
Studies with focus on Germany:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Klaus et al. 2010: Energy Target 2050: 100 % electricity from renewable sources,
Germany
Nitsch et al. 2012: Long-term scenarios and strategies for the extension of renewable
energies in Germany
SRU 2010/Scholz 2010: SRU special report: Ways to a 100 % renewable electricity
supply
Kirchner et al. 2009: Model Germany, climate protection until 2050
Henning and Palzer 2012a/b: 100 % renewable energies for electricity and heat in
Germany
Hartmann and Barth 2011: Relevance of electricity storage at high share of
renewable energy used in Germany
Kuhn and Kühne 2011: Optimizing power plant and energy storage extension with an
iterative hybrid model
Droste-Franke et al. 2012: Balancing renewable electricity – energy storage, demand
side management, and network extension from an interdisciplinary perspective
Adamek et al. 2012: Energy storage for energy transition, storage need and impacts
on the transmission grid for scenarios until 2050

Selected Studies with European focus:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
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European Climate Foundation (ECF) 2010: Roadmap 2050, a practical guide to a
prosperous, low-carbon Europe
Lise et al. 2011: Assessment of the required share for a stable electricity supply until
2050
Fürsch et al. 2011: Roadmap 2050 – a closer look
Steinke et al. 2012: Grid vs. storage in a 100 % renewable Europe
Bussar et al. 2013: Optimal allocation and capacity of energy storage systems in a
future European power system with 100 % renewable energy generation
Popp 2010: Storage needs in an electricity supply with (100 %) renewable energy
Inage 2009: Prospects for large-scale energy storage in decarbonised power grids
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The discussion of the results is subdivided into two parts: power and capacity demand for
different time scales.

1.4.1 Power Demand
Although the requirements of storage power and electric power could be different, most
studies do not distinguish the two values and give in most cases the electric power as the
most important value for secure energy supply. Respectively, the discussion here
concentrates also on electrical power required.
Reserve Energy
Only few studies give estimates on the required reserve energy with a time scale below one
hour and only for Germany. Following Nitsch et al. (2012) the requirements will rise until
2050 from about 5 to 7 GW for secondary and tertiary reserve. Klaus et al. (2010) result to
about 4 GW in 2050. However, beside storages also a number of conventional and biomass
power plants are used in the scenarios to serve the reserve market.
Load Levelling and long Term Storage
For the assessment of the required balancing power on an hourly scale, either whole years
are simulated in an hourly resolution or extreme situations are analyzed on the basis of
statistical data.
The results of the German scenarios show a large variation. Distinguished with regard to the
percentage of electricity produced from renewables the following results were derived:
x
x
x

Up to 40 %: no storage needed (Adamek et al. 2012)
80 %: 12 (+7) GW to 32/35 GW (Nitsch et al. 2012, Adamek et al. 2012, DrosteFranke et al. 2012)
100 %: 20 GW (Kirchner et al. 2009), 31 to 44 GW (Nitsch et al. 2012, SRU 2011,
Klaus et al. 2010), 77 GW (Adamek et al. 2012), 94 GW (Henning and Palzer 2012a)

A more detailed analysis of the German scenarios with respect to balancing need is difficult,
because, beside the application of different amounts of controllable power, particularly the
assumptions for imports and exports are varying strongly without providing details on the
assumptions.
For Europe the following results were assessed in the selected studies (percentage values
give the percentage of electricity production from renewable sources):
x

x
x
x
x
x

ECF 2011/Lise et al. 2011: (without demand response):
o 40 %: 270 GW
o 60 %: 325 GW
o 80 %: 375 GW
Fürsch et al. 2011 (75 %): 92 GW
Scholz 2010 (100 %): 102 GW pumped hydro, 407 GW compressed air storage
Bussar et al. 2013 (100 %): 210 GW short-term storage, 310 GW long-term storage
Popp 2010 (100 %): about 900 GW (assuming 4,900 TWh electricity production (ECF
2010))
Inage 2009: 40 GW to 100 GW has to be covered by fast plants or storages

Differences derive from variations in the scenarios for power production, particularly with
respect to the share of variable production from renewable sources and the focus of the
analysis. Plotting some of the results as the ratio of power of balancing technologies and
total production power installed against the share of wind and photovoltaic power, a relation
could be made out starting with zero at 28 % of fluctuating renewables, going up to about
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60 % of balancing power divided by production at 100 % of wind and pv power (s. DrosteFranke 2013). Scholz (2010) and Thien et al. (2012) show that the share of balancing
technologies needed can be much lower when the complete analysis covers also North
Africa and the Mediterranean countries.

1.4.2 Energy capacity need
The highest energy capacity from balancing technologies is needed in “long dark calms” in
which nearly no electricity is produced by wind and photovoltaics. As there do not exist long
time periods which are completely calm and dark in Western Europe, gaps which are
determining the needed capacity can be longer periods which are less calm or shorter
periods which are calmer (s. Droste-Franke et al. (2012)). Furthermore, for energy storages,
the frequency of the gaps has influence on the size needed, because the storage may not
yet be recharged when the next calm occurs (s. e.g. Klaus et al. 2010, Henning and Palzer
2012b).
For Germany the following results were estimated for the storage size (percentage values
give the percentage of electricity production from renewable sources):
x

x

80 %: 1.7 (for one incident) over 2.3 to 4.8 TWh and 7-8 TWh (considering long-term
storage explicitly) (Droste-Franke et al. 2012, Hartmann and Barth 2011, Kuhn and
Kühne 2011 and Adamek et al. 2012)
100 %: about 15 TWh (in combination with Denmark and Norway), 24/26 TWh,
27 TWh (with good national grid (500km radius of grid with no restriction)), 4045 TWh per case (65-75 TWh considering whole year), 86 TWh applied with
maximum of 140 TWh in worst case scenario(Scholz 2010, Hartmann and Barth
2011/ Adamek et al. 2012, Steinke et al. 2012, Klaus et al, 2010, Henning and Palzer
2012a/b)

These numbers compare to estimates on aggregated electricity produced with storage
facilities of 55 TWh and 69 TWh in Kircher et al. (2009) and Nitsch et al. (2012).
For Europe the following results for the storage size required can be drawn from the studies
for 100 % electricity produced from renewables:
x
x
x
x

Steinke et al. 2012: Up to 27 TWh (2 days) storage depending on the grid conditions
plus 490 TWh (10 %) backup capacity
Bussar et al. 2013: 240 TWh long term storage plus 2.6 TWh short term storage
Popp 2010: 6 to 30 days of electricity production (accordingly 80 to 400 TWh at
4,900 TWh production (ECF 2010))
Scholz 2010: 16 TWh (pumped hydro) plus 1 TWh (compressed air) with 360 TWh
and 1,080 TWh electricity per year from biomass and concentrated solar power plants
including thermal storage, allowing for 15 % import of annual balance in all countries

The compilation of the values shows that the amount of storage capacity required strongly
depends on the alternatives assumed in the studies. Higher backup capacities from other
sources as well as higher exchange within regions clearly reduces the need for storage
capacity.

1.4.3 Transferability of results to other regions
Although only studies for Germany and Europe have been put together, it could be seen that
the estimates on storage or balancing requirements differ strongly with the conversion
technologies assumed for the energy scenarios. Furthermore, the potential of renewable
sources to be used to provide dispatchable electricity varies with the size, connections,
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geographical locations, geological conditions and individual political targets of regions.
Therefore, the sound derivation of needs for storage requires a detailed analysis of local
conditions in the regions so that results cannot be easily transferred. However, regions with
similar local and technological conditions should have similar needs for storage compared to
the selected studies. This may particularly hold for values on short-term to very-short-term
variations in regions with geographical latitudes between 30° and 60° as the wind systems
and fluctuations in cloudiness are usually similar in these regions.
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1.5

Overview of the economic framework for energy storage

Bert Droste-Franke, EA, Germany; Christian Doetsch, Fraunhofer UMSICHT, Germany;
To evaluate and assess the economics of different storage technologies and applications
and overview of regional (country specific) framework conditions such as for example feed in
tariffs are required. In the following different storage applications (services) and economic
and other (e.g. political) framework conditions are presented.

1.5.1 Relevant services of energy storage technologies
The framework conditions which are relevant for storage technologies have to be
distinguished by technology and the related relevant applications. In order to differentiate
respective cases, several tasks of storage technologies can be distinguished. The Sandia
report (Eyer and Corey 2010) and the EPRI white paper (EPRI 2010) provide a
characterization of areas for which relevant benefits could be realized with energy storage
devices. Zucker et al. (2013) join the results of both studies and translate the services
identified for the United States of America to European conditions (Figure 1-22).

Figure 1-22: Potential services of energy storage in different areas (Zucker et al. 2013)

Particularly services in the areas of the markets of independent system operators (“ISO
markets”) and the “system” are difficult to translate to European conditions and roughly
belong to “generation and trade”. It becomes clear that all services are framed by very
specific economic environments. Therefore, a discussion of all framework conditions
potentially influencing technologies in the area is far beyond the scope of this short survey
and needs further investigations. Instead, in the following, first, an overview of the reserve
markets, more precisely the “frequency and voltage control ancillary services” is given for
selected countries. Frequency and voltage control ancillary service market exhibits one of the
most important and diverse market conditions directly influencing the potentials of gaining
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revenues. Afterwards, other economic framework conditions are discussed before further
principle framework conditions are exemplarily touched to provide an impression of the
complexity of the topic.

1.5.2 Framework conditions for energy storages with respect to ancillary
services
Rebours et al. (2007) provide a thorough overview about the regulations in the area of
ancillary services for frequency and voltage control in various countries. From their work it
becomes obvious that the regulations differ significantly between countries. At the same time
each individual storage technology is best applicable for specific tasks and is typically
implemented to a different extent on local and central level. Therefore, the meaning of the
market regulations has to be individually interpreted with respect to the specific task and
technology under focus. The framework conditions for the realization of benefits in the area
of ancillary services summarized according to Rebours et al. (2007) in Table 1-1 to Table 1-3
provide first information for such analyses.
Table 1-1: Characteristics of primary balancing markets in different countries
Australia

France

Germany

Great Britain

New Zealand

Sweden

Type of

bilateral +

bilateral

tendering

tendering

pos.:

tendering

market

spot

spot+bilateral
Neg.:
tendering

Frequency of

5 Minutes

2-3 days

6 months

1 month

clearing
Co-

energy +

optimization

secondary

pos.: 30 min.

1 week, 1

neg.: 1 year

hour

-

-

-

-

-

reserve
Structure of

Availab.

Availab.

Availab.

Fixed (£/h) +

Availab.

Availab.

Remuneratio

($/MW/h)

(€/MW/h)

(€/MW/h)

Utilisation frequ.

($/MW) +

(SEK/MW/h) +

(£/window) +

Ultilisation

Utilisation

Availab. (£/h) +

frequ.

(SEK/MWh)

Utilisation

($/event)

n

(£/MWh)
Type of price

Bid, CC

Bid

Bid

Bid

bid, event fee:

bid

fixed
Price cap

10,000 $

-

-

-

-

-

(in 2001)
Frequency of

5 Minutes

twice the

revision of

year +

asked volume

function of
time
control
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Table 1-2: Characteristics of secondary balancing markets in different countries
Australia

France

Germany

New Zealand

PJM*

Spain

Type of

bilateral +

bilateral

tendering

tendering

bilateral +

bilateral +

market

spot

spot

spot

Frequency of

5 Minutes

2-3 days

6 months

1 year

1 hour

1 day

Co-

energy +

-

-

-

-

-

optimization

primary
unknown

Availab.

Availab.

clearing

reserve
Structure of

Availab.

Availab.

Availab.

Remuneratio

($/MW/h)

(€/MW/h) +

(€/MW) +

(€/MW/h) +

(SEK/MW/h)

Utilisation

Utilisation

Opp. costs

+ Utilisation

(€/MWh)

(€/MWh)

(€/MWh/h)

(SEK/MWh)

Bid

Bid

bid, cc

Availab.:

n
Type of price

Bid, comm.

Bid

clearing

bid/cc,
Utilization:
cc

Price cap

10,000 $

-

-

unknown

100 $/MW/h

-

1/2 hour

6 month

1 year

Twice a day

1 day

(in 2001)
Frequency of

5 Minutes

revision of
asked
volume
* PJM: Pennsylvania-New Jersey – Maryland

Comparing different countries and the specific markets for primary, secondary and tertiary
balancing, it can be seen that there are significant differences in various fields. This
influences the potential to enter the respective market. To evaluate if a certain technology fits
to a certain market, issues as market type, frequency of clearing or transaction costs need to
be considered. Besides that, the remuneration schemes, existing price caps and the
frequency of revision strongly influence the market potential for the respective storage
technologies.
Additionally, preconditions to allow for entering specific markets, e.g. minimum power
supplied, have to be taken into account to consider the applicability of technologies. This
may be disadvantageous for for smaller systems which may first have to be clustered in
larger portfolios (s. Droste-Franke et al. 2009).
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Table 1-3: Characteristics of tertiary balancing markets in different countries

Product

Germany

Great Britain

Minutes

Fast start

Fast reserve

reserve

PJM*

Sweden

Standing

Spinning

Fast

Peak

reserve

reserve

active

load

disturban

resource

ce
reserve
Type of

tendering

bilateral

tendering

tendering

bilateral + spot

bilateral

bilateral

1 day

no rec.

1 month

1 year

1 hour

1 year

1 year

Structure of

Availab.

Availab.

Fixed (£/h) +

Availab.

Tier 1: Utilisation

Availab.

Availab.

Remuneratio

(€/MW) +

(£/MW/h)

Utilisation

(£/MW/h)

($/MWh), Tier 2:

(SEK/M

(SEK/M

n

Utilisation

+

frequ.

+

Availab.

W/h) +

W/h) +

(€/MWh)

Utili.(£/M

(£/window) +

Utili.(£/M

($/MWh) + Opp.

Utili.

Utilis.

Wh)

Availab.

Wh)

costs ($/MWh) +

(SEK/M

(SEK/M

(£/h) +

energy use

Wh)

Wh)

Utilisation

during

(£/MWh)

condensing
bid

bid

-

-

1 year

6 months

market
Frequency of
clearing

($/MWh)
Type of price

Bid

Bid

Bid, CC

Bid, cc

Tier 1: cc,
Tier 2: bid or cc

Price cap

-

-

-

-

O&M costs + 7.5
$/MWh

Frequency of

1 day

revision of

(theoretic

asked

ally),

volume

constant

no rec.

1 day

1 year

1 hour

in
practice
* PJM: Pennsylvania-New Jersey – Maryland

1.5.3 Further relevant economic framework conditions
Besides the specifics of ancillary service markets, there are other economic framework
conditions influencing significantly the economic potential of individual technologies. Also
there are strong variations between countries and even sectors. In the following a list of
selected examples is given.
More detailed discussions of some aspects of framework conditions for various balancing
technologies and small fuel cells in virtual power plants can for instance be found in DrosteFranke et al. (2009) and Droste-Franke et al. (2012).
CO2-regulations are realized as taxes, cap-and-trade mechanisms and other variants. Not all
storage technologies and particularly not all competing technologies may be affected in the
same way by the regulation. Cap-and-trade mechanisms for example typically do not cover
all sectors and particularly not the areas of small installations or transport applications, e.g.,
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in households. Thus, advantages of low carbon emission of a technology is rewarded in
industrial surroundings while at the same time options with high CO2 emissions in noneregulated areas are not punished.
There are additional environmental regulations in several countries covering further
environmental impacts of specific technologies beyond climate change. These regulations
have to be considered if analyzing the framework conditions thoroughly. Again these can
vary between sectors or size of the facility. Examples are standards for end-of-the-pipe
technologies which are typically stricter for large size than for small size applications.
National and European R&D-programs are rarely technology neutral and therefore influence
the future development/deployment of the respective technology leading to an uneven
playing field for competing solutions. Without a technologically neutral research funding, it
will be difficult to implement mechanisms to ensure the same evolution for all technologies.
In order to facilitate market entry for new technologies, instruments like technology specific
tariffs are used. One example is the German Renewable Energy Sources Act (EEG), where
differentiations between technologies are continuously adapted and extended to fit the
changing situation. This implies that some technical solutions may profit more from the tariffs
than others. Successful and sustainable investment decisions have to consider these
continuous modifications and to react to the situation correctly.
A similar situation is given for investment subsidies or governmental investment programs.
While they do not directly influence the market price at which energy can be sold, of cause
lower investment costs lead to higher profits and higher competitiveness. Products, like EV,
able to participate in different economic sectors (transport and energy) could lead a
significant increase of competing low-cost options.
Further relevant restrictions or barriers result from existing and non-existing legal regulations
in the application areas in which the technologies shall be deployed. Particularly new
technologies require substantial modifications of existing laws or new regulations ensuring a
reliable basis for business models. One example is the supply of balancing reserve by mobile
batteries in electric vehicles. Several actors are involved to develop solutions for this
application which is not yet adequately regulated. Another example is the construction and
usage of underground storage which, for instance in Germany, still lacks adequate regulation
concerning ownership rights.
On the basis of the following scheme, REN21 (2013) draw a world map indicating the
intensity of regulations supporting the use of renewable energies:
x

x
x
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Figure 1-23: Energy policies supporting the application of renewable energy resources in early 2013
(REN21 2013)

A more detailed overview for Germany and the US is given for instance in Borden and Schill
(2014).

1.5.4 Other relevant framework conditions
Beside the legal and regulatory frame, also other conditions influence the applicability of
technologies and, thus, their marketability. Some are discussed in the following.
Political situations in countries and neighbouring countries, international agreements and
contracts may also influences development and economical effectiveness of individual
technologies. This concerns issues such as international grids, the connectors, larger (transnational) storage facilities and common international projects for large scale solutions like
Desertec.
Climate change significantly affects the prevailing weather leading to more extreme
conditions. This may have influence on the length and depth of “dark calms” and thereby
determine the extend electricity production gaps from photovoltaic and wind. With more and
longer gaps in electricity generation from RE, the need of energy storage capacities to
balance supply and demand increases.
Further issues to be considered are:
x

x
x
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Design of planning and licensing procedures.
Services have to be ideally developed and designed in a way that they lead to a large
consumer acceptance. Technical features like the extent of automation of load
levelling services to increase the comfort perceived by the user may be decisive for
their success. Resource demand and environmental impacts could be a barrier for
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x

technologies and have to be anticipated as realistic as possible to assess the
potential long-term viable usage of the technologies to the envisaged extent. High
requirements of specific resources like rare earth and other metals could lead to
increase of costs in the future due to their availability.
Not meeting future environmental requirements could lead to legal restrictions in the
usage of the technologies, further costs for retrofitting or even prohibition of usage.

1.5.5 Conclusions
The framework conditions influencing the economic performance of a technology are as
diverse as the technical solutions for grid balancing itself.
However, a typical application of storage technologies and in a wider sense of balancing
technologies is to provide ancillary services for electricity suppliers and grid operation. The
discussion of characteristics of the application in different countries reveals a large diversity
of regulations and large differences between the countries. Therefore, the potentials of single
technologies need to be analyzed individually. The basic characterizations derived by
Rebours et al. (2007) and shown in tables 1 to 3 can be consulted for a first appraisal.
The realisation and market success of technologies also depends on public support. This is
especially the case for new technologies which are not yet fully developed, did not yet enter
the market or for which cost reduction by scale effects are still awaited. Therefore, the
support schemes implemented for the respective technologies are important. At the same
time the overall market conditions and the support schemes of competing technologies affect
the marketability of each individual technology.
Not claiming for completeness, further relevant framework conditions are the political
situations in countries and relevant regions, environmental issues, e.g. ongoing climate
change, social and individual acceptance of technologies, resource restrictions and
environmental impacts of the technologies which may conflict with future environmental
regulations.
Summarized, the discussion shows that each technology requires a detailed analysis of
framework conditions.
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1.6

Assessment and comparison of technical and economical general
conditions

Bert Droste-Franke, EA, Germany;
The survey of already installed storage systems shows that about 99% of the worldwide
installed stationary storage capacity for electricity is covered by pumped hydroelectric
storage facilities. Further systems are compressed air energy storage (2 plants in Europe
and the US), sodium-sulphur battery (> 90% of capacity in Eastern Asia, particularly in the
island grid of Japan), lead acid battery (US and Europe) and Nitrium-Cadmium battery (US).
Other technologies currently applied to a smaller extent for stationary storage are lithium
batteries, redox-flow batteries and flywheels. As further alternative technologies power
demand flexibility (demand response), thermal energy storage, power-controlled operation of
combined heat and power, dispatchable power generation, and power grid enhancement are
discussed. Nowadays the balancing between demand and supply is primarily carried out with
dispatchable power plant.
The major drivers of system change and, thus, the major development in the technical key
figures analysed are the conversion technologies applied. Scenarios for the world-wide
installation and use of conversion plants until 2035 are discussed based on the World Energy
Outlook 2013 of the IEA. It could be seen that the share of renewable energy and in
particular of wind and photovoltaic plants will prospectively rise in all countries. Until 2035 the
assessed world-wide increase is 18 % for electricity production and 27 % for electric power
installed. The maximum is awaited for the European Union with an increase of 32 % of
electricity produced and 41 % of electric power installed. The lowest increase in awaited for
Russia with 7 and 13 % respectively. A survey of transmission grids installed in various
regions world-wide, subdivided by voltage level, shows differences in the existing installation
as well as in the strategy followed for their extension. While the developing regions currently
show higher capacity per power installed than the average, the further developed regions
show lower values. Latin America and Asia are particularly characterized by high values at
very high voltage levels, indicating the need for long distance transport. Low specific
transformation capacity is installed particularly in Europe, indicating a less centralized overall
electricity system than in other regions of the world. The major drivers for extensions have
been identified to be rising energy consumption in developing countries and the increasing
use of renewable energy sources.
The survey of 16 relevant studies with respect to the assessment of storage demand for
Germany and Europe reveals that the overall storage demand has to be subdivided to
various tasks to be assessable. However, then still the problem remains that information
about the availability of future technologies is limited. Thus, the assumptions for technologies
and their parameters vary strongly between studies. Accordingly, also the estimates on
storage demand assessed show huge differences. Due to differences in other uncertain
assumptions about the future, the large plurality in studies cannot be used to derive robust
values on the future need for specific technologies. As an alternative, assessing the overall
need for balancing is promising. However, specific challenges exist for the analysis. For
studies focusing on Germany, this is particularly the missing information on the contribution
of energy imports to balancing which hinders the assessment, while for the European scale
variations in the considered geographical scale hamper the analysis. The transferability of
results to other regions is very limited due to the large influences of geographical variations
in overall potentials and fluctuations in renewable sources. Therefore, sound derivations of
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needs for balancing require detailed, locally adapted assessments while estimates on the
need of specific storage options seem to be almost meaningless.
The review of economic framework conditions provides an overview of regulations for one of
the most important tasks, the provision of ancillary services. The large differences in the
regulations again show that studies have to concentrate on specific purposes and regions to
be meaningful. This is even more important having in mind further influences of conditions,
including support schemes for technologies, political situations, changes in the natural
environment, resource restrictions, and conflicts with (potential) environmental regulations to
name only some further issues.
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2 Calculation method to determine the spatial demand for grid
balancing (WP 2)
In this core work package a new, spatial mathematical method is developed and applied to
derive the spatially explicit grid balancing demand for the power supply system in a given
region.
In the first section, a literature review is presented of different methods to estimate the
demand of storing energy. These methods differ by input data types and processing and by
the modelling methods. Input data comprise load and generation data with different temporal
and spatial resolution, power generation scenarios with different technological resolution,
economic and technical parameters and other data. The modelling methods can basically be
categorized either as simulation or as optimization methods.
In the second section, the development of a method to detect disparities between demand
and supply in Germany in a regional manner is described. The method was developed in the
joint project of both Fraunhofer Institutes for Environmental, Safety and Energy Technology
(UMSICHT) and Advanced System Technology (IOSB-AST). DLR Institute for Technical
Thermodynamics (DLR-ITT) provided spatially resolved hourly times series for photovoltaic,
wind onshore and wind offshore feed-in. To determine the local energy balancing demand
two models were developed: one focussing on characteristics of electricity generation and
consumption and the other with focus on the electrical transmission of energy at the 1st
ENTSO-E grid layer (380kV layer).

2.1

Survey of different methods to estimate the demand of energy storage

Felix Cebulla, Yvonne Scholz, DLR, Germany; Bert Droste-Franke, EA, Germany
The context of energy transitions in Germany, Europe and globally aim at higher shares of
renewable power generation. The volatile nature of some of those generation types leads to
the question of the future grid balancing demand: how much positive and negative load
occurs in the future and must be dealt with in terms of power and energy after subtracting
fluctuating power generation from load? Often the term ‘storage demand’ is used for this
issue. This term can be misleading in two ways. Firstly, there are a number of possibilities
besides storages to deal with the volatile electricity supply: dispatchable power generation,
grid expansion, demand side management, curtailment etc. Therefore, an identified grid
balancing demand does not necessarily translate into a storage demand. Secondly, storage
also comes into play for numerous other applications, e.g. ancillary services, island grid
applications and uninterruptible power supply (UPS). Storage demand does therefore not
exclusively refer to balancing the volatile renewable generation. Different assumptions in
modeling the ‘storage demand’ instead of the grid balancing demand can therefore lead to
very different results which must be evaluated considering the assumptions and can hardly
be compared.
In this survey we define grid balancing as demand for power and energy to satisfy the load in
an electricity grid before or after power generation with non-dispatchable and dispatchable
power plants. Grid balancing demand assessments that were found in literature are
categorized and discussed referring to input data (see 2.1.1) and modeling approaches (see
2.1.2).
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2.1.1 Input data
The nature of energy system modeling with its large number of variables, dependencies and
interconnections usually requires heuristic approaches, i.e. applying simplifications,
assumptions and conjectures to lead to a reasonable result with acceptable calculation
times. In this section, the input parameters of different methods to estimate the demand for
grid balancing are described and discussed; the terms ‘model’ and ‘method’ are used
synonymously. Issues that are addressed are: ‘Which input parameters of what quality are
considered by which model?’, ‘In what way is the data considered?’. It is pointed out that the
type of input data depends on the modeling method, i.e. optimizations might require other
parameters than simulations. Therefore, one of the main questions that arise in every model
is: ‘Which data will be optimized and which data is predefined by a scenario?’ Which data is
calculated endogenously and which data is provided exogenously?

2.1.1.1 Powergeneration
The reviewed models show differences in the detail of the considered types of generation.
Some models include the whole spectrum of generation technologies (e.g. wind turbines, PV,
biomass, hydro, geothermal and conventional power plants), in others only certain
generation technologies are modeled, mainly those which are of importance to the particular
research question.
Essential information is whether the energy supply simulation is based on meteorological
data or if this is modeled based on a number of assumptions and generic input data e.g. wind
speed or solar radiation profiles.
For the integration of conventional power plants into the model environment, a distinction
based on the detail of power plant modeling is useful (static or dynamic power plant
modeling). I.e. does the model consider part load and ramp up/down behavior, part-load
inefficiencies, minimum generation limits, ramp-up limits and start-up costs? What is the
spatial resolution of the power plant database (breakdown by plant unit or aggregation into
similar groups).

2.1.1.2 Load
The demand side can either be modeled using historical data or synthetic load profiles for
typical days or/and sectors (e.g. households, industry, transport). Load profiles based on
historical data are usually scaled based on assumptions on the future development of the
demand. To adjust those parameters adequately, developments in e-mobility and H2O
electrolysis must be considered, which will typically foster an increase in electricity demand.
More efficient energy use on the opposite decreases the load. Models usually cope with
those uncertainties using sensitivity analysis, i.e. different load scenarios.
As for the generation input data, the load might differentiate in spatial and temporal
resolution, also depending on whether synthetic or historical data is used.
Another aspect which needs consideration is that most of the studies and their scenarios
differentiate between gross and net electricity demand, gross electricity demand being the
total domestic power generation minus exports plus imports ([1]), and net electricity demand
mostly being defined as the gross demand minus storage losses, transmission losses,
undocumented losses and own consumption of power plants. Usually models rely on the
gross demand value as an input since this parameter includes the own consumption of the
power plants as well as transmission losses. On the other hand, the net electricity
consumption of the households, more specifically the electricity demand of consumers in the
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low voltage distribution grid, could be of importance e.g. for modeling of the effects of
electricity storages connected to the low voltage distribution grid.

2.1.1.3 Economicdata
The assumptions on economic data in a model have a major influence on the modeling result
especially when optimization methods are applied, since those in most cases minimize the
total system costs.
In bottom-up, technology oriented models it is common practice to characterize a technology
(i.e. kind of storage) economically with the help of investment costs, fixed and variable
operation and maintenance costs (O&M), interest rate, amortization time and life time. For
the special case of energy storage it is necessary to differentiate between the costs for the
energy converter (€/kW), and storage unit (€/kWh).
Another effect which is considered by most of the models is that the cost data tend to
decrease over time due to learning curve processes. Those are triggered by technological
improvements, rationalization, economies of scale as well as by ‘learning by doing’. The
value of the learning rates will influence the modeling result (e.g. grid balancing demand).
Apart from the monetary characterization of storages and other technologies, the assumed
price paths and developments of fuel, oil, CO2 certificates and other energy carriers need
careful consideration. The assumptions regarding the developments of these price paths will
have a major influence on the outcome of the model calculations. Again, energy system
analysis tries to deal with those uncertainties by applying sensitivity analysis and a spread of
scenarios.

2.1.1.4 Otherinputdata
Further categorization aspects in energy system modeling can be: the modeling and
assumptions of the electricity grids, the gross domestic product (GDP) and the population of
the model node.
The electricity grid often is stated as one option to balance the fluctuating generation and is
sometimes seen as an alternative to storage. However, grid extension allows a spatial
decoupling of supply and demand, but not a temporal decoupling. Therefore, the
development of the grid can contribute to the integration of renewable generation into the
system, but cannot be regarded as an equivalent to storage, demand response or other
flexibility options for grid balancing.
The same applies for electricity import and export to and from other countries, which allows a
spatial balancing of electricity surpluses and deficits but no direct temporal decoupling.
Exceptions exist where the grid interconnection is used to transfer electricity to a storage
plant outside the country, e.g. using the pumped hydro potential of Norway or controllable
generation from Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) in North Africa (for example see [8, 12]).
For the electricity grid the following questions arise: ‘How is the grid modeled?’; ‘Is it a single
node (copper plate) or multi node?’; ‘Which voltage levels are represented in the model (AC,
DC, 380kV, etc.)?’
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2.1.3 Methods
There are numerous approaches for calculating the grid balancing demand. The so called
bottom-up-methods have a focus on ‘specific products and technologies to describe end-user
goods and technological options in detail’ ([13], pg. 20). In contrast, top-down-models
describe market behavior and economic preferences. Among the bottom-up methods one
can differentiate between optimization and simulation models. In this survey, an overview of
these two types of methods will be given. [13] defines the different model types as following:
Equilibrium models balance the flow of goods and services in an economy, optimization
models are structured to minimize or maximize a quantity (e.g. minimize cost) while meeting
stated requirements, and simulations describe a process according to a set of rules.
For a more detailed look on equilibrium models and other ways to distinguish and categorize
within the methods see [13].
Nevertheless certain models cannot be categorized in the presented way, since they might
use a mixture of two or more approaches. Additionally, sometimes it can be useful to
disaggregate within optimization and simulation models. An example can be found within the
different optimization approaches, such as linear or genetic optimization.

2.1.3.1 Simulation
Simulation models such as MELENA [6], SimEE [5, 10] or the model of the IEA [3] primarily
use energy balance accounting methods to match generation and demand of the energy
system. As for optimizations, these models can be described as technology oriented bottomup approaches. Their main differences can be found in the level of technology detail as well
as in their spatial and temporal resolution. For example the IEA model of [3] uses rather
simplified assumptions regarding generation and load (constant generic baseload, synthetic
load profiles, no spatial component), whereas MELENA [6] on the other hand considers a
broad spectrum of generation types with a high spatial and temporal resolution (146 regions
within Germany, hourly time steps), grid restrictions and electricity import and export. For the
case of MELENA the model determines the energy balancing demand of each of the 146
model regions and then iterates the residual load for Germany. In a next step conventional
power plants are simulated constrained by their technical restrictions and finally the
optimization model LEO calculates the total energy balancing demand taking a grid
simulation as well as an optimized load and generation flow into account.

2.1.3.2 Optimization
The purpose of optimization models is usually either to dimension a least cost supply system
that can reliably cover the electric load at any time or to validate a given scenario, i.e. to test
the reliability of the power supply and find the least cost operation strategies (e.g. [6]). All
models of this kind minimize or maximize an objective function subject to a number of
constraints. Those can be of technical nature or represent policy measures.
The most frequently used optimization methods regarding energy system modeling and
hence the ones relevant for estimating the grid balancing demand are Linear Programming
(LP), Mixed Integer Programming (MIP), Quadratic Programming (QP), Non Linear
Programming (NLP) and Stochastic Programming. In the context of energy system modeling,
LP obviously has shortcomings concerning non-linear problems, which for example occur
when modeling economies of scale or part load behavior of conventional power plants.
Furthermore LP often results in extreme solutions which are very sensitive to minor
parameter variations (see [15], pg. 11). Nevertheless, linear optimization models offer some
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relevant advantages, such as the ability to solve large system of equations efficiently or
providing a mathematically unique, comprehensive solution ([15], pg 11).
An in-depth analysis about advantages and disadvantages of the different approaches can
be found in [15] and is not part of this survey.
One example of an LP energy system model with high spatial and temporal resolution for
adequate representation of renewable energy sources is the REMix model (Renewable
Energy Mix for Sustainable Electricity Supply), developed by the Systems Analysis and
Technology Assessment group of the German Aerospace Center in the Institute of Technical
Thermodynamics ([9, 4]). REMix consists of an Energy Data Analysis Tool (REMix ‘EnDAT’)
and an energy system optimization model (REMix-‘OptiMo’). EnDAT processes information
about installable capacities, potential power generation and heat and electricity demand with
a spatial resolution of about 0.083° x 0.083° and for the fluctuating renewable energy a
temporal resolution of one hour. Currently the focus of the data Tool is on Europe and North
Africa. Global data are available at lower resolution. Besides a wide range of renewable and
conventional power generation technologies, REMix considers the following grid balancing
technologies: pumped hydro power storage (PHS), advanced adiabatic compressed air
energy storage (aaCAES), hydrogen storage, batteries, demand response including electric
mobility, CHP with flexible heat loads and heat pumps with flexible heat loads. Transmission
of electricity is modeled separately for the AC grid and an overlying DC grid.
Other examples for LP approaches can be found in [16], [14], [7] and [2].
Another optimization approach which aims at reducing computing times is the Genetic
Optimization. This method ‘... imitates the natural process of evolution’ ([11], pg.1). The
algorithm considers individuals, populations and genes. The individuals represent possible
energy systems and the populations consist of a number of individuals. The ‘genes’ of each
individual (i.e. energy system) are characterized by a fitness value (i.e. system-utility power
and capacity rating) and this value defines how an individual performs regarding the
objective function (usually minimal system costs). A random set of energy systems is
compared and the favorable energy system, i.e. the system which provides better
characteristics for minimizing the system costs, will proceed. This iteration procedure is
repeated until an exit criterion is reached. This can mostly be achieved in shorter times than
with the above mentioned methods that provide mathematically unique solutions. However,
Genetic Optimization might not always find the global optimum but a local one and it has to
be decided whether this result is sufficient to the research question.
One example is GENESYS-model of the RWTH Aachen [11]. The genetic optimization
searches for the cost-optimal (minimized) system structure of PV and wind generation, short
and long-term storage capacity and transmission line capacity in the EUMENA-region
(Europe, North Africa, Near East). The temporal resolution is one hour, spatially the
considered countries are aggregated to 21 regions which are interconnected with a maximal
power transfer capacity. Generic short term storage and long term storage are distinguished.
To optimize the system structure and balance, the following iteration is used:
1. Given Load
2. Satisfy load/demand with wind and PV power => residual load
3. Balance via transmission grid
4. Balance difference defines storages application which is then distributed by the
transmission grid (short-term before long-term storages)
5. Surpluses are curtailed
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This operation hierarchy is done for every time step, and each calculation step is done for
every region before moving on to the next step.

2.1.4 Discussion
Different data bases are used and different modeling approaches are chosen for estimating
the future grid balancing demand linked with increasing power generation from fluctuating
renewable resources. While it is clear that different data bases and assumptions concerning
input parameters can influence the results to a great extent, the modeling approach can have
some influence on the results, too (global / local optima, linear / non-linear approaches, …).
When comparing the results of different studies, both must be considered: data bases and
assumptions as well as chosen methods.
Most of the models do not consider the low and mid voltage distribution grid but only the high
voltage or an HVDC overlay grid and therefore cannot estimate the effects of grid balancing
at different grid levels. Nevertheless, this aspect will become more important in the future
due to the market diffusion of decentralized grid balancing technologies and models need to
adapt to this development with new methods.
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2.2

Development of a detailed method to estimate regional demand for grid
balancing

Patrick Wrobel, Fraunhofer UMSICHT, Germany; Daniel Beyer, Fraunhofer IOSB-AST,
Germany; Yvonne Scholz, DLR, Germany
While generating electricity it is necessary to match produced electricity with the amount of
energy consumption. Due to the high growth of fluctuating renewable energies in Germany
even today there are temporal imbalances between supply and demand which will occur
even more often in the future.

Figure 2-1: Allocation of Germany in 146 energy regions
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The joint project of both Fraunhofer Institutes for Environmental, Safety and Energy
Technology (UMSICHT) and Advanced System Technology (IOSB-AST) is about to detect
disparities between demand and supply in Germany in a regional manner. Therefore
Germany is divided into 146 regions which differ in population density and centralisation. To
determine the local energy balancing demand (EBD) two models were developed: one
focussing on characteristics of electricity generation and consumption and the other with
focus on the electrical transmission of energy at the 1st entso-e grid layer (380 kV layer).
When analysing imbalances, a positive energy balancing demand is existent if there is a lack
of electricity and a negative one occurs if there is a surplus of electricity.
For evaluation of EBD, Germany is divided into 146 energy regions which differ in population
density and centralisation. To be more detailed, besides the number of inhabitants also the
amount of industry and trade were taken into account. The combination of both, population
and large scale consumer is important to reflect electricity consumption adequately in the
model. Accordingly, urban characteristics are well chosen for clustering. In Figure 2-1
allocation of Germany in energy regions is illustrated.
MELENA
In the first step with the model „MELENA“ (Model for the Estimation of Local Energy
Balancing Demand) ), developed by Fraunhofer UMSICHT, regional load curves of demand
and supply by geothermal, water, combined heat and power (CHP), pumped hydro, nuclear
and conventional power plants are simulated and the energy balancing demand for each
region and overall Germany computed. These simulations are based upon the basis scenario
A of the „Lead study 2010“ for the years 2020, 2030 and 2050 [17]. The structure of the
model is illustrated in Figure 2-1.

Figure 2-2: Structure of MELENA
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To estimate load curves of consumption a significant difference between consumer types
and a realistic reproduction of demand by characteristically load curves are important.
Consumers are divided in the groups households, trade, agriculture and industry. For
households, trade and agriculture there are standardised load curves by the Association of
the German Electrical Industry (VDEW) for the seasons winter, summer and in-between and
for each season one for working days, Saturdays and Sundays. Because there is no
standard load profile for industry this one has to be generated. Based on values by the Union
for the Coordination of Transmission of Electricity (UCTE) measured from 2004 until 2008,
the load profile for each season is computed.
Time series of the hourly feed-in of power from photovoltaic and wind power plants in the 146
model regions in Germany is provided as input into MELENA by DLR Institute of Technical
Thermodynamics (see [22]).
For modelling geothermal and hydro power (without pumped hydro power plants) generation
is assumed to feed in constantly. Biomass power plants, including biogas plants, work
usually as CHP-plants. However, these plants are not heat driven like the fossil fired plants
but current driven because of the remuneration regulated by the Renewable Energy Act
(EEG).
To determine the load profile of CHP-plants there are lignite, hard coal and gas fired units
implemented in the model. These power plants work depending on the outdoor temperature.
Accordingly they cannot generate electricity flexible. The database is built by normalised and
regional distributed load profiles of district heating given by the Research Center for Energy
Economics (FfE) [18] The Federal Statistical Office collects data of current and heat
production of CHP-plants. Based on this published data for the years 2008, 2009 and 2010,
arithmetic averages of CHP coefficients for the three different fired groups in a monthly
resolution were computed.
To cover regional demand completely, in the next step generation of conventional power
plants is calculated on basis of the residual load. Therefore a computer model of the power
generation fleet was developed which simulates utilisation of projectable fossil, nuclear and
pumped hydro power plants. In detail, this are nuclear, lignite, hard coal, gas and oil fired
power plants as well as pumped hydro storage plants. Initial parameter is the residual load3
minus projectable renewable energies (geothermal, hydro and biomass) and CHP generation
for entire Germany. This load is the base for running up or down power plants. Result is the
hourly load which a power plant has to offer and feed in without regarding net losses.
As before mentioned, simulations base on predictions made by BMU and published in the
lead study 2010 [17]. Because there is no prediction for the amount of current driven
CHP-plants – today almost all utilities are heat driven in Germany – each year to be
simulated was split up into two different scenarios. In scenarios “oS” there was assumed to
be no change in operation mode so there are solely heat driven CHP-plants. On the other
hand in “mS” scenarios there was assumed that 50 % of all installed CHP-plants are current
driven. Figure 2-3 illustrates the installed capacities for all scenarios used in the simulations.
With all time series as a basis the model MELENA computes resulting regional energy
balancing demand from the difference between supply and demand.

3

Residual load is defined as demand minus unpredictable renewable energies
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Figure 2-3: Installed capacities for the scenarios in MELENA

Figure 2-4: Sorted annual load curve of EBD for Germany and all scenarios
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In Figure 2-4 the annual EBD for overall Germany is illustrated as a sorted load curve for all
scenarios 2020mS, 2020oS, 2030mS, 2030oS, 2050mS and 2050mS. This figure clarifies,
negative EBD increases constantly from 2020 to 2050. To balance this, it is for example
possible to build energy storage systems which can store this surplus and substitute
conventional capacities in times of electrical need. Further on, it shows an uprising problem:
the positive EBD in 2030oS, 2050mS and 2050oS if there are no current driven CHP-plants
going to be installed. So in these scenarios there is not enough installed capacity to cover
consumption.
The following figures illustrate the annual ratio of negative EBD to total EBD in term of maps
including the clustered 146 regions in Germany. In detail, regions coloured in dark blue have
a share of exclusively negative EBD, accordingly a surplus of electricity. Red coloured
regions have a lack of electricity in any time of the year, and regions coloured in yellow are
balanced out regarding one year.

Figure 2-5: Ratio of negative to overall EBD for 146 regions in Germany for the scenarios “2020oS”
and “2020ms”

Figure 2-5 shows the Northern part of Germany - apart from the urban agglomeration
Hamburg - is primarily affected by negative EBD. This results from a comparatively low
demand and comparatively high generation of wind power. Further on, there are regions
scattered in west, east and south with a surplus of electricity generation. In this regard region
68 in western Germany is noticeable because it is a region with a high share of installed
capacity (in large part coal-fired power plants) and produced power. In the south there are
regions in south-east and south-west with a predominant share of negative EBD. The centre
of Germany is characterised by a positive EBD. Furthermore there are regions with a high
share of positive EBD because of their content of population and centralisation. Concerning
this matter Berlin and the Ruhrgebiet attend to be examples. The region Brandenburg is
outstanding because it is one of the few balanced out areas regarding one year.
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In Figure 2-6 the ratio of negative to overall EBD is illustrated for the scenarios “2030mS”
and “2030oS”. Comparing 2020 scenarios with 2030, mentionable is a trend towards a
structural change. The north leans towards to generate more and more electricity whereas
the demand rises in the south and west. Reasons for this are the expansion of renewable
energies, especially wind in the north, and the reduction of conventional power plants.
A difference between the scenario of exclusively heat-driven CHP-plants (“2030oS”) and the
scenario “2030mS” is in selective points clear. Scenario “2030mS” shows regions with an
additional share of power plants tend to have a comparatively share of surplus.

Figure 2-6: Ratio of negative to overall EBD for 146 regions in Germany for the scenarios “2030oS”
and “2030ms”

Figure 2-7 illustrates the two scenarios for 2050, thus it shows the trend of structural change
throughout Germany. Here trends that emerged in the previous figures are continued. On the
one hand the surplus in the north increases, on the other hand the west develops from a
source to a sink. In addition, the change of south Germany becomes clear; due to more and
more installed capacity of photovoltaics these regions have a high share of negative EBD.
As well as in the scenarios before also while comparing both scenarios for 2050 the
difference becomes clear. Regions with a higher power plant capacity in scenario “2020oS”
tend to a higher share of negative EBD.
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Figure 2-7: Ratio of negative to overall EBD for 146 regions in Germany for the scenarios “2050oS”
and “2050ms”

With this base in the next step Fraunhofer IOSB-AST developed a grid model which
determines load flow between the energy regions, transmission losses and operating grade
as well as the energy balancing demand including grid restrictions.
TOGM (the grid orientated modelling)
In this paragraph a physical grid-oriented approach will be described. Because of the limiting
size of the transmission capacity on the one hand and with resulting grid restrictions on the
other hand this kind of research method is necessary under the aspect of the continuous
increasing of renewable energy feed in. So it is possible to generate reliable statements
about the EBD occurrence regarding to real grid restrictions alongside the copper plate view.
As one result it will be possible to describe energy surplus and lack regions geographically
under the electrical grid aspect. As a second result loading problems of the integrated grid
resources will be identified.
Because of the above mentioned increase of fluctuating energy generation and the loading
problems of the grid resources in the German network, an approximated grid model, which is
high resolute, topology orientated and close to the reality, was developed. It is called
Topology Orientated Grid Model (TOGM) and was implemented in DIgSILENT Power
Factory [19]. The starting point of modelling is the highest voltage layer (380 kV) of the
entso-e managed transmission grid. In order to get representative simulation results it was
decided to set the operating voltage value from 380 kV to 400 kV, because all the German
transmission grid companies are using this adjustment nowadays. This setting enables the
setback of network losses and minimizes cable loading. As a second major modelling factor
is the usage of real electrical grid parameters to mention. These real resource parameters
are coming from a UCTE grid simulation study case from the year 2002 [20]. This case
includes all necessary data for the whole European integrated network. In this mentioned
study case dataset you can find all relevant network resources, grid nodes and spatial data.
Because of the focusing on the German network area all needful data from the UCTE
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dataset was extracted. An Overview of the UCTE dataset and his nodes is shown in Figure
2-8.

Figure 2-8: All UCTE nodes of the European integrated network.

After the successful extracting work from the above mentioned dataset a MATLAB algorithm
for the here used approach was developed. The spatial data of each network resource was
analysed and integrated via the “m_map” toolbox [21]. So it is possible to analyse the
geographical position of each network resource, to integrate them within the German borders
in the right spatial context and to generate and measure cable connections in the
transmission grid. For the implemented power factory simulation model all 146 above
mentioned energy regions were included.
In order to get the observance of the regional network constraints on the territory of Germany
each region was coupled to the transmission grid via his geographical centre point. These so
introduced grid cell centre points (GCCP) are representing the summation of feed in and feed
out of electrical energy to the transmission grid. The implemented wire connections between
all grid nodes in the TOGM were realized in this approach via a derivation from the extracted
UCTE German dataset. With a self-developed MATLAB algorithm all nodes were connected
to the transmission grid. The global simulation model network is shown in Figure 2-9.
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Figure 2-9: The global Power Factory simulation model (1st Layer).

In order to include the German energy mix structure in the model, a layer underneath the
transmission grid was integrated. There it is the GCCP structure in higher resolution. The
GCCP of each cell was build-in as a 380 kV voltage terminal. These terminals are partitioned
in four separate domains, which are:
x
x
x
x

energy load,
conventional energy generation load,
renewable energy generation load, and
(possible) storage load.

The whole simulation is based on time series. Because of that feature every load in the grid
model is connected to a deposited yearly time series in an hourly resolution. All relevant time
series data for the fluctuating energy generation, the conventional energy generation and the
load were calculated with a therefore developed approach. In Figure 2-10 all included
resources of the underlying elements are shown.
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Figure 2-10: The global Power Factory simulation model (2nd layer).

The wire resource parameters are derived from the before extracted German part of the
UCTE study case dataset. With the help of these wire types it was possible to create grid
model wire types. Now cables with a maximal load capacity range from 665 MW to 6113 MW
are integrated in the model. The technical wire details which are used for simulation are
given in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1: Technical details of the simulation model wires.

Wire Type

[UNOM] = kV

[R’] = Ohm/km

[X’] = Ohm/km

[C’] = F/km

HD_380_a3_Sy1

380

0,04

0,2799159

0,105

HD_380_a3_Sy2

380

0,02

0,140115

0,0122

HD_380_a4_Sy1

380

0,03

0,2601239

0,0142

HD_380_a4_Sy3

380

0,01

0,08670796

0,0155

All wires are using parallel systems in a range from one up to four. In addition to the technical
details the wire length, with ranges from circa 10 km to circa 80 km, was implemented in the
model. As a mapping result for cable connections at each GCCP all over the simulation
model a mean value of 2.58 connections (377 connections in total) was computed. That
means, the GCCPs in the model have at least one connection and can have a maximum of
up to six connections. With all this dependencies this model approach has got a circuit length
of nearly 8869 km. The Figure 2-11 is showing all integrated cable lengths.
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Figure 2-11: The implemented 380 kV cable lengths.

The grid topological oriented scenario for the EBD determination
In order to create a grid addicted EAB a load- and power generation flow optimisation model
is needed. In this model grid restrictions of the 1st entso-e voltage layer are implemented as
the main restriction. The model called LEO. In this model new conventional power plant
schedules are generated under the same preconditions like MELENA. The initial point for this
optimisation is the real installed capacity of existing power plants in Germany. Leo is
structured in two model layers. The top layer shows Figure 2-12:.

Figure 2-12: First layer (top layer) of LEO.
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Furthermore transmission grid functionality is integrated in the first layer. All grid nodes
respectively the above mentioned GCCPs are implemented with the real (cable) transmission
capacities (Table 2-1). Furthermore there are an input (green) and an output channel (red) at
each energy region (cell) in the model. The input channel represents:
x
x

generation surplus of the energy regions and
possible energy import from neighboring countries

and the output channel represents:
x
x

conventional power plant schedules on balance sheet and
grid addicted EAB of each cell.

The global optimization target is the balance sheet balancing of the load at each time step
over all cells and all interconnectors.
The second layer is identical to the described detailed grid layer of each separate energy
region. There are also an input and out channel integrated. These channels are mapped to
the layer above. The whole structure of a sample cell shows Figure 2-13:.

Figure 2-13: The 2nd Layer of the LEO model

The input (left) side provides the energy surplus of other cells and all kinds of power
generation and the output (right) side provides the EBD of each energy region, local
optimized conventional power plant schedules and the energy surplus in the relevant cell.
The storage component is modelled as a perfect non-dimensional component which is able
to store as much energy as it wants without any losses.
The grid orientated optimisation approach represents the first scenario for EBD researching
and is called “network & topology orientated” scenario (“n&t” scenario). On the other hand
there is a second scenario which is called “market & topology orientated” scenario (“m&t”
scenario). This second scenario takes the same input data like MELENA without any power
plant schedule optimisation. As main results there will be on the one hand an “n&t” EBD and
on the other hand an “m&t” EBD generated. Figure 2-14: shows both scenario paths.
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Figure 2-14: Fraunhofer AST scenario paths

It is to notice that there is a higher potential of positive and negative EBD in comparison to
the MELENA Model generated in the end. The main reason for this phenomenon is the
electrical grid integration. As it is shown in Table 2-2 the “n&t” scenario is (from the grid side
of view) the more balanced scenario, there are not so many concurrent negative and positive
EBD parts. The scenarios MELENA “os” and the “m&t” scenario are comparable directly.
Table 2-2: positive and negative EBD of all scenarios over all periods

Kind of EBD
@each year

MELENA „ms“
[TWh]

MELENA „os“
[TWh]

Scenario „n&t“
[TWh]

Scenario „m&t“
[TWh]

Neg. EBD 2020

2,264

2,708

18,023

10,712

Pos. EBD 2020

0

0

0

18,766

Neg. EBD 2030

27,458

27,955

81,621

88,744

Pos. EBD 2030

0

0,948

10,285

62,178

Neg. EBD 2050

98,322

0,060

158,394

166,489

Pos. EBD 2050

97,467

3,310

16,530

61,185

In the next part the calculated EBD results of 2020, 2030 and 2050 of the “n&t” and “m&t”
scenarios will be described in detail, displayed as sorted annual load curves and as
geographical potential maps. In these maps the following colours:
x
x
x

red equals to the additional demand (the positive EBD),
yellow equals to the balanced energy potential and
blue equals to energy surplus (the negative EBD)

are used for EBD potential describing. The first period of researching is the year 2020. All
results are shown in Table 2-3 in detail. It is obvious that in the “n&t” scenario only a negative
EBD rises (Figure 2-15 and Figure 2-17). This results from the matter of fact that mainly
conventional power plants are in use. Furthermore many energy regions in the middle and
the south (of Germany) are balanced. In the scenario “m&t” the spreading situation of EBD
appearance is very different from the “n&t” scenario. In this scenario there are only a few
regions which are energetically balanced. Otherwise the simultaneously appearance
outweigh of the energy demand and surplus. This fact is plotted in Figure 2-16 and Figure
2-18.
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Table 2-3: Calculated EBD results for the year 2020 with the grid orientated approach.

EBD at the Scenario „n&t“ in 2020

EBD at the Scenario „m&t“ in 2020

Figure 2-15: sorted annual load curve 2020 scenario
"n&t"

Figure 2-16: sorted annual load curve 2020 scenario
"m&t"

Figure 2-17: geographical potential map of 2020
scenario "n&t"

Figure 2-18: geographical potential map of 2020
scenario "m&t"

In the “n&t” scenarios of the years 2030 and 2050 (compare Table 2-4 and Table 2-5) the
amount of energy balanced cells drops further. Moreover the appearance of so-called red
regions rises strong, because in these periods conventional power generation were driven
back more and more. And so there is the effect that some balanced or surplus regions are
turning in regions with demand. The other recognizable effect is that on one hand regions
with a high industrial potential have a high extra demand and on the other hand regions
without an industrial characteristic have a high energy surplus potential. This is a result from
physically grid restrictions e.g. the cable capacities.
In the “m&t” scenarios the simultaneously appearance of demand and surplus rises further
and further. This fact is shown in Figure 2-20 and Figure 2-18. This effect amplifies the
loading of the infrastructure in the electrical grid. With the LEO optimisation the rising of the
loading of electrical equipment can be muffled strongly. This is vivid illustrated for example in
Figure 2-19 and Figure 2-20.
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Table 2-4: Calculated EBD results for the year 2030 with the grid orientated approach.

EBD at the Scenario „n&t“ in 2030

EBD at the Scenario „m&t“ in 2030

Figure 2-19: sorted annual load curve 2030 scenario
"n&t"

Figure 2-20: sorted annual load curve 2030 scenario
"m&t"

Figure 2-21: geographical potential map of 2030
scenario "n&t"

Figure 2-22: geographical potential map of 2030
scenario "m&t"
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Table 2-5: Calculated EBD results for the year 2050 with the grid orientated approach.

EBD at the Scenario „n&t“ in 2050

EBD at the Scenario „m&t“ in 2050

Figure 2-23: sorted annual load curve 2050 scenario
"n&t"

Figure 2-24: sorted annual load curve 2050 scenario
"m&t"

Figure 2-25: geographical potential map of 2050
scenario "n&t"

Figure 2-26: geographical potential map of 2050
scenario "m&t"

In addition to the effect of the large additional energy demand in the “m&t” scenario the
electrical transmission grid model have got many cable overloadings in the overall simulation
system. Because of that some regions are unable to provide their energy surplus to regions
which are needed these for the coverage of their higher demand. This comes from the
existing and implemented transport capacities of the connections. In Table 2-6 the
overloading of all researched periods of both scenarios are listed.
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Table 2-6: Cable loading of all yearly periods in the scenarios "n&t" and "m&t".

Scenario

Loading > 50 %

Loading > 100 %

Scenario „n&t“ 2020

12

0

Scenario „m&t“ 2020

46

6

Scenario „n&t“ 2030

17

0

Scenario „m&t“ 2030

28

2

Scenario „n&t“ 2050

21

0

Scenario „m&t“ 2050

50

5

In order to guarantee the “n-1” security of point to point connections the upper limit of the
loading parameter were set to 50 %. Secondly a 100 % limit was included in order to find the
prospect connections for needed grid expansion. These results clarifying that the market
oriented approach got much more connections with border violations at the 50 and 100 %
limit. That means that a consideration in the copper plate way is not so much convincing as
the electrical grid orientated way. Moreover with the grid oriented view it is possible to
identify the regions which are technically predestinated for possible storage integration in the
periods of the years 2020, 2030 and 2050 in addition to the real grid restrictions.
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2.3

Development of a simplified method to estimate regional demand for
energy balancing

Patrick Wrobel, Fraunhofer UMSICHT, Germany
In chapter 2.2 a detailed method to estimate regional energy balancing demand was
presented. Based on this, a simplified method was developed to make estimations with a
small data set. For this, relevant key figures were identified which characterise the energy
system subdivided in grid, supply and demand. These key figures are illustrated in Figure
2-27.

Figure 2-27: characteristics of energy system

In a next step dimensionless parameters are determined which reflect the character of the
system to allow a transfer of proceedings to other energy systems. It draws on
characteristics that are also available in other countries. Consequently, the indicators are
selected on the basis of consumption and production structure as well as the computed
energy balancing demand from the model MELENA.
As input variables into the methodology following indicators are formed:
X is the non-fluctuating installed power plant capacity divided by the average power of
ഥ). Last one is the annual consumption (V) divided by the numbers of hours in
consumption (
a year.
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As input variables following indicators are formed:
ܲ௦௧Ǥǡି௨௧௨௧
X is the non-fluctuating installed power plant capacity
ܺ ൌ
ത
ഥ ).
ܸ
divided by the average power of consumption (
Last one is the annual consumption (V) divided by
the numbers of hours in a year.

ഥ) is the annual
The average power of consumption (
ഥ ൌ


consumption (V) divided by the numbers of hours in
ͺͲ ൗ
a year.
ܲ௦௧Ǥǡ௨௧௨௧
The ratio Y is the installed capacity of fluctuating
ܻ ൌ
ܸത
power producer, i.e. the installed capacity of
photovoltaic systems and wind energy converters,
divided by the average power of consumption.

ܼ ൌ

ܲ௦௧Ǥ
ܲ௦௧Ǥǡ௨௧௨௧

Z is the ratio of installed capacity of PV systems to
the total installed capacity of fluctuating producer.

Output variables are the operating figures described below:
 ܣൌ 

หܦܤܧ ห
หܦܤܧ ห  ܦܤܧ௦

The proportion of negative EBD (A) is the ratio of the
integral of the excess power over time to the positive
and negative EBD over an entire year.

 ܤൌ

หܦܤܧ ห
ܸത

The operating figure B is the sum of the amounts of
the surplus current divided by the average power of
consumption.

 ܥൌ

หܦܤܧ௦ ห
ܸത

C is the sum of the amounts of positive EBD divided
by the average power of consumption.

The parameters B, C, X and Y depend on annual consumption. This is illustrated in Figure
2-28 for the 27 EU Member States for the years 1990 to 2011. The illustration clarifies,
consumption increases in nearly all countries since 1990. Besides, the year 2009 is striking,
since a decrease of final energy consumption is noted in history. The following year, the
consumption is rising again, partly on the value of 2008. To close an influence of such
fluctuations, the average annual consumption from 2000 to 2008 will be used to calculate
parameters of EU states.
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Figure 2-28: Final electricity consumption of the EU Member States

In Figure 2-29 and Figure 2-30 the distribution of indicators X and Y are plotted grouped into
ranges of values. It shows that approximately 60 % of countries have an X-value in the range
between 2.25 and 3. 81.5 % of the EU Member States have a Y value from 0 to 0.3.

Figure 2-29: distribution of parameter X

Figure 2-30: distribution of parameter Y
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In the following, the functional relationship between the input variables and the variables
which characterize the EBD is analyzed. For the study, the 146 regions are used as a data
base in order to make statements about regions not analyzed in detail with the help of key
figures. As a result, a large number of regions with different characteristics are available in
order to investigate the functional relationship between input and output variables.
In the following figures in each case the parameters A, B and C to the parameters on the
ordinate Y and on the abscissa X are plotted as a scatter diagram. In doing so, all regions
calculated from the "oS"-scenarios of 2020, 2030 and 2050 are plotted as colored points. In
addition, the parameters of the 27 EU Member States as well as the figures for the whole of
Germany "oS"-scenarios are shown as crosses and stars to represent a classification of
value ranges. Thus, the trend for Germany from 2010 to 2050 is shown.
In Figure 2-31 the ratio A to figures X and Y is placed in relationship. Regions with a high
share of negative EBD are strongly scattered. Furthermore, the data base for values bigger
than 2 for X is very low. Therefore, it is not possible to determine EBD for regions with these
values of ratio to describe consumption and production structure. The share of negative EBD
is 100 % for Germany in the scenario "2020oS", and 97 % in the scenarios "2030oS" and
"2050oS".

Figure 2-31: scatter plot of parameters X, Y und A

Figure 2-32 shows the ratio B to the figures X and Y. Because of a low dataset, no reliable
statement can be given for big x values. Because of the spreading characteristical ranges
can be defined. It can be seen, the trend for Germany from scenario ‘2020oS’ on starts with
a value for ‘B’ at 0.006, ‘2030oS’ is ‘B’ at 0.065 and ‘2050oS’ the value is 0.234. To illustrate
range partitioning, the average lines for the values of 0.2 (black) and 0.5 (green) are shown.
ഥ and annual consumption the
With the present parameters Pinst.,fluctuating, Pinst.,non-fluctuating, 
negative EAB can be determined.
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Figure 2-32: scatter plot of parameters X, Y und B

Further on the parameters C, X and Y were set to relation and are illustrated in Figure 2-33.
In this respect the dataset is so low that no general conclusion about the positive EAB may
be given.

Figure 2-33: scatter plot of parameters X, Y und C

The methodology presented describes how to represent the supply and consumption
situation and how to assess the need for balancing with the help of characteristic and
available parameters. On the available data base a transfer of negative EAB in the existing
range of values to other countries appears to be possible. Whether a transfer of the
methodology for calculating the positive EAB is allowed in other countries, can not be
evaluated in the present data base. An evaluation of the influence of balancing demand on
neighboring regions is by using simple parameter due to the complex and dynamic
dependency of grid connection and of the energy balancing demands of neighboring regions
currently not possible.
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3 Applications of electric energy storage systems (WP 3)
Grietus Mulder, VITO, Belgium
This chapter treats the applications of electric energy storage. Since there is no international
consensus about the applications, the chapter starts with an analysis of the applications that
are proposed by famous sources. The second section gives examples of storage on the
discerned applications. The third section deals with pumped hydro power storage. This is
taken apart since it has a major importance in the storage solutions. A short section gives an
overview of sources that list storage sites. The last section is about other grid balancing
options, which are competing solutions. They are important to keep in mind when creating a
business case.

3.1

Survey about different general applications of energy storages

Storage systems are put into service with specific applications in mind. There should be a
power source to charge the storage and there has to be consumers to discharge the storage
again. Source and sink can simply be the transmission grid in which the storage system
fulfils storage trades. In this case the exact place is hardly important. However, if the
objective is to minimize peak electricity tariffs, voltage instability and costs due to grid use,
then the storage is probably located close to the generator, often an intermittent renewable
energy source, and ahead of the connection owned by the grid utility. Many of such
considerations are possible, resulting in a long list of possible storage applications. No
unique list exists that covers all intentions and that is globally accepted. One of the most
known lists is given in chapter 1, discerning 21 applications and stemming from EPRI (1).
Another famous report on storage applications was made by Sandia National Labs (2)
determining 17 applications. A shorter list is given by the IEA itself in their Technology
Roadmap for Energy storage (3). 12 applications are mentioned by the IEA report with two
that are not found in the previous lists.
To get a broader insight in the possible applications, this section shows the storage
applications of 7 sources assembled into one large table .
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Two lists in this table come from the European storage association EASE (4) and the
American counterpart, ESA (5). They try to make exhaustive lists of applications that are in
favour with their various and dissimilar members. This makes them different from the earlier
lists.
An easy and quantitative way to study storage applications has been made possible by the
software programme ES-select. It is a programme made by KEMA Inc. and licensed to
Sandia National Labs. It calculates the feasibility of a storage depending on the place in the
grid that the user should provide. It shows the financial yield of 23 applications. Since it is
freeware, it is easy to obtain and use. It has an emphasis on the American grid situation.
Although the applications have at least been inspired by the Sandia and EPRI studies, they
are not completely the same and not covering all applications of them. The table is a
powerful means to find the differences between these three lists.
The last list included is based on the PhD work of A. Kanngießer at Fraunhofer Umsicht and
Technical University Dortmund, Germany (6). She aimed for a techno-economic evaluation
of different storage applications, by using an optimization model that plans the storage
operation in steps of 15 minutes. She used a systematic approach to determine the
applications, being precise descriptions of the storage application’s specific functional
principle. Criteria that describe the functional principle are ‘source of charged electricity’,
‘destination of discharged electricity’, ‘trigger of charging process’, ‘trigger of discharging
process’ and some criteria that distinguish between provision and delivery of power or
energy, respectively. With that method 13 storage applications with different functional
principles could be identified.
The table tries to bring all application names together and to arrange them in corresponding
counterparts. However, that does not mean that applications that mentioned on the same line
are completely identical. It can be that a source is subdividing an application into more
applications. An example is the renewable energy integration application mentioned by EPRI.
ES-Select is dividing it in Wind Energy Smoothing and Solar Energy Smoothing. In this case
the wind energy smoothing has been put at the same line as renewable energy integration
and a new line is added for solar energy smoothing. The description at the end of the line
covers the widest application. Using this procedure 40 lines of applications are obtained. This
enables to understand the similarities and differences between overviews on storage
applications. However, to hold overview it is necessary to put similar applications together
and to identify main categories. It appears that 12 categories can be identified being:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Area regulation and reserve capacity
Voltage support in the grid
Congestion relief and investment deferral in the grid
Demand shifting and peak reduction by the end user
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Variable supply source integration
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They can be more precise or more attached to a specific stakeholder. It is clear that each list
has a kind of bias leading to more applications in a certain category than other lists show.
Sandia, EPRI and EASE give their method of classification. EPRI is focussed on the levels in
the electricity grid from System level, over ISO markets, towards transmission and
distribution system and arriving at the end user. Due to this, hardly any renewable energy
applications are explicitly given, since they are covered by the more general price arbitrage
and system capacity applications. Since Sandia treats renewable energy as a specific
relevance, they mention several applications in this category. They are also the only one to
consider back-up power batteries in substations as an application. EASE focusses on
stakeholders for the storage applications, therefore automatically different applications are
found than e.g., in the EPRI study. The IEA EPT applications go further than other lists by
considering seasonal storage and off-grid energy consumers (this one was also recognised
by A. Kanngießer).
In Europe the difference between area (frequency) regulation and supply reserves is not
made, leading to less applications in the list of EASE for this category. In the United States
more dispositions exist in the electricity grid than probably elsewhere in the world, specifically
to favour demand shifting and peak reduction. There exists a congestion charge on
transmission grid level and time-of-use energy cost at end user level. Also the end user may
have to pay for its peak power capability due to a retail demand charge. Such refinements
lead automatically to a higher number of specific applications.
The American Energy Storage Association discerns more storage application types in the
distribution grid than the other institutes and organisations do, referring to specific sources of
hinder like air-conditioning systems and plug-in electric vehicles. A. Kanngießer mentions the
possibility of hybrid power plants for direct selling of renewable energy as possibility. This is
different from the community energy storage of ESA since there is a different owner. For
ESA it is a specific means to help the utility in minimising the distribution grid congestion. For
A. Kanngießer it is a means to enter the smart grids concept based on renewable energy
sources.
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Table 3-1: Overview of storage applications as given in 7 sources. They have been assembled into 12
categories discerned by the background color (following two pages).

IEA ETP

Sandia
nr. Name

EPRI
Application

ES-Select

nr. Name

Level

21 Price Arbitrage

ISO markets

EASE
Application

Stakeholder

1 Energy Time-shift
(Arbitrage)
2 Supply Capacity

Arbitrage

Conventional
generation

3 Load Following

Support to conventional
generation
Participation to the tertiary
frequency control
Participation to the secondary
frequency control
Participation to the primary
frequency control

Conventional
generation
Transmission

Transm., distrib.,
customer services

Transmission

7 Voltage Support

Participation to angular
stability
Improvement frequency
stability of weak grids
Dynamic, local voltage control

9 Transmission Congestion
Relief

Limitation of upstream
perturbations

Renewable gener. /
distribution/
customer services

Investment deferral

Transmission

Capacity support

Distribution

12 Retail TOU Energy
Charges
13 Retail Demand Charges

Time-of-use energy cost
management
End-user peak shaving

Customer
services
Customer
services

14 Service Reliability (Utility
Backup)
15 Service Reliability
(Consumer Backup)
16 Power Quality (Utility)

Continuity of energy supply
Distribution power quality

Customer
services
Distribution

Particular requirements in
Power Quality

Customer
services

Distributed generation
flexibility
Renewables capacity firming

Renewable
generation
Renewable
generation
Renewable
generation

Seasonal storage
Arbitrage/ Storage trades

1 Electric Energy Time-shift Electric supply
application
2 Electric Supply Capacity
Electric supply
application

Load following

3 Load Following

Ancillary services

Frequency regulation

4 Area Regulation

Ancillary services

Spinning reserve
Non-spinning reserve

Voltage support

5.1 Electric Supply Reserve
Ancillary services
Capacity: spinning reserve
5.2 Electric Supply Reserve
Cap.: supplemental
5.3 Electric Supply Reserve
Capacity: backup supply
6 Voltage Support
Ancillary services
7 Transmission Support
(Network stability)

13 System Capacity

System

12 Local capacity

System

16 Regulation (1 hr)

ISO markets

17 Regulation (15 min)

ISO markets

15 Fast regulation (1hr)

ISO markets

5 Fast Regulation

18 Spinning Reserves

ISO markets

6 Supply Spinning Reserve

19 Non-spinning reserves

ISO markets

8 VAR Support

8 Transmission Congestion Grid system
Relief
applications
9 T&D Upgrade Deferral

Grid system
applications

11 Time-of-use Energy Cost
Management
12 Demand Charge
Management
13 Electric Service Reliability

End User/Utility
Customer Applic.
End User/Utility
Customer Applic.
End User/Utility
Customer Applic.

6 Defer Distribution
Investment
11 Defer Transmission
Investment
7 Distribution losses

3 Retail TOU Energy
Charges
4 Retail Demand Charges

2 Power Reliability
14 Electric Service Power
Quality

End User/Utility
Customer Applic.

15 Renewables Energy Timeshift
17. Wind Generation Grid
2 Integration (long duration)

Renewables
(21 Price Arbitrage
integration applic. )
Renewables
integration applic.

1 Power Quality
Variable supply resource
integration

Distribution

9 Transmission Congestion Transmission

10 Transmission Access
Charges

Demand shifting and peak
reduction

8 Transmission VAR
Support

Grid system
applications
5 Voltage Support

T&D congestion relief and
Infrastructure investment
deferral

Transmission

4 Area Regulation

Distribution
Transmission

10 Distribution Upgrade
Deferral
11 Transmission Upgrade
Deferral

Distribution

Capacity support

Transmission

Distribution

Transmission

End user
End user

End user

End user

17 Power Quality (Consumer)

ISO markets

16 Renewables Capacity
Firming

Renewables
(13 System Capacity
integration applic. )

System

17. Wind Generation Grid
1 Integrat. (short duration)

Renewables
integration applic.

System

18 Wind Energy Time Shift
(Arbitrage)
19 Solar Energy Time Shift
(Arbitrage)
20 Renewables Capacity
Firming

Curtailment minimisation
14 Renewable Energy
Integration

Transmission

21 Wind Energy Smoothing
22 Solar Energy Smoothing

Black start

20 Black Start

ISO markets

23 Black Start

Black start
Intentional islanding

10 Substation on-site power

Grid system
applications

Off-grid
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Conventional
generation
Distribution

ESA

Kanngießer

Definition

nr. Application
The ability to store energy for days, weeks, or months to compensate for a longer-term supply disruption or seasonal variability on the supply and
demand sides of the energy system.

Merchant electricity
storage

1 Energy shift by trade at
the spot market
6 Provision of generation
capacity

Storing low-priced energy during periods of low demand and selling it during high- priced periods within the same market is referred to as a storage trade,
electric energy time-shift or arbitrage. Some sources refer arbitrage specifically to this type of energy trade between two energy markets.
Energy storage could be used to defer the cost of installation of new power plant and/or to “rent” generation capacity in the wholesale electricity
marketplace.
Arbitrage for areas that are not well connected to the overall transmission grid and that suffer therefore of higher electricity prices.

4 Support of operation of
conventional power plant

Energy storage could serve as load following capacity that adjusts its output to balance the generation and the load within a specific region or area. It
concerns a Balance Responsible Party.

flexible peaking resource

The balancing of continuously shifting supply and demand within a control area under normal conditions is referred to as frequency regulation or area
regulation. Management is frequently done automatically, on a minute-to-minute (or shorter) basis.

frequency regulation

Area regulation from minutes to a quarter of an hour.
Similar to "Area Regulation", with specific reference to FERC 755 and 784 in the US for area regulation compensation. Faster-ramping resources are
rewarded with emphasis on speed and accuracy.

Spinning reserve

2 Provision of control
reserve

Reserve capacity for the electricity supply is used to compensate for a rapid, unexpected loss in generation resources in order to keep the system
balanced. Several divisions are made in 2 up to 3 categories. The first one is called Spinning Reserve (milliseconds to minutes)
Reserve capacity at time-scale of minutes up to twenty minutes. It is part of the non-spinning reserve.
Reserve capacity at time-scale of fifteen minutes up to an hour. It is part of the non-spinning reserve.
The purpose of voltage support is to maintain the grid voltage. A common method is to use resources like energy storage to inject or absorb reactive power
(VAR) that offsets reactance in the grid.
Energy storage could be used to enhance the T&D system performance by providing support during the event of electrical anomalies and disturbances
such as voltage sag, unstable voltage, and sub-synchronous resonance.
Absorbing or releasing power in the distribution grid to influence the active voltage level and to shift power between the phases in the distribution grid.

Transmission support and
avoidance of congestion
charges

10 Minimization of energy

supply costs by shifting of
energy
7 Deferral or avoidance of
T&D capacity upgrade

T&D Upgrade deferral

Energy storage technologies used to temporally and/or geographically shifting energy supply or demand in order to relieve congestion points in the T&D
grids or to defer the need for a large investment in T&D infrastructure. When the transmission systems become congested, congestion charges are usually
applied and increased in the USA.
Energy storage to defer the installation/upgrade of distribution lines and substations.
Energy storage to defer the installation/upgrade of transmlission lines and substations.
Storage can optimise the grid in reducing distribution losses due to high loads.
Transmission access charges are paid by transmission customers in return for transmission reservation (per-kilowatt basis). Energy storage can reduce the
peak load demand and thereby reduce their access charges.

Community energy
storage
Electricity storage and
plug-in vehicles
Reduction of peak
airconditioning demand
End-user bill management

Electric utility owned storage that is distributed and located near end-users at the periphery of the distribution system. It can offer several services.
Distributed electricity storage downstream from congestion points to serve the added on-peak demand by electric vehicles. It prevents a grid upgrade.
Distributed storage in the distribution grid to offset airconditioning related electricity demand
Energy storage to shift or reduce energy consumption at peak hours to reduce the overall cost for electricity by end users. Energy is purchased at off-peak
hours when electricity price is low, and then released at the on-peak hours when electricity price is high.

11 Minimization of usage fee
by reducing the peak load

Energy storage to reduce power draw when demand charge is high to reduce the overall cost for electricity for the end user. Energy is purchased when
demand charge do not apply or low, and then discharged when the demand charge do apply or high.
This electric service reliability application focuses on back-up power systems at the utility side of the electric meter. Usually, the facilities use a combination
of batteries for ride-through of momentary outages and then have a diesel generator for longer duration outages.

Uninterruptible power
systems

5 Ensuring of power quality
and uninterruptible supply

This electric service reliability application focuses on back-up power systems at Commercial and Industrial facilities. Usually, the facilities use a
combination of batteries for ride-through of momentary outages and then have a diesel generator for longer duration outages.
Energy storage can be used at the utility side of the meter to improve power quality on the feeder for all customers against short-duration events such as
harmonics, variation in voltage magnitude and frequency and interruptions in service etc.
Energy storage can be used to improve power quality at end user side against short-duration events such as harmonics, variation in voltage magnitude and
frequency and interruptions in service, etc.
This is a subset of Energy Time Shift (arbitrage) to change and optimise the output from variable supply resources , mitigating rapid and seasonal output
changes and bridging both temporal and geographic gaps between supply and demand to increase supply quality and value.

Bulk wind generation to
distributed storage
Distributed Gridconnected PV integration

Emphasis on wind energy

9 Increase of PV selfconsumption

Emphasis on solar energy. Having a storage device with durations of 3-4 hours can provide an important advantage to renewable efficiencies, easing of grid
impacts, and renewable production.
The objective of renewable capacity firming is to make the generation output somewhat constant. Storage could be used to store wind and solar power
during hours of peak generation regardless of demand.
This is about energy shifting, but expressed as prohibiting that the inverter has to be switched off or tuned down.

12 Compensation of forecast
errors in the balancing

Short duration intermittency from wind generation is caused by variation of wind speed. Wind farms start to have specific requirements to interconnect
their devices to the grid, which can apply penalties to the developers if certain ramping (2%) requirements are not met.
As a cloud passes the PV generation can decrease rapidly. Solar farms are beginning to be faced with specific requirements to interconnect their devices to
the grid, which can apply penalties to the developers if certain ramping (2%) requirements are not met.

8 Hybrid power plant for
direct selling of RES
3 Provision of black start
reserve

A black start is the process of powering up a generating (power) plant when the grid power is not available. Black start uses the power from the generators
inside the plant that are often started by small diesel generators.
The distribution grid is operated "off grid" from the transmission network, in case of power outage.
Utility substations contain a battery storage to provide back-up power for the substation equipment when the grid is not energized.

13 Planned balancing of
power in off-grid systems
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3.2

Special realized applications

Grietus Mulder, VITO, Belgium
In this chapter different applications, which are running or in realization, are described. It is
not a complete survey because of the diversity of applications. Many of the running projects
are pilot projects and subsidized projects in the test phase of the technology. This section
gives an idea of the implementation of the applications. No public information appears to be
available on the exact business cases. It is also difficult to generalise cost calculations, apart
from decreasing costs for renewable energy sources and storage systems. The positive case
is very depending on (7) (8) (9):
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

local circumstances
energy & power rating
the exact place in the grid
the electricity price (variation)
the intermittency grade of the electricity sources (high for wind and PV, low for
geothermal energy, ocean waves, bio-based electricity)
benefits for several stakeholders
commissioning & network connection
auxiliary systems
on purpose building or containerised solution

The exact place in the grid cannot be under-estimated. Often storage is placed next to a
substation in the grid. However, this is probably not the place with the highest voltage
problems. They happen often further downstream in the feeder line, especially if some nodes
are present. Placing the storage further in the feeder line can reduce the needed capacity by
a factor (7). Regarding the local circumstances there may be a flooding risk, requiring the
storage units to be elevated by 2 m, increasing straightforwardly the costs. To help system
integrators to keep track of the standards that are cover batteries and system integration with
batteries including grid connection, PV installations, converters and EV charging, a practical
web-site exists (10).
New storage systems are installed over the world with an increasing installation rate. Most of
these systems seem to be battery-based but pumped hydro power storage is also growing
quickly and by far largest in total capacity. In a lesser extent redox flow batteries and
flywheels are applied. Still other storage types like liquid air storage and adiabatic
compressed air storage are in a development stage. This section surveys storage systems
according to the categories and applications of the previous section.
Twelve categories were distinguished before. Two categories appear currently hardly to exist
in the realised storage systems: seasonal storage and support to conventional generation.
Substation on-site power and electric service reliability and power quality at the end user are
mature markets supplied by batteries, mainly lead-acid based, and to a lesser extent by
flywheels. Black start and intentional islanding seem mainly to occur in combination with
other categories.
Not all 40 identified applications from the previous section need to be treated here. From
seven applications storage examples are discussed. They are representative for the
categories. Black-start is mentioned under frequency regulation whereas intentional islanding
is referred to under improved intermittent renewable energy integration. The application of
demand shifting and peak reduction by the end user appears to go always together with
electric service reliability and power quality at the end user (but the other way around is not
true: the mature market of back-up power does hardly involve other applications).
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The categories and applications can be summarised as follows:
x

Seasonal storage
–

x

Storage trades and generation capacity support
–

x

idem, but combined with other applications

Substation on-site power
–

x

improved intermittent renewable energy integration

Black start and intentional islanding
–

x

mature market

Variable supply source integration
–

x

idem

Electric service reliability and power quality at the end user
–

x

avoiding grid upgrade

Demand shifting and peak reduction by the end user
–

x

voltage support and network stability

Congestion relief and investment deferral in the grid
–

x

frequency regulation

Voltage support in the grid
–

x

N/A

Area regulation and reserve capacity
–

x

storage trades

Support to conventional generation (load following)
–

x

N/A

mature market

Off-grid energy balancing.
–

idem

3.2.1 Storage trades
Storing low-priced energy during periods of low demand and selling it during high- priced
periods within the same market is of course a major application for storage under the
condition that the storage itself has to be cheaper than the price difference. But it has also to
be cheaper than the inverse of its efficiency: all energy lost cannot be sold again. In case of
an efficiency of 70%, the price difference has to be at least a factor 1.4. Pumped hydro
storage is typically used for this application. Generally, pumped hydro storage has a high
energy capacity and a relatively low storage cost. This application is dealt with separately in
the next section.
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3.2.2 Frequency regulation
Many storage systems have been installed for this application, in the USA, some in Southern
America and some in Europe. A breakthrough came from a change in the regulatory regime
with FERC Orders 784 and 755 in the United States. Faster-ramping resources are rewarded
with emphasis on speed and accuracy. This is especially favourable for batteries and
flywheels. Conventional generation reacts in 30 s or slower, while the storage systems react
n milliseconds allowing to follow regulation signal precisely.
A well-known storage site for this application is Stephentown facility in New York delivered by
Beacon Power (2011). 200 flywheels operate in parallel to provide 20 MW up and downregulation. The flywheel containers are embedded in the ground. (11)

Figure 3-1: Beacon Power’s flywheel energy storage plant in Stephentown, New York.
Source: Beacon Power4

In Chili several Li-ion battery solutions have been installed since 2009 by AES Energy
Storage. It comprises a 20 MW/ 5 MWh installation (2011): the Angamos Battery Energy
Storage System and the storage at Los Andes Substation of 12 MW/ 3 MWh (2009). The
response speed allows a quicker restoration and stability of the electricity system. Besides
delivering fast reactivity, the storage systems free the conventional power plants in keeping
part of the generation capacity aside for the primary and secondary reserves (12).

4

http://news.nationalgeographic.com/news/energy/2011/2/110223-electric-grid-flywheels-compressedair/
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Figure 3-2: Storage at Los Andes Substation. Source: NEC Energy Storage.5

In Schwerin, Germany, the energy utility WEMAG installed a 5 MW/ 5 MWh Li-Ion batterybased storage installation to serve on the frequency regulation service (2014). A second
objective is to replace the black-start generators of the utility. It keeps now diesel gen-sets
solely for the purpose of black-starting the grid after a power cut (9). Another storage system
with the same objective is close to Wittstock, North Germany and operated by Vattenfall. The
2 MWh ‘Energy Buffer Unit’ is built from lead-acid batteries. It is located next to a PV power
plant of around 70 MW called Alt Daber. In this way to the PV-park can meet the same
standard requirements as the conventional power plants do (10). In France, the first storage
system for frequency regulation was put into service end 2014. The 1 MW/ 30 min storage
system is close to Paris, in Les Renardières (11).

3.2.3 Voltage support and network stability
A famous storage for network stability dates from 2003 in Fairbanks, Alaska, USA. When grid
power fails, the NiCd based battery storage has to provide up to 27 MW for 15 minutes, while
it has a 6.7 MWh size (16).

5

http://www.neces.com/Collateral/Images/English-US/images/aes%20grid%20battery%20chile%20
large.JPG
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Figure 3-3: View on an alley in the NiCd based battery storage building.6

A second example is the NaS storage unit in southern Texas, USA, placed in 2011. It is at
the end of the US transmission grid at the town Presidio. This town is regularly hit by thunder
storms and power outages. Its quick response enables to address voltage fluctuations and
momentary outages. The battery system can supply 4 MW of uninterrupted power for up to
eight hours (17).

3.2.4 Avoiding grid upgrade
In remote areas an upgrade of electricity cables, being transmission or distribution lines, is of
course expensive due to the long length of cables. For example in the United Kingdom this
fact leads to alternative initiatives on islands and in the Scottish Highlands.
In Scotland a non-government funded organisation started to promote completely community
owned joint ventures covering generation, use and efficiency: Community Energy Scotland
(18). The emphasis of the organisation is supporting communities with local electricity and
heat generation with help of mainly biomass boilers, heat pumps and small wind turbines.
This is the basis to avoid grid upgrade. Two storage projects are present. The first is
wind2wheel that generates hydrogen for fuel cell electric vehicles, although this is strictly
speaking about energy conversion. The other one is the installation of a 1.2 MWh vanadium
redox flow battery by REDT Ltd. which is connected to a wind turbine at the isle of Gigha.
Another example to use storage of electric energy to avoid a grid upgrade is the Orkney
Energy Storage Park (UK, also in Scotland). The 33 kV network on Orkney has constraints
that are limiting the number of renewable generators able to connect to the distribution
network. To remove this constraint would require a high capital cost, which due to the
insufficient number of consented renewable developments, is not justified at the moment.
The project aims to tackle this problem by allowing third party storage devices to be installed
and managed within the existing active network management scheme. This will defer asset
replacement in a cost effective and expedient way. The storage systems will not be owned
6

energy-alaska.wikidot.com
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by the grid owner (SSE PD). Their only investment will be to facilitate the connection of the
third parties and service the commercial arrangements put in place. This would defer the
next incremental method of reinforcement which would be a new 33kV or 132kV submarine
cable between Thurso and Orkney (19).
A European project, MetaPV is focussing at increasing the PV-based energy in distribution
grids by 50 % without grid reinforcement (20). Two distribution grids in Belgium are used.
Mostly this objective is realised by improved inverter control with emphasis on active voltage
control and active and reactive power control. However, also storage with 10 % of the PV
power is needed to avoid grid reinforcement.
In Europe the association of transmission grid operators, ENTSO-E, has a mandate from the
European Commission to study the needed cross-border network strengthening to improve
the connection of the European countries, to couple electricity exchange markets and to
allow an increased use of electricity from renewable energy sources (among other
objectives). This is published in its bi-yearly Ten Years Development Programme. Since
2014 this programme is explicitly looking at storage as an additional means to improve crossborder electricity exchange. In the report 10 storage projects have been assessed and in
2015 some of them will probably be elected and supported as projects of common interest
(21)

Figure 3-4: Orkney Energy Storage Park. Source SSE PD.7

7

https://www.ssepd.co.uk/assets/0/72/828/1116/1118/ed1a8261-3338-4ad5-861c-27e490a9d7
a9.jpg?n =2083
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3.2.5 Improved intermittent renewable energy integration
A large battery based storage system in Europe for renewable energy integration is under
installation by the Italian transmission grid operator Terna in Miscano. It has to balance the
electricity demand and supply and to stabilize the transmission grid for optimum performance
under the massive increase of intermittent renewable energy at a substation. The project
enables recovering hundreds of GWh generated by wind farms, energy that is currently not
used. It results into a substantial savings for the country in the electricity costs as well as
benefits for the environment through the substantial reduction of CO2 emissions. The power
and size is 35 MW and 245 MWh. It concerns a NaS storage system of a new generation by
NGK. Terna has already three storage systems of 12 MW each based on NaS, NaNiCl
(Zebra) and Li-ion batteries, the first in Ginestra, the other two in Codrongianos (22).
A German company, Qreon, started to integrate Li-ion battery storage in the towers of their
2 MW wind turbines with storage between 0.2 and 2 MWh (23).
In the south of France a pilot project of a of smart solar district started, called Nice Grid
(2013). A 1 MW/ 30 min Li-ion battery-based storage system has been installed and
connected to the low voltage distribution grid. It addresses the risk of grid instability in the
event of a massive influx of intermittent solar energy. The project is larger than storage alone.
It studies the whole smart grid concept based on rooftop PV-installations and smart home
equipment. A special study topic is the islanding of a neighbourhood based on solar
generation and electrical storage.

3.2.6 Off-grid power balancing.
Islands are a typical area for off-grid power balancing. Storage is installed to support
renewable energy sources and to balance the local grid. The storage systems are based on
all types of available batteries (NiCd, NiMH, lead-acid, Li-ion, NaS, NaNiCl) and also on
redox flow batteries. Many services are usually integrated in the storage system by providing
peak-load shifting, regulating voltage fluctuation, reactive power (VAR) support and relieving
curtailment of PV-parks and wind turbines.
In Hawaii at Maui a 1 MW/ 1 h Li-ion battery based storage system was installed (2011) (24).
At Kauai a 6 MW/ 4.6 MWh Li-ion battery-based storage system has been installed (2014)
comprising 8 20 m containers for the batteries and 2 for the inverter (25).It is used as part of
the 12 MW solar energy park at Anahola. Several other batteries are under operation at
Hawaii.
Miyakojima (Japan) calls itself an eco-island. The total electrical demand of the island is
50 MW. The capacity of existing solar and wind power generation facilities are 4 MW and
4.2 MW, respectively. Four battery-based storage systems have been installed (26):
–
–
–
–
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3.2.7 Demand shifting and peak reduction by the end user
The end user can be, amongst others, industry, commercial building owners and households.
However, most storage systems in this segment are directed at households, typically as an
extension of a PV installation. The direct use of electricity generated by a PV installation is
rather low in a domestic dwelling, being between 15 and 30 % (12). In the latter case the
occupants changed already their behaviour in optimising their demand to the solar energy
availability.

Figure 3-5: some examples of domestic electricity storage appliances (sources: Dispatch Energy/
Liacon, ConEnergy and WEMAG)

Storage systems at households are stimulated by several trends: the feed-in tariffs (if
applicable, it is country dependent) are cut drastically, becoming less than the electricity
price for private end-users. Secondly, the electricity prices for private end-users are a
manifold of the price for other users, especially industry. This price continues to increase.
Moreover the cost for batteries, in case of the Li-ion type, is decreasing quickly. In the near
future this enables cost-effective storage for self-consumption of PV electricity (13).
Especially in Germany the market for household storage started. Over 100 systems are
available there. The properties of many of these systems like efficiency, cost and lifetime
have been published (29) (30). Four battery types are on the end-user market: lead-acid with
fluid electrolyte, lead-acid with fixed electrolyte (gel type or adsorbed glass mat, AGM), Li-ion
batteries and a Zebra (NaNiCl) battery. The capacities show a wide spread between 1 kWh
and 60 kWh. If only the useful capacity it is between 1 and 30 kWh with most in the region of
2 to 7 kWh. As far as enough information is given by the manufacturers, more properties can
be analysed. Figure 3-6 shows the efficiency as given by the manufacturer and the nominal
cycles; the latter as function of the allowed depth of discharge. The efficiencies show a large
spread, independent of the type; often higher than batteries in practice seem able to achieve.
The depth of discharge for most lead-acid batteries appear to be around 40 to 60% with 1800
to 3000 cycles. One lead-acid battery claims 80% depth of discharge and 12000 cycles,
which are both very high values for this battery type. For Li-ion the allowed discharge is from
60 up to 100% with claimed cycles ranging from 1800 to 6000. One promises to outperform
all others with 15000 cycles. This is three times more then such a battery can do in its
lifetime assuming 250 cycles per year and 20 years lifetime.
Figure 3-7 gives some insight in the costs. Expressed in €/kWhinstalled, lead-acid based
systems seems to be cheaper than Li-ion systems. Once corrected for the allowed depth of
discharge (€/kWhuseful) the difference disappears. A rough estimation is 3000 €/ kWhuseful and
not lower than 1800 € (both for Pb-gel and Li-ion).
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Figure 3-6: Given efficiency and claimed number of cycles for household storage devices.
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Figure 3-7: Derived indicative costs of storage systems, expressed in €/kWhinstalled and €/kWhuseful.
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In France and the UK storage at end-users exist, but more at demonstration scale than on
the market. Some demonstrations are together with time-of-use pricing. At off-grid islands
also demonstration projects started to use storage at households with micro-grid capabilities
like at Martinique (31).

3.3

Focus at pumped hydro storage

Pumped storage hydropower is a modified use of conventional hydropower technology to
store and manage energy or electricity using two basins, moving water between an upper
and lower reservoir. Water is uphill pumped for temporary storage during low electricity
demand or periods of high availability of intermittent renewable resources and, during
periods of high electricity demand, the stored water is released back through the turbines
and converted back to electricity. The storage efficiency has increased drastically, from 55%
around 1930 to 80% currently. This is shown in a next paragraph. The new generation of
pump-turbines allows quick dynamics to meet the increased transmission system demands
for reliability and system reserves. This is made possible due to adjustable-speed machines.
They rely on electronic converter hardware to adapt the speed. Modifying the speed also
allows the turbine to operate at peak efficiency over a larger portion of its operating band.
Pumped hydro storage is currently representing with 150 GW almost 99 % of the worldwide
electricity storage power (32) (33) (34). Figures on the capacity in worldwide TWh seems not
publicly available. A typical discharge time however is 10 h.

3.3.1 Potential in Europe
An European geographical information system based assessment shows high potential for
new pumped hydro storage stations (33). It considers two topologies:
–
–

two reservoirs exist already with the adequate difference in elevation and which are
close enough so that they can be linked
one existing reservoir and there is a suitable site close enough as to build a second
reservoir.

For the first topology 0.8 TWh appears possible if the maximum distance between the
reservoirs should stay below 5 km. If this distance is increased to 20 km 11 TWh is possible
in Europe and 37 TWh in candidate countries, mostly Turkey.
For the second topology 7.4 TWh within the EU is found for a distance below 5 km and
another 8 TWh in candidate countries. When the distance between the existing reservoir and
the prospective site is up to 20 km then the theoretical potential reaches an amazing
123 TWh of which 50% in the current member states.

3.3.1 Pumped-Storage Hydroelectricity in Germany
Originally, pumped hydroelectric storage power stations (PHS) in Germany were introduced
to balance price differences in a daily cycle within 24 hours. Due to the liberalization of the
electricity market in the middle of the 90s, the share of flexible, short-term operation to
provide ancillary services has increased [1]. In order to assess the impact of RES on PSH in
the course of the ongoing “Energy Transition” in Germany, the development of the average
total electricity generation balance PHS from 2002 to 2012 was analysed, see Figure 3-8 [2].
As a result, it can be seen, that despite the significant increase of fluctuating RES during that
period, the totalized operation of PHS still follows a noticeable night-day-profile.
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Figure 3-8: Development of the average total electricity generation balance of pumped-storage
hydroelectricity in Germany [2]

Currently, the total installed electrical power of PHS in Germany is 6.4 GW with a total
storage capacity of 37.7 GWh [3]. In average, the electricity generation in PHS that can be
accounted to natural inflows makes up approximately 25 % of the total generation [1].
PSH is a well-established storage technology with an overall efficiency of up to 80 %.
Regarding the existing PHS in Germany, the overall efficiency varies, mostly due to the
different years of commissioning, as illustrated in Figure 3-9. Due to their high flexibility, PHS
can supply primary, secondary and tertiary control, voltage regulation, black start capacity
and idle power. Additionally, PHS can provide guaranteed capacity and balance demand
fluctuations at the Day-Ahead and Intraday Market.
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Figure 3-9: Correlation of the overall efficiency of PSH in Germany and the year of commissioning for
PSH for PSH with a capacity >20 MW [4]

Apart from PSH, the flexible operation of run-of-the-river hydroelectricity is well established in
so called “swell” power plants, which represent 23 % of the total electric power of run-of-theriver hydroelectricity in Germany [4]. The technical potential for the flexible supply for all
existing run-of-the-river power plants in Germany is estimated to be approximately
1,070-1,260 MW and 700-830 MWh [5], but the practical potential is strongly limited by the
legal framework on river ecology (EU Water Framework Directive).
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3.4

Overviews on storage applications

Some research organisations and associations list realised storage systems. A selection is
mentioned in this sub-section.
In Europe an extensive study was made of all storage-related projects. As part part of the
European Electricity Grid Initiative the European Commission started in 2013 to map the
research and development taking place across Europe to support energy storage. Over 500
projects have been identified with a total budget over 900 M€. The analysis has been
reported by the Grid project (32).
In the USA the Department of Energy together with Sandia National Labs develop a
database for storage projects and for storage policies. Over 1200 projects are covered,
placed on a Google map background. . It is available at the website
www.energystorageexchange.org (33). Also hydrogen storage, thermal and EV fast charge
stations are covered. The policies are in the USA.
The Technology Roadmap by IEA ETP (3) gives in Annex A (34) a list of available energy
storage technologies (both for heat and electricity). It comprises 30 world-wide examples
classified by technology. The main part of the guide is a roadmap showing how the storage
can evolve up to 2050 for the different parts of the world. Also policy recommendations are
given.
An overview of storage projects for transmission and distribution grid applications in the
United Kingdom is given in the ‘Good practice guide on electrical energy storage’ (9).
Appendices 2 and 3 show elaborately the applications and technologies. The main objective
of the guide is to be a reference tool to those deploying energy storage including examples of
best practice and how viable business cases can be formed.
Not a real overview on storage applications but on all existing standards for batteries and
system integration is the website batterystandards.vito.be (10). It is a rich source for
standards to alleviate system integration with batteries including grid connection, electrical
installation,PV installations, converters, EV charging but also safety standards like FMEA,
HAZOP and functional safety.
Finally, there exists a Wikipedia page on storage systems, available at
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_energy_storage_projects (34). A list of around 400 storage
realisations are given in the form of a table with comprehensive information.
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3.5

Competing solutions

Assessing the value of storage systems cannot be done without looking at alternative
solutions. The cost of storage has to be compared with the other possibilities. This section
summarises briefly the options.

3.5.1 Grid reinforcement or reconfiguration
Grid reinforcement is a major alternative. Both due to the connection of renewable energy
sources as well as the electrification of building heating and mobility, the grid is challenged at
all levels. Despite this, the European Commission indicated that storage will be needed at all
levels once intermittent renewables reaches more than 25% (39).
The European association of transmission grid operators, ENTSO-E, makes every two years
a Ten Year Development Plan for the electricity grid with emphasis on reinforcement of the
cross-border exchange of electricity (21). 80% of the proposed investments address RES
integration issues, either because direct connection of RES is at stake , because the network
section or corridor is a keyhole between RES and load centres, or in order to avoid spillage
of RES. ENTSO-E concludes that stronger interconnection of the Iberian and Italian
peninsulas, Ireland and Great Britain to mainland Europe is essential, as well as between
offshore generation and major cities.

3.5.2 Transformer upgrade
Replacing a transformer by a more powerful one is much cheaper currently than storage. Still,
storage can be interesting if it can be more than only an alternative for the replacement, but
also be used for other grid services.
Another way to solve voltage problems at transformer stations is transformer tap-changing.
Classically it is carried out by intervention of service personnel but new models can have
automatic tap changing possibility.

3.5.3 Demand side management
Not only the grid and its components has to change to receive intermittent renewable energy
sources, also the demand has to be adapted to the load. Top-line dish washers and cloth
dryers are equipped with smart-grid communication possibility to enable postponed activation
by the electricity grid. Modern PV inverters have the same kind of possibilities to enhance
self-consumption. Several approaches exist to do demand-side management at house-level
up to city-level with help of agents like the PowerMatcher and the Intelligator (40). Demandside management is also performed by aggregators. They cluster many industrial
installations or a high quantity of domestic appliances and are able in this way to offer
ancillary services to the grid.

3.5.4 Energy efficiency
A basic approach to for an easier load-demand match is increasing the energy efficiency of
the appliances and processes.

3.5.5 Inverters with voltage support possibilities
Storage systems in a distribution grid can offer voltage support services. However, PV
inverters can do several of these tasks as well. National legislations are changing to include
grid support functions by inverters. Currently it is written down in the German code of
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practice VDE-AR-N 4105. It is binding for all PV installations since 2012. It comprises the
following voltage control aids:
–
–

–
–
–

active power reduction in case of over-frequency;
provision of reactive power for devices above 3. 68 kW with max. a cos ĳ of 0.95 and
0.9 for installations above 13.8 kW: by simultaneously absorbing lagging reactive
power while injecting active power, the voltage at the grid connection point can be
lowered;
grid and plant protection by a device that disconnects the plant from the grid if the
voltage or frequency is outside permissible limits;
actively balancing the voltage in the grid phases by feeding as symmetrically as
possible;
remote power limitation by the distribution grid operator for installations above
100 kW.

3.5.6 Curtailment
The cheapest short-term solution resolve over-supply of electricity is to curtail wind and PV
power instead of storing or transforming it. At the long-term it harms CO2 emission
abatements.

3.5.7 Other peak power sources
Storage can be used to deliver peak power. Classically, it is delivered by gas peakers and
diesel-based turbojets. It is often delivered by fast pumped hydro storage.

3.5.8 Storage by means of heat
An alternative for storing electricity as electric energy is to store it as heat for later use to
warm buildings or providing hot tap water. This can be done by heat pumps but also by
classic electric domestic hot water vessels. It can be seen as a kind of demand-side
management.
Excess electricity for district heating becomes a regular application. In the past, electric
boilers in district heating networks have primarily been used as back-up system for the CHP
unit. Contrasting to conventional boilers, electric boilers provide much higher ramping
velocity and flexibility. Fast reacting back-up capacity is particularly important, when
industrial consumers with high interruption expenses are connected to the district heating.
With increasing supply shares of fluctuating renewable energies, electric boilers may
additionally be used for heat production from surplus power. In times of high grid feed-in of
wind or solar PV, increasingly accompanied by low spot market electricity prices, electric
heating can be more attractive than the operation of CHP or conventional peak boilers.
Electric boiler capacity can be offered as negative regulating power on spot market,
regulating power market and primary reserve market (41). One popular example is the
district heating system in Skagen, Denmark, which is supplied by a waste incineration plant,
three CHP engines, a thermal storage, as well as a gas and electric boiler. The hourly
operation of each component is strongly correlated to the current wind power generation and
spot market prices (42). Today, in Denmark more than 300 MW of electric boiler capacity are
installed (43). In Germany, electric boilers have been recently installed amongst others in
Flensburg, Schwerin and Lemgo (44). The usage of surplus renewable electricity for electric
heating is not limited to district heating, but can also be applied in building CHP systems or
industrial process heat production.
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3.5.9 Conversion of electricity to fuels
In case of excess green electricity instead of storing it, it can be converted to fuels. Strictly
speaking this is not about storage since the does not become available for the electricity grid
afterwards. Power-to-hydrogen, power-to-(methane) gas are examples.

3.6

Conclusion

This chapter on applications of electric energy storage first looks into the application divisions
themselves like they are made in famous studies on energy storage and by the sector
organisations in Europe and the USA. They identify 12 up to 23 applications that often do not
overlap. 40 applications can be discerned. These 40 have no identical names in each list, but
come close together having slight differences in the exact objective. The applications can be
clustered into 12 categories. Only 5 categories are common in all lists:
–
–
–
–
–

Storage trades and generation capacity support
Area regulation and reserve capacity
Congestion relief and investment deferral in the grid
Demand shifting and peak reduction by the end user
Variable supply source integration

Categories that are found in most surveys are:
–
–
–
–

Support to conventional generation (load following)
Voltage support in the grid
Electric service reliability and power quality at the end user
Black start and intentional islanding

Three categories are found in individual surveys that are not covered in the other ones,
being:
–
–
–

Seasonal storage
Substation on-site power
Off-grid energy balancing.

The use cases show that electric energy storage is applied and that it is growing. Pumped
hydro storage exists already a long time, but the efficiencies are increasing well, from 70 %
in 1960 to 80 % nowadays. Many PHS projects are under construction, off course confined to
regions with enough difference in height. At least in Europe a high potential exists for new
pumped hydro storage. Since electrochemical storage (batteries and redox flow batteries) is
not site-specific this type of storage is more wide-spread and used in many of the identified
applications. Other storage possibilities seem to be more at technology development level.
Flywheels are an available technology but restrained to specific applications being frequency
reserve power and back-up power.
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4 Requirements for test procedures (WP IV)
M. Perrin, E. Lemaire, Y.M. Bourien, N. Martin, CEA, France
The aim of this work package is to develop guidelines – derived from applications – for
testing stationary energy storage systems for electric systems.
Some of electrochemical storage systems with existing stationary systems are presented in
Part 4.1 and the proposed test procedures have been performed on them. The Part 4.2
proposes a definition of operation modes of typical energy storage applications based on the
classification by uses. Then, a deep review of the existing cycles and standards to test
electricity storage systems and a clustering of the typical energy storage applications have
been performed in Part 4.3 in order to define typical cycles for testing stationary storage
systems. Finally, from existing methods new guidelines to test stationary storage systems
are proposed in Part 4.4 for performance testing (energy, power, efficiency, standby losses,
response time, and ability to fulfil a set point) and for lifetime prediction regarding typical
energy storage applications.
Hence the aim of this part is not to define for which application is adapted each energy
storage technology.

4.1

Overview about considered storage technologies for test procedures

The aim of this Part 4.1 is not to deeply describe all the current electricity storage
technologies but to give an overview of technologies that could well suit to test procedures
described in the following parts even if the procedures aim at being technology neutral.
Numerous review and publications detail the different electricity storage technologies [IE11]
[Li02] [Mo15] or are specific to one technology.
The main figures on storage in the world are given in the Part 1.1 and examples of existing
systems are detailed in the Part 3.2.
It was decided to present here briefly four different storage system technologies based on
electrochemistry: lead-acid batteries, lithium-ion batteries, NaNiCl2 batteries and redox-flow
batteries. An example of an existing ESS is given for each of the selected technologies with
data coming from the ESS supplier; it could be noticed that there is often a lot of missing
information in order to have a good overview of ESS operation and performance for
stationary storage applications. The testing procedures described in the Part 4.4 have then
been performed on these systems in order to get the missing information.

4.1.1 Lead acid batteries
The lead-acid battery is the oldest and most mature of all electrochemical storage systems
(battery technologies). The first lead-acid cell was set up by Gaston Planté in 1860 by using
two lead plates in sulfuric acid. The currently developed lead-acid cell contains positive lead
dioxide electrodes and negative lead electrodes, immersed in a sulfuric acid electrolyte.
During discharge, both electrodes are converted to lead sulfate and the process reverses on
charge (Figure 4-1). The nominal voltage of a single lead-acid cell is 2V.
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Figure 4-1: Principle of a lead-acid cell

Two distinct families of lead-acid batteries are developed:
x
x

Flooded batteries: early design where the electrodes are immersed in liquid electrolyte with sulfuric acid,
Sealed VRLA batteries: the sulfuric acid electrolyte is immobilized in a gel or is held in
an AGM separator to store oxygen produced during overcharging.

Flooded batteries require periodic overcharge to recover from electrolyte stratification (higher
sulphuric acid concentration at the bottom of the cell) and prevent hard sulphation of the
electrodes (formation of inactive lead sulphate resulting in capacity loss). This overcharge
causes water consumption by electrolysis into hydrogen and oxygen gases: the gas bubbles
will then homogenize the electrolyte by mechanical effect. However, periodic water addition
is then necessary and this results in high maintenance needs. For large installations,
automatic water refill systems are a pertinent option.
VRLA batteries require much less overcharge since they are not subject to stratification. The
produced gases will recombine into water inside the cells, eliminating the need for water refill.
However, prolonged overcharge will then damage the cell irreversibly by drying.
The modern recycling processes enable more than 95% recycling of its components and
55 % of the world production of refined lead is made of recycled lead. Innovation work to
improve lead-acid battery technology and materials continues in order to improve cycle life
and durability. Several advanced lead-acid technologies (honeycomb grids for electrodes,
lead-carbon electrodes …) are really promising and being developed or are already in the
pre-commercial and early deployment phase.
The main manufacturers of lead-acid batteries are EnerSys Inc [USA] (incorporating Hawker,
Varta industrial, and Oldham), Exide Technologies [USA] (incorporating GNB, CEAC, Tudor,
Chloride, and Fulmen), Johnson Control [USA] (incorporating Hoppecke, Varta automotive,
and Delphi), Yuasa [Japan], Hitachi [Japan], Fiamm [Italy], and BAE [Germany]. Since last
years, some manufacturers have developed shelter lead-acid ESS solutions including the
PCS components (Xtreme power, Axion Power, East Penn with UltraBattery).
The available technical data of a flooded lead-acid ESS for testing renewable integration is
given in the following Table 4-1.
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Table 4-1: Overview of available data for an indoor lead-acid ESS of 11kW/40kWh at CRES, Greece
Manufacturer datasheet

Product reference

BAE 6OPzS 600 LA + SMA inverters

Technology

Electrochemical – Flooded lead acid

Packaging

30 cells + 3inv. (1700*2500*1500, 1479kg)

Grid voltage and frequency

230Vac, 50Hz

DC voltage

60Vdc

Temperature window

-25 to 45°C

Noise

n/a

Risk (security) & environment

Lead; hydrogen; sulfuric acid

Power

11kW nominal in charge and in discharge

General
information

Energy available

40kWh

SOC/SOE range

SOC: 0-100%

DC Efficiency

n/a

AC efficiency

n/a

Ramp rate

n/a

Answering time

n/a

Time to switch

n/a

Time to start

n/a

Energy

Efficiency

Performance

Response time

n/a

Self-discharge
Remote control

Yes

Ability to fulfill a

n/a

Operational
constraints

Lifetime
Grid
integration
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setpoint
Freq. of setpoint change

n/a

Monitoring

DC and AC current and voltage

Cycling ageing

Battery: 1500 cycles

Calendar ageing

n/a

Short-circuit behavior

Short-circuit proof

Reactive Power

+-100%
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4.1.2 Lithium-ion batteries
Unlike many other batteries, lithium-ion ones are not related to a well-defined
electrochemical couple: any material that is able to reversibly host lithium ions can be the
base of a lithium-ion battery. On the opposite the lithium metal battery has a negative
electrode made in metallic lithium.
The operation of Li-ion batteries is based on the reversible exchange of lithium ions, often
used to be called “rocking-chair”, between a positive and a negative electrode where
intercalation mechanisms occur (Figure 4-2). During charge and discharge, Li+ ions transfer
across an electrolyte and a separator between both host structures. The first intercalation
compounds were initially proposed by John B. Goodenough and his technology (lithium
cobalt oxide at positive electrode) was used in the first commercial Li-ion battery, launched
by Sony in 1991. Nowadays, different combinations of positive and negative electrodes
materials are used (Figure 4-3); this gives different cell voltages, performance characteristics
and safety behaviours.

Figure 4-2: Principle of a lithium-ion cell [Xu04]

Figure 4-3: Different families of lithium-ion batteries
electrodes [Go10]

Different geometries of lithium-ion cells exist (prismatic, pouch cell and cylindrical) and the
rated capacity goes from 1 to more than 100Ah due to the wide range of applications.
Numerous research works are ongoing on new electrode materials, electrolytes, current
collectors, separators, thermal management to improve their specific energy and energy,
their specific power and power density. In the same way, recycling processes are well
developed, permitting a high recover of the main components (casing and current collectors),
and are continuously improved. Lithium-ion safety is more and more well understood
regarding thermal runaway, overcharge, short-circuit, mechanical impact; design of cell,
design of thermal management and BMS (Battery Management System) help strongly to
mitigate these safety hazards whereas many groups (as Stallion and Stabalid) works on strict
and well defined standards for lithium-ion ESS.
Some of the main manufacturers of large lithium-ion systems are: A123 [USA], Samsung
[Korea], LGChem [Korea], Saft [France], DowKokam [USA], GSYuasa-Mitsubishi [Japan],
NEC [Japan], BYD [China], Altairnano [USA], Toshiba [Japan], Leclanché [Switzerland].
The available technical data of a lithium-ion ESS in operation for voltage support in a
distribution grid with high rate of PV production since 2013 is given in the following Table 4-2.
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Table 4-2: Overview of available data for a shelter lithium-ion ESS of 60kVA / 156kWh at Usson-du-Poitou,
France (IPERD project)
Manufacturer datasheet

General
information

Product reference

Dow Kokam + Nidec inverters

Technology

Electrochemical – Lithium-ion C/NMC

Packaging

Shelter (6058*2400*2900mm, 10000kg)

Grid voltage and frequency

400Vac, 50Hz

DC voltage

390-590Vdc

Temperature window

0-45°C

Noise

n/a

Risk (security) & environment

Lithium-ion

Power

60kVA nominal in charge and in discharge

Energy available

156kWh

SOC/SOE range

SOC: 0-100%

DC Efficiency

95% round-trip without auxiliaries

AC efficiency

85% round-trip without auxiliaries

Ramp rate

100% in 1s

Answering time

1s

Time to switch

1s

Time to start

30s including wake-up

Energy

Efficiency

Performance

Response time

1,54% per month

Self-discharge
Remote control

Yes

Ability to fulfill a

Yes

Operational
constraints

Lifetime
Grid
integration
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setpoint
Freq. of setpoint change

1 change per minute

Monitoring

DC and AC current and voltage

Cycling ageing

1400 cycles 0-100% SOC, 5000 cycles 10-90%

Calendar ageing

n/a

Short-circuit behavior

n/a

Reactive Power

+-100%
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4.1.3 NaNiCl2 (Zebra) batteries
The discovery in 1962 that beta alumina ceramic was a good sodium ion conductor at high
temperature opened up the possibility of designing electrochemical cells with molten sodium
as negative electrode and solid beta alumina as the electrolyte. This discovery has led to the
development of sodium sulphur beta batteries (NaS), and sodium metal chloride (Na-MCl2)
beta batteries, the so called ZEBRA technology. In the later type, among the possible active
materials usable at the positive electrode, it is the nickel chloride technology that has
reached the commercial level and has been implemented in EV or storage device for more
than 20 years now and stationary storage device.
The NaNiCl2 technology is actually developed and commercialized by the Italian FIAMM
group (SoNick® systems), and the patent has also been purchased a few years ago by US
group GE (Durathon® systems).
The metal casing is indeed the negative electrode. Note that in the positive compartment,
alongside solid nickel chloride active material we have also solid sodium chloride (sodium
active material in ‘discharged’ form is indeed simple table salt), and a liquid molten
secondary electrolyte NaAlCl4 for sodium ion conductive purpose (see Figure 4-4). In the
SoNick technology, 75-80% of the overall capacity comes from nickel chloride NiCl2 and 2025% from added dopant iron chloride FeCl2.

Figure 4-4: Principle of NaNiCl2 cell [Du04] [Va09]

According to the scheme of the Figure 4-4 for a discharge phase ( standing for Ni or Fe):
x
x

At the positive electrode: ݈ܥܯଶ  ʹ݁ ି  ʹܰܽ ା ՜  ܯ ʹ݈ܰܽܥ
At the negative electrode: ʹܰܽ ՜ ʹܰܽା  ʹ݁ ି

The overall reaction being: ݈ܥܯଶ  ʹܰܽ ՜  ܯ ʹܰܽ ݈ܥand the reactions are simply
reversed in charge and the roundtrip faradic efficiency is 100%. The nominal voltage of a cell
is 2.58V.
The key feature for manufacturing this kind of technology is to master the ceramic synthesis
process. On the operating side, it is a high temperature technology because the beta alumina
displays good conductive performances when it’s at least at 260°C. On the other hand,
because of its intrinsic thermal management, sodium metal chloride battery pack can be
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operated in almost all worldwide area (-40 °C to + 70°C). When solicited, NaNiCl2 batteries
are capable of maintaining by themselves the required temperature by Joule effect and
exothermicity.
No periodic maintenance is required for the batteries along their lifetime. From a 100%
potential recyclability (stainless steel, nickel, iron, salt, ceramic), an effective recyclability is
performed within the nickel metallurgy circuit (with a recovery efficiency higher than 50%).
The NaNiCl2 technology is a proven secure technology (because of the low amount of liquid
sodium in the cells and the safety precautions schemes used) that doesn’t features any toxic
components nor ambient emission and outgassing.
The available technical data of a NaNiCl2 ESS system, used for PV production energy timeshift application in on-grid configuration and for load levelling application in off-grid
configuration since 2014 (Altais project in Martinique island), is given in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3: Overview of available data for a shelter NaNiCl2 Zebra ESS of 120kW / 188kWh at INES, France
Manufacturer datasheet

Product reference

FIAMM SoNick ML3X ST523 + Nidec inverters

Technology

Electrochemical NaNiCl2 (Zebra)

Packaging

Shelter (L*l*H:6100*2500*2900mm, 11500kg)

Grid voltage and frequency

400Vac, 50Hz

DC voltage

620Vdc nominal

Temperature window

270°C for battery, 25°C for PCS and shelter

Noise

n/a

Risk (security) & environment

Sodium

Power

120kW nominal in charge and in discharge

General
information

Energy available

188kWh

SOC/SOE range

SOC: 10-100%

DC Efficiency

83% at C/2 roundtrip

AC efficiency

n/a

Ramp rate

150ms

Answering time

150ms

Time to switch

n/a

Time to start

n/a

Energy

Efficiency

Response time

Performance

No electrochemical self-discharge, 1kW to maintain

Self-discharge
Remote control

Yes

Ability to fulfill a

Yes (depend on BMS limitations)

Operational
constraints

Lifetime
Grid
integration
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setpoint
Freq. of setpoint change

10Hz

Monitoring

DC and AC current and voltage, frequency, auxiliary

Cycling ageing

3000 cycles

Calendar ageing

> 15 years

Short-circuit behavior

Failed cell is conductive and battery is safe

Reactive Power

+-100%
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4.1.4 Redox Flow batteries
Redox-flow battery is a family of electrochemical storage technologies. Modern redox-flow
batteries were first developed in the 1970s when the iron-chromium battery was invented by
L. Thaller at NASA, whereas the first redox-flow battery was developed almost 100 years
ago, in 1884, by C. Renard with a zinc-chlorine system.
The principle of a redox-flow battery is based on two soluble redox couples contained in
external electrolyte tanks (see Figure 4-5). Liquid electrolytes are pumped from storage tanks
to flow-through electrodes to convert chemical energy to electrical energy (discharge) or vice
versa (charge). A membrane (or separator) is placed between the positive and negative
electrodes to selectively allow cross-transport of non-active species.
Redox-flow batteries store energy under the form of soluble species in the electrolyte, unlike
traditional batteries that store energy in electrode materials. This means that the power and
energy of a redox-flow system can be designed separately: the system power is determined
by the size of the electrodes and the number of cells (electrodes + membrane) in a stack,
while the energy storage capacity is determined by the concentration and volume of the
electrolyte.

Figure 4-5: Principle of Redox-flow battery (source: Prudent Energy)

Based on this design of battery, numerous chemistries (two redox couples) for redox flow
batteries have been studied and/or developed: vanadium / vanadium (VRB), polysulphide /
bromine (PSB), zinc / bromide (ZBB), iron / chromium (ICB), zinc / iron, vanadium / cerium,
soluble lead-acid batteries (SLFB).
Among these, the most mature systems are based on VRB technology and the manufacturers of such systems are: Prudent Energy [USA] (formerly VRB Power Systems), Gildemeister
[Austria] (formerly Cellstrom), GEFC [China], and Rongke Power [China]. The ZBB technology is not as flexible as the other ones because zinc is deposited on one electrode during operation, which means that power and energy are not fully independent; the main manufacturers of this technology are ZBB energy corporation [USA], RedFlow [Australia] and Vionx Energy (formerly Premium Power). Regenesys was a former manufacturer of PSB systems
whereas ViZn energy is a developer of zinc / iron battery.
The available technical data of an existing VRB ESS system developed by Cellstrom and
used for smoothing PV production at INES since 2010 is detailed in the Table 4-4.
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Table 4-4: Overview of available data for a shelter vanadium redox-flow ESS of 10kW / 100kWh at INES, France
Manufacturer datasheet

Product reference

CELLSTROM FB10-100 + SMA inverters

Technology

Electrochemical - Vanadium Redox flow

Packaging

Shelter (4500*2200*2403mm, 10300kg)

Grid voltage and frequency

230 or 400 Vac, 50Hz

DC voltage

48Vdc

Temperature window

n/a

Noise

n/a

Risk (security) & environment

Vanadium; hydrogen; sulfuric acid

Power

10kW nominal in charge and in discharge

General
information

Energy available

100kWh

SOC/SOE range

SOC: 0-100%

DC Efficiency

70% roundtrip

AC efficiency

n/a

Ramp rate

n/a

Answering time

n/a

Time to switch

n/a

Time to start

n/a

Energy

Efficiency

Performance

Response time

Self-discharge

n/a

Remote control

Yes

Operational

Ability to fulfill a setpoint

n/a

constraints

Freq. of setpoint change

20s

Monitoring

DC and AC current and voltage
Electrolyte: 15000 cycles

Cycling ageing
Pumps: n/a

Lifetime

Electrolyte, stacks, PCS: 10 years
Calendar ageing
Pumps, BMS: n/a

Grid
integration
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Short-circuit behavior

n/a

Reactive Power

+-100%
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4.2

Definition of operation modes of typical energy storage applications

As seen previously in the Parts 1 and 3 of this report, numerous studies have been released
to cluster electricity storage systems in order to evaluate and to test their different features.
One approach is to use as criteria the benefits or values and the beneficiaries (see Part 1.5)
and is useful to evaluate the storage itself, whereas a complementary approach is to study
the applications or uses of the electricity storage (see Part 3) in order to be able to test the
storage under real application cases. Both approaches will be browsed in this Part 4.2 and
the main modes of operation in typical energy storage applications will be defined.

4.2.1 Benefits (values) of electricity storage
Sandia has published a first report in 2003 [SA03] in a context of an increasing number of
installation of distributed energy sources (including storage devices). This was due to an
increase of electric power consumption leading to a higher load on T&D components and a
necessity to invest in them. The required power of such storage devices for T&D utilities is
about several MWac and they are used for the real time and short notice (ms to several
minutes/hours) support and optimization. Their usage value is placed between two more
widespread energy storage systems: small storage for nomad applications and large storage
(100s of MWac, 10h or more), mainly PHES (see Part 1.1), for daily load shifting or regulation
control. Beyond the T&D utilities, the development of such energy storage systems could
benefit to energy service providers, end-use consumers, storage equipment vendors,
regulators or environment.
As a single storage device can produce multiple benefits, the DOE (US Department of
Energy) has tried to list all the monetized and qualitative benefits that could be supplied by
an energy storage device. Six main categories of storage benefits (19) have been defined
regarding who will benefit from the energy storage device:
x

x
x
x

x

x

Utility transmission and distribution financial benefits: Deferred T&D upgrade
investment, T&D equipment life extension, transmission support, transmission access
charges avoided, and reduced costs for T&D losses.
Electricity Supply Financial benefits: arbitrage.
Generation capacity: ancillary services (spinning reserve and regulation control), and
renewables (capacity firming and time-shift).
Utility-customer financial benefits: time-of-use (TOU) cost energy reduction, demand
charge reduction, electric reliability (avoid shutdown), and on-site power quality
(regarding voltage magnitude, frequency value, harmonics, power factor …).
Qualitative benefits: strategic values to utilities (flexibility, portability, compatibility with
distributed generation, grid operations during significant power event), environmental,
utility asset utilization, and electricity cost volatility smoothing.
Combining financial benefits from energy storage taking into account operational
conflicts, technical conflicts, and market intersections.

This classification of energy storage benefits has been updated in a new EPRI report [EP10]
with five beneficiaries (without taking into account qualitative benefits and combining financial
benefits): End-user instead of utility customer, Distribution, Transmission, System instead of
generation capacity, and ISO markets instead of generation capacity and electricity supply. A
total of 21 benefits have been listed and are illustrated on Figure 1-22 in Part 1.5.1.
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In comparison to the previous study, the same benefits are identified for the end user
beneficiary. The Deferred T&D upgrade investment has been split in Defer distribution
investment and Defer transmission equipment, the T&D losses has been split in Distribution
losses and Transmission congestion, the T&D equipment life extension is not anymore
reported, and a Voltage support for distribution has been added. The ancillary services have
been split in three regulation controls and a spinning reserve benefit. Finally Local Capacity
and System capacity benefits have been added for the beneficiary System to meet
anticipated peak load in the future, and a Non-spinning reserve benefit and a Black start
benefit have been added to the ISO markets category.
These benefits are really focused on the various US electricity markets and have to be
adapted if another electricity market is focused. As mentioned in Part 1.5, Zucker and al.
[Zu13] reports a large literature review on the economics of electricity storage in the
European Union under system approaches (assessing impact of storage on the system and
studying long term evolutions). Part of their work deals with the economics of electricity
storage using a complementary approach of engineering models, used for EPRI and Sandia
reports, and a transposition to European electricity market and its specificities of the storage
benefits reported by [EP10] is done. For instance, the regulation services (3 regulation
controls and spinning/non-spinning reserves) for US markets match the three reserve
products defined for a large part of Europe electricity market.

4.2.2 Applications (uses) of electricity storage
The classification of benefits by beneficiary presented here above is very useful especially
for them because they have to evaluate the storage regarding the investment, and because
they do not have the same constraints for storage operation (reliability, power, energy, time
of response …).
Nevertheless identifying only the benefit of the storage is not sufficient as it does not
underline the application cases with technical constraints; the benefit of a storage is linked to
its value (financial or not) whereas the application for a storage corresponds to its specific
use. Sometimes a benefit is strictly coupled to an application but several uses (applications)
can serve a unique value (benefit) and a use can have several values. Hence a distinction
has to be considered between benefit, which is useful for evaluating, and application, which
serve for testing the storage. As for the benefits, many applications of electricity storage can
be defined depending on the electricity markets, the level of detail, and so on. This aspect is
widely discussed within the Part 3.1 of this present report. As this Part 4 is focused on the
test procedures, a short review of existing classifications for storage applications is
presented here-after.
The Sandia report of 2003 [SA03] lists 9 applications within 4 categories and 5 combined
applications: grid stability applications (angular stability, voltage stability, frequency excursion
suppression), grid operation support applications (regulation control, conventional spinning
reserve), distributed power quality applications (short and long duration PQ, economic use of
wind and PV), and load shifting applications (for 3 hours, for 10 hours).
A new Sandia report on energy storage for electricity market [SA10] was published in 2010
where 26 benefits of the energy storage device are identified; 17 of these listed benefits are
directly linked to an application (application-specific benefits) whereas the other nine benefits
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are defined as incidental benefits (for instance avoiding transmission and distribution losses,
avoiding transmission access charges, or qualitative environmental benefits). A comparison
is performed in the EPRI report of 2010 [EP10] between the 21 benefits of [EP10] and the 17
application-specific benefits of [SA10]. The load following, substation on-site power and
transmission support application-specific benefits listed in [SA10] are not reported in [EP10].
The electric supply capacity application of [SA10] is split in local and system capacity
benefits in [EP10], the area regulation of [SA10] is split in 1h regulation and 15min regulation
in [EP10], and electric supply reserve capacity of [SA10] is split in spinning and non-spinning
reserves in [EP10]. Moreover the distribution losses and transmission access charges
benefits listed in [EP10] are reported as incidental benefits in [SA10], the fast regulation and
black start benefits of [EP10] are not reported in [SA10]. This black start benefit covers a
wider service than the substation on-site power (power to switching components and to
substation communication and control equipment when the grid is not energized) benefitapplication of [SA10]. Finally the renewable energy integration benefit of [EP10] is more
detailed in [SA10] with renewables energy time-shift, renewables capacity firming (PV
firming, wind firming, short intermittency, diurnal intermittency), wind generation grid
integration for short duration (reduce output volatility, improve power quality) and wind
generation grid integration for long duration (reduce output variability, transmission
congestion relief, back up, reduce minimum load violations).
More recently (in July 2013) a Sandia report [SA13] was also released. The energy storage
installations were categorized regarding the applications and are linked to the beneficiaries
(bulk energy services, ancillary services, transmission infrastructure services, distribution
infrastructure services, customer energy management services). The 18 reported
applications are almost similar to the ones of the previous report [SA10]. The only differences
are that the three renewables application-benefits of [SA10] (renewables energy time-shift,
renewables capacity firming, wind generation grid integration) are gathered in one application
in [SA13] as in [EP10], the substation on-site power application-benefit of [SA10] is replaced
by black start application in [SA10] as in [EP10], the transmission and distribution upgrade
deferral application-benefit of [SA10] is split in two applications in [SA13], a frequency
response application is added in [SA13] in a similar approach than the fast regulation benefit
of [EP10]. The 18 applications of [SA13] are as follows:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Electric energy time shift (arbitrage)
Electric supply capacity
Regulation
Spinning, non-spinning and supplemental reserves
Voltage support
Black start
Transmission upgrade deferral
Transmission congestion relief
Distribution upgrade deferral
Voltage support for distribution infrastructure
Power quality
Power reliability
Retail energy time shift (or Time-of-use energy cost management)
Demand charge management
Other uses for ancillary services: frequency response (faster than regulation) + load
following + ramping support for renewables
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x

Transmission support: transmission stability damping, sub-synchronous resonance
damping

As mentioned previously all these applications for electricity storage have been detailed in
the Part 3.1 of this report and have been clustered in 12 main categories.
Based on the same approach than the EPRI and Sandia reports, the definition of the main
applications considered in the Part 4 of this report relies on the work performed in Part 3.1 of
this report and on the results [DE14] of the DERri (DER research infrastructures) European
project, which had an objective not so far from the present report. The DERri project aims to
improve the performance criteria and the associated characterization methods for DER
components to be connected to smart electricity grids, and the definition of electricity
applications was made in a same approach than for EPRI and Sandia reports and took into
account the time of discharge and the frequency of use. The last Sandia report takes also in
consideration these criteria. Hence the applications described by Sandia and DERri are very
close even if Sandia and DERri applications are respectively more focused on US electricity
markets and EU electricity market.
The 14 DERri applications selected in this report are as follows:
x

Electricity Energy Time Shift
To purchase energy at off-peak times when prices are low and to resell the stored energy at
later time when prices are high.

x

Peak-shaving
To discharge energy when demand is high and to charge the storage as soon as demand is
low.

x

Frequency support
To provide continuous regulation on energy provision for helping the grid to stay within the
allowed frequency ranges.

x

Control power / regulation

x

Power regulation with intermittent sources

x

Spinning reserves, standing reserves

x

Voltage support – short timescale

To balance momentary electric supply and demand.
To offer the capability to regulate the power exchange with the upstream network.
To provide spinning reserves and/or standing reserves services.
To manage reactance at the grid level for helping to maintain the grid voltage within specified
limits.

x

Load following
To provide balance between production and consumption both by charging and discharging the
storage.

x

Black Start

x

Smoothing for integration of non-predictable sources

x

Investment Deferral

To provide black start capability for restoring the electricity supply.
To ensure a smooth power output from a variable/intermittent energy source.
If transmission and/or distribution system is sometimes overloaded, storage is charged when
the system is under loaded and is discharged during overload. It delays or avoids investments in
system.

x

Voltage support – long timescale
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To provide voltage support for helping to keep the grid within the acceptable voltage ranges.

x

Power quality and stability
To provide customers an electricity of a good quality (and not voltage and frequency variations,
low power factors, noise, harmonics, interruptions

x

) in an effective and reliable manner.

Power reliability
To provide highly reliable electric service by riding through power outages.

The 14 applications for grid connected electricity storage listed for this report based on DERri
results [DE14] are compared in the following Table 4-5 with the 18 applications of Sandia
report [SA13] and the 12 main application categories of the Part 3.
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Table 4-5: Comparison of Part4’s electricity storage applications with the 18 applications of [SA13] and the 12
main application categories of the Part 3 of this report.

Part 4 electricity storage
applications

Sandia [SA13] electricity
storage applications

Part 3 main categories of elec.
storage applications

Electric energy time shift

Electric energy time-shift
(arbitrage)

Seasonal storage

Retail electric energy time-shift
Demand energy management
Peak-shaving

Electric supply capacity

Demand shifting and peak
reduction by the end-user
Storage trades and generation
capacity support

Frequency support

Frequency response

Control power / regulation

Regulation (area)

Power regulation (PQ) with
intermittent sources

/

Spinning reserves, standing
reserves

Spinning, non-spinning and
supplemental reserves : Electric
supply reserve capacity

Voltage support - short
timescale

Voltage support for ancillary
services

Voltage support in the grid

Load following

Load following

Support to conventional
generation (load following)

Black start

Black start

Black Start and intentional
islanding

Smoothing for integration of
non-predictable sources

Ramping support for
renewables

Variable Source integration

Transmission congestion relief
(specific to the USA)
Investment deferral

Transmission upgrade deferral

Area regulation and reserve
capacity

Congestion relief and
investment deferral in the grid

Distribution upgrade deferral
Voltage support - long
timescale
Power quality and stability

Voltage support for distribution
infrastructure

Voltage support in the grid

Power quality
Transmission support (stability)

Electric service reliability and
power quality to end user

Power reliability

Power reliability

/

/

Substation on-site power

/

/

Off-grid energy balancing

Hence it can be underlined that the selected electricity storage applications in Part 4 are very
close to the ones defined by Sandia [SA13], especially regarding the technical constraints for
testing, and fit well within the 12 main categories of applications defined in Part 3 of this
report. Only one application considered in this part is not taken into account by Sandia as it
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deals with a very specific use of renewable energy sources (power regulation with
intermittent sources in order to inject active/reactive power ratio required by the grid). The
category of off-grid energy balancing is not taken into account by Sandia [SA13] or the
applications selected in this part as these two works are more focused on grid connected
electricity storages. Finally the substation on-site power (power to switching components and
to substation communication and control equipment when the grid is not energized) category
was listed by [SA10] but is not reported here and in [SA13] as its technical constraints are
similar to that of black start application.
As a conclusion of this subpart 4.2, the 14 selected operations modes of typical electricity
storage applications can be gathered within a figure regarding one of the main important
criteria of clustering, i.e. the time of discharge (see Figure 4-6).
Power
quality
and
stability

Integration ofnonpredictable sources

Powerregulation with
intermittentsources
Voltagesupport(short)

Voltagesupport(long)
Peakshaving

Powerreliability
Frequency
support

Spinning reserves,standingreserves

Controlpower/regulation

Investmentdeferral

Load following
Electricenergytimeshift

Blackstart

Second
Dischargeduration

10hours

Figure 4-6: 14 selected typical storage applications regarding time of discharge
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4.3

Deriving typical charging / discharging cycles

Testing all the different applications listed in the previous part would be tedious and would
require a very long testing time. Additionally it is necessary to define a standardized
cycle/use/solicitation for each applications/benefit in order to ease comparison between all
types of electricity storage system.
Worldwide, numerous of standards currently deal with energy storage systems but the
objectives are various (from security design and tests to performance test or
recommendations) as well as the application areas (automotive, off-grid, UPS, portable,
telecom,…) and the related component of the storage system; a good overview is given by a
very complete survey performed in the framework of the European Stallion project [ST13] on
standards for batteries and system integration with them.
Among these standards, a number of them deal with performance testing and define typical
applications cycles; nevertheless they are focused on more mature storage system markets
(see Part 4.3.1) than those identified for this report. Hence it is important to define typical
application cycles for electricity storage systems (stationary and grid connected) regardless
their technology in order to be able to test their performances initially and all along their
lifetime, but also to study their ageing processes (Part 4.3.2) with a test profile as
representative as possible of the real use.

4.3.1 Existing cycles and standards to test electricity storage systems
Due to the nomad specificity of an electric vehicle coupled to the limited volume and weight
dedicated to the storage system, automotive stakeholders were among the first to address
the issue of defining typical cycles for the storage system. These cycles allow to evaluate if
the storage system performances fit the driver’s requirements during all the lifetime of the car
and to study how age the storage system.
Conte an al. [Co10] have gathered and compared the American, Japanese and European
test procedures for ageing and evaluating batteries for electric vehicles. In the USA the work
of definition of procedures has been led by the US Advanced Battery Consortium (Ford, GM,
Chrysler, US DOE). In addition to baseline performance test (capacity, self-discharge,
efficiency, thermal behaviour), three profiles have been defined for life testing in cycling at
different temperatures and SOC depending on the kind of electric vehicle (Figure 4-7); HEV
profile for hybrid electric vehicle with high power charge and discharge peaks of the same
duration allowing a charge-sustaining behaviour, PHEV CD profile for plug-in hybrid electric
vehicle with several discharge peak power values (including high power) and a chargedepleting behaviour before performing a controlled charge, and the EV profile (named
Dynamic Stress Test) for EV vehicles with lower discharge peak powers than PHEV CD
profile and a charge-depleting behaviour before performing a controlled charge. Other test
procedures are defined for calendar ageing and for check-up test to control the energy
storage performance (for instance capacity and internal resistance) during the ageing test.
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Figure 4-7: USABC HEV test profile (a), USABC PHEV Ch-depleting test profile with positive values
for discharge (b), USABC DST profile with negative values for discharge (c)

In Japan different research institutes work on the definition of cycle-life test procedure (CLT)
focused on lithium-ion batteries, based on a statistical work on the current emission and fuel
economy certification test cycles of Japan, the USA and EU in order to be universal and not
specific to a region. In Europe the definition of typical testing and ageing procedures for
storage of electric vehicles have been performed thanks to several initiatives and projects as
EUCAR, ASTOR, LIBERAL and HELIOS [HE12] with a strong involvement of European car
manufacturers; the two last projects were more focused on lithium-ion storage solution and
two kinds of charge-depleting profiles were defined for the ageing tests with a high-energy
cycling dedicated to EV and a high-power cycling dedicated to PHEV.
All these working programs are really interesting to address the issue of performance testing
of storage. Even if they are focused only on battery storage solutions, the basic performance
testing procedures (capacity, efficiency, self-discharge, internal resistance) and calendar
ageing procedures can be easily adapted to the stationary grid connected storage systems.
However the typical profiles defined for automotive could not be used to test the applications
defined in the Part 4.1 because they are charge-depleting (except USABC HEV profile) and
followed by a controlled charge whereas charge sustaining profiles are needed here.
Moreover, one profile has been defined for each automotive application, but this method is
obviously not possible here with 14 applications.
Numerous other standards and test procedures have been defined for stationary storage
applications. Reporting an exhaustive list is out of the scope of this part but a focus on the
most relevant will be done.
Some of them deal with the definition of general performance characteristics of storage and
treatment of life testing data. The IEEE1679-2010 standard aims to ensure that
characterization information, including test conditions and limits of applicability, is complete
enough to allow valid comparisons. The aim is not to describe ESS, not to provide guidance,
and not to specify test methods and pass/fail criteria. Then the energy rating, the power
rating, the energy efficiency (including heating, cooling, pumping, power conversion …), selfdischarge, storage requirements, calendar life are defined regarding numerous parameters
as temperature, humidity, rates …; nevertheless the cycling capability test is only defined as
performing testing that is representative of the use in the end application but no typical cycles
are explained. The future IEC 62620-2014 standard describes the discharge performance
test at different rates, the discharge performance test at low temperature, the high discharge
rate permissible current test, the internal resistance measurement test, the charge retention
test, the endurance in storage at different temperature and SOC test (calendar life) but the
endurance cycling capacity test is not specific to electricity storage applications (a generic
cycle from industrial application with full charge and discharge at constant rates). Hence
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these standards could be used for testing some of the performance features but not the
ageing.
Additional standards concern the definition of typical cycle for testing stationary electricity
storage system but for off-grid application. It is the case for the IEC 61427-1, the IEEE 13612014 and partially the IEEE 1660-2008 standards. They are out of interest for this study as
the application is very specific trough the addition of a daily cycle with low DOD (Depth of
Discharge between 15 to 25%), and a seasonal cycle with high DOD (at least 80%);
moreover these off-grid application standards are often specific to lead-acid battery and do
not take into consideration the other storage technologies. The IEA-PVPS report [IE02] lists a
large amount of testing cycles for the specific case of stand-alone PV-power supply systems
with lead-acid and NiCd batteries.
Other standards address more closely the issue of definition of typical duty cycles for
stationary electricity storage. This is the case of the IEC 60896-11 standard but it is too much
focused on specific cycling issues of lead-acid battery (endurance test of charge and
discharge at constant current rates, endurance test in floating mode, endurance test in
overcharge and self-discharge) instead of applications. The IEEE 1660-2008 standard
explains a grid-connected storage duty cycle with discharge rates between C/10 and 10C,
more than one cycle per day with 20 to 80% of DOD, immediate recharge for 0.1 to 20h but
the description is not really accurate and is more focused on load levelling and integration of
non-predictable sources applications.
Hence, numerous standards dedicated to automotive and to stationary storage applications
can be used to test the general performance of the electric energy storages but no applicable
typical duty cycles for such applications are reported. A former report of Sandia [SA98]
started to define four typical profiles for stationary energy storage applications but it was not
followed by new and updated test procedure or standard; the four typical profiles defined
were dedicated to frequency regulation & spinning reserve application, power quality
application, remote area power supply (RAPS) application, and peak shaving application.

4.3.2 Definition of typical cycles to test stationary grid connected storage
systems
As underlined above, use profiles are lacking for testing stationary grid connected storage
systems. As the applications identified in Part 4.2 are too numerous to have one typical cycle
per application, the first step is to cluster the applications regarding important criteria for
cycle definition such as the power rate, the charge/discharge duration and the number of
solicitations.
Thanks to this clustering work, the future IEC 61427-2 dedicated to general requirements
and methods of test for on-grid applications will define four typical application profiles:
x
x
x
x

Peak-power shaving
Load following
Frequency regulation
PV energy time-shift

A similar work has been recently performed in the USA by the Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories [PN14] in order to define protocols for
measuring the performance of ESS. Four clusters have been defined:
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x

x
x
x

Peak-shaving (for energy time-shift, electric supply capacity, load following,
investment deferral and transmission congestion relief applications) defined trough
three different duty cycles
Frequency regulation
Islanded microgrids with three typical profiles depending on the presence or not of
renewables and regulation
Smoothing of PV

Similarly to the two previously quoted references, a clustering analysis is performed here on
the applications identified in Part 4.2. The clustering criteria were the number of solicitations
in a given time (few steps or lots of variations), the time of discharge and the number of
variations in the power profile. This clustering based on DERri project results allows to clearly
identifying three main categories and four typical charging/discharging cycles:
- Time shift applications
“Time shift application” represents applications where a large amount of energy is stored (for
several hours) for then discharging it at a later time as illustrated below (Figure 4-8):

Figure 4-8: Standard profile solicitation for time shift application.

This standard storage system profile solicitation is representative of peak-shaving,
investment deferral and electric energy time shift applications. Typically, the discharge
duration varies from 1 to 10 hours with a depth of discharge and a power solicitation close to
the “Nominal power”.
- Power balancing applications
“Power balancing” represents applications where the aim is to control the amount of power
injected/absorbed to the grid. It involves changes on the power from a couple a seconds to
one hour.
These standard storage system solicitation profiles are representative of load following,
smoothing for integration of non-predictable sources, and control power/regulation. Typically,
the discharge duration of one step varies from a couple of seconds to 1 hour with power
variations between 0 to 100% of the nominal power. Another important point is the fact that
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the output can frequently change between charge and discharge. In order to take into
account this specificity two standard profiles have been defined (Figures 4-9 and 4-10).

Figure 4-9. Standard profile solicitation for power balancing – load following.

Figure 4-10. Standard profile solicitation for power balancing – frequency regulation.

- High Power applications
Storage systems can be used to provide pulse power for ancillary grid services depending on
grid conditions.
“High Power ancillary services” represents applications which need a high power for very
short time. This kind of applications does not usually need more than a couple of minutes of
discharge duration but a very fast response time varying from sub second to seconds.
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Figure 4-11: Standard profile solicitation for high power ancillary services.

This standard storage system profile solicitation is representative of short-term frequency
support and of lots of ancillary services in general. A similar standard profile with high power
short times in charge separated by rest and lower rate discharge periods could also be
defined.
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4.4

Guidelines for testing energy storage systems

In this part, a review of the existing characterization methods for testing ESS is provided and
guidelines are given in order to better take into account ESS specificities; the guidelines for
testing grid connected storage report written in the European DERri project have been used
as a working framework [DE14]. A similar work was performed by Pacific Northwest National
Laboratory and Sandia National Laboratories [PN14].
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Standard test procedures have been discussed in the previous Part 4.3 and the safety test
procedures for ESS are not mentioned here as their objective is totally different. This part
deals with characterization methods that aim to evaluate the performances of the ESS
regarding different solicitations (depending on the applications defined previously) during all
its lifetime.
In the following guidelines, two kinds of tests are proposed and detailed: performance tests
to get the proof of capability of the ESS for a special use at different stages of its lifetime, and
lifetime tests to help for sizing and operating the ESS. The results of the performance tests
could be completed and compared to ESS characteristics given by the manufacturer (Part
4.1) to have a more comprehensive understanding. Conventional methods already exist for
testing the integration of the ESS to the grid and it will not be detailed here.
The following discussion is sometimes more focused on battery storage systems as it is the
technology of ESS where the largest gaps have been identified between existing
characterization methods and knowledge for the whole system and the information needs to
evaluate properly an ESS for grid connected applications purpose. Nevertheless a special
attention is paid to propose guidelines and methods that could be transposed as easily as
possible to other storage technologies.

4.4.1 Existing methods and guidelines for performance testing
As mentioned previously, the requirements of a grid connected ESS depend of the target
application(s) but are always very specific of the grid connected characteristic due to the
importance of the charge and not only the discharge, the likely lack of complete charge or
complete discharge, the more or less fast and foreseeable switching between charging and
discharging periods,… and differ from more classical storage system for transportation,
nomad application or stand-alone system.
Among the numerous observable or calculable physical quantities and indicators, a set of
key criteria is proposed in the Figure 4-12 in order to compare the performance of various
ESS for grid connected applications. Having too many criteria could lead to an unclear
comparison and too long period of testing, so the proposed set of criteria is limited. Beyond
each criterion of interest, some sub-criteria are listed in the way to allow to the ESS operator
a better knowledge of the performance of its systems if necessary.
Figure 4-12 details the list of criteria that should be accurately evaluated during performance
tests performed on the ESS. Each proposed testing procedure below tries to take into
account the very specific running and the dedicated requirements of an ESS used for grid
connected applications.
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Figure 4-12: Listing of the performance criteria.


Energy
The nominal energy of an ESS is often defined as the energy discharged mainly due to the
habits of the battery sector with the definition of the nominal discharged capacity. This value
of nominal energy is given by the ESS manufacturer and could be easily measured but it is
dependent of the testing conditions (given as nominal conditions); typically for a battery the
discharging efficiency is temperature and rate-of-discharge dependent and different values of
nominal discharged energy can be measured by changing testing conditions.
In order to have better information on the energy criteria of the ESS, the SOE indicator
[Ke10] is defined as the level of energy really stored in the system and illustrated by Figure
4-13.

Figure 4-13: Definition of the SOE indicator.

The result of this approach is:
x
x

A good knowledge of the energy that could be charged or discharged at different
power rates starting from a given SOE.
So, a good knowledge of the SOE of the system which goes beyond the basic information of the available energy in discharge as it is most of the time provided.

To be able to use this indicator, it is necessary first to perform a series of measurements at
different charge and discharge powers to obtain a mapping of available energy regarding
required powers and eventually temperature. The suggested testing procedure for the discharge is detailed hereafter and in the Figure 4-14. A similar procedure has to be performed
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for the charge. Indeed both charge and discharge are of interest in order to know how much
energy could be injected into or consumed from the ESS in order to respectively charge it or
discharge it fully or only at 50%.
1) Standard charge (following charge process of the manufacturer) until 100% SOE.
2) Discharge at the nominal power and record the discharged energy (EPn).
3) Definition of the four constant power values for the testing.
The ESS is discharged at constant power rate with these values after a nominal/standard charge. This step is illustrated by the Figure 4-15.
If the maximum power is limited due to the PCS (Power Converter System), the 4
power values will be Pmax PCS, ¾*Pmax PCS, ½*Pmax PCS, ¼*Pmax PCS.
If the maximum power is limited due to the storage unit, the 4 power values will be
Pmax storage unit, ¾*Pmax storage unit, ½*Pmax storage unit, ¼*Pmax storage unit.

Standard
charge until
100% SOE

Discharge
at a given
power

Monitor the
discharged
energy and
the SOE

Stop when you reach
0%SOE or if you are not
able to discharge at the
requested power

Figure 4-14: Procedure for measuring the nominal energy.

Figure 4-15: Illustration of the results to be obtained when measuring the energy as a function of power requested.


Power
The power of an ESS is often described as the power of the Power Conversion System
(PCS). It is not representative of the limits related to the storage technology. Furthermore,
because the power available is strongly influenced by the state of energy (SOE) of the ESS
due to physical characteristics or management limitations, only a constant value for charge
and discharge power is not sufficient to compare and describe ESS.
In order to get a better definition of the power of the ESS for the whole SOE range, a novel
indicator “State of Available Power” (SOAP) is proposed.
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The objectives are detailed just below and the result is shown by the Figure 4-16:
x
x

Indicate the continuous charge and discharge power available as a function of the
SOE of the storage system
Indicate the charge and discharge peak power available at different SOE levels for 3
time steps: 10sec, 30 sec and 60sec

Power

Stateof
Energy

Charge:P<0
Discharge:P>0

Pulsepower10s
Continuouspower

Figure 4-16: Representation of the state of available power (SOAP) for a given SOE.

A first procedure is needed to get the pulse power at 10sec (red points in Figure 4-16),
30sec and 60sec and at different SOE levels:
1) Standard charge until 100% SOE is reached
2) Request a discharge at maximum power (of the PCS) for 60s.
Pulse power 10s is defined as the minimum power of the steady state for the first 10s.
Pulse power 30s is defined as the minimum power of the steady state for the first 30s.
Pulse power 60s is defined as the minimum power of the steady state for the first 60s.
If the steady state is not reached, Pulse power is not defined.
If the SOE varies by more than 3% during the first 10s, Pulse power 10s/ Pulse power 30s/
Pulse power 60s are not defined
3) Wait 30minutes.
4) Discharge/charge the ESS at the nominal power until you reach 90% SOE.
5) Repeat steps 2 to 4 every 10% SOE until you reach 0% SOE. Additional pulses could
be performed at SOE 95% and SOE 5%.
The second suggested procedure deals with the maximum continuous power of the ESS
in charge and in discharge (green area in Figure 4-16):
1) Request the maximum power (to the PCS) until you reach the end of charge.
Measure the power absorbed from the grid.
2) Request the maximum discharge power until you reach the end of discharge.
Measure the power injected to the grid.
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Efficiency
The efficiency of an ESS is often described as the round trip efficiency for storage systems
and one way efficiency for power conversion systems. It means that efficiency is not
calculated at each time step, but globally as the ratio of the discharged energy to the energy
charged previously.
It is proposed to firstly calculate a one way efficiency indicator.
The objective of this indicator is to define separately the charging and discharging efficiency
as a function of the power requested and the SOE level. For this purpose, the SOE is
monitored during the procedure used for energy measurement (see above) and the charging
or discharging efficiency is calculated from the measurements performed during the same
tests.
An important remark needs to be mentioned at this stage: if the SOE level is not correctly
calculated/measured, the charging efficiency could suffer from a large deviation. In this way,
it is important to know the limitation of the SOE gauge for each storage technology and to
adapt the methodology used for measuring it. For example, on lead-acid battery, the
measurement of the acid concentration could be used for the determination of the SOE level.
Secondly, it is proposed to calculate a common indicator measured for ESS, the round trip
efficiency. However, instead of using a current rate as it is done for common testing
procedures, it is suggested to use a power rate because ESS for grid connected applications
is mainly controlled by charging and discharging power rates.
Furthermore, existing test procedures (not defined as standards) usually mention round trip
efficiency for different discharging rates without consideration on the charging method. By
using the procedure defined previously for measuring energy for defining the round trip
efficiency, the impact of the charging and discharging power on the round trip efficiency is
measured.
The impact of the SOE range on the round trip efficiency has to be also considered for an
ESS used in charge and discharge at various power rates and various SOE. The suggested
procedure for the round trip efficiency proposed to charge and discharge the ESS completely
but also to perform a partial charge (50% SOE) followed by a complete discharge in order to
get the impact of the SOE range on the round trip efficiency.

Standbylosses
The standby losses are not often given by the ESS manufacturers and if data is available it
mostly takes into account only the storage unit, and is named self-discharge, but not the
complete ESS (PCS, cooling or heating, management system, auxiliaries …).
The procedure proposed here consists of charging completely the ESS using the standard
charge process and then putting the ESS in a rest mode for several days or week
(depending on the Standby losses rate) before discharging it completely using the standard
discharge.
The energy delivered by the discharge is then compared to the energy delivered without rest
period to get the standby losses as a percentage. The rate of standby losses as a
percentage of the nominal energy of the ESS per unit of time is calculated by dividing this
value by the rest time in order to get a standby losses rate.
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As an example, during the testing of an ESS using ZEBRA batteries as storage unit, the selfdischarge is below 1% per day as defined by the manufacturer and the standby losses is
around 10% per day [DE14] when using the definition proposed.


Responsetime
The response time of the ESS is an important parameter if the system is used especially for
ancillary grid services but its value is not usually given or only the response time of the
storage component is calculated.
In order to propose a procedure in accordance with existing know how, it was decided to
define a procedure inspired by the automation science; the response time is defined as the
necessary time required in order reaching 95% of the requested power. Furthermore the
difference between the requested power and the measured power when the steady state is
reached is also defined.
In this report, it is suggested that additionally the time response of the system could be
divided into two periods:
1) The answering time (Tr) corresponds to the time between the instant when the order
is sent and the instant when the power starts to increase/decrease.
2) The power ramp rate time (Tr 5%) describes the speed the system can ramp up or
decrease the power from one point of operation to another value based on the automation science definition.
Taking into consideration these definitions, it is then easy to know what will be the time of
response for going to one working point and its value of power to another power order. The
nominal and maximum power values in charge and in discharge of the ESS could be used as
power orders. Moreover, the proposed response time could be evaluated at different SOE
values.
By studying the specific requirements of an ESS and after several tests on existing systems
[DE14], it appears important to complete this approach through the definition of a pair of
specific time responses:
x
x

The time to switch from charge to discharge and vice versa.
The time to start the system from a standby mode.

On the Figure 4-17 below, the answering time (Tr) and the ramp rate time (Tr 5%) can be
easily observed.
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Figure 4-17: Illustration of the results to be obtained when measuring the response time of an ESS.

On this example the answering time (Tr) is mainly due to communication purposes whereas
the ramp rate time is likely due to software or hardware limitations of the PCS or of the
storage unit; similar observation could be done for a majority of ESS.

Operational constraints: ability to fulfil a set point and lapse between two orǦ
ders
In order to characterize the performance of the ESS regarding the specific requirements of
grid connected applications, five ordinary parameters for energy storage unit evaluation have
been detailed and adapted testing procedures have been proposed.
ESS used for grid connected operation need a control system to order the charge and the
discharge modes and the magnitude of the solicitation. Practically the operational control
could be performed by two methods:
x
x

An order is sent to the ESS (active and reactive power) from an external interface taking into account sensors’ information from the ESS and external data, and the ESS
applies the order.
A set of rules are directly integrated into the ESS locally (for example the active power in charge and discharge is a function of the network frequency) and the ESS applies the rules depending on the input data.

These two methods can be characterized, and their performance evaluated, by using two
main criteria that are not commonly used to evaluate the performance of the storage component of an ESS but are linked to the automation science (and the control and command application field). These two specific criteria and their related tests are:
x The ability to fulfil a set point by the ESS.
The aim of the test is to verify if, for a given power request, the ESS operates at the
requested value in steady state. For this purpose, the Energy procedure at different
charging and discharging power will be used by measuring the difference between
requested power and power input/output of the ESS.
x

The minimum time requested between two successive orders (value, operating
mode …).
The objective of this test is to quantify the minimum time requested between two
orders and is close to the approach used for the specific time response to switch from
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charge to discharge and vice versa. The result of this test will be of major importance
when operating the system for instance for a power balancing purpose.
The procedure for measuring it consists to set successively ten operating points in
charge and discharge as fast as possible and to check the time needed between two
successive points of operation. This value should be then taken in consideration as
complementary information of the response time.

4.4.2 Existing methods and guidelines for lifetime prediction
Predicting the lifetime of storage system is a complex task and it is obviously out of the
scope of this report to detail here all the developed approaches and models for the lifetime
prediction of the large range of available ESS technologies for grid connected applications.
The lifetime prediction of the ESS is based on the environmental conditions, the solicitations
of the system, the kind of ‘storage’ during rest period (especially for batteries) and the own
cycle life and calendar life characteristics of the ESS. The more components the ESS
contains and the more accurate the need for the lifetime prediction is the more complex are
the model and the methods to get the required result. Simplified models allow getting
reasonably accurate estimates and a global overview on how long the storage system should
last regarding the external factors (type of solicitations, frequency of solicitations,
environmental conditions …).
This part presents an overview of typical components of ageing for an ESS and proposes
procedures for testing lifetime of such a system and for estimating the change in the
performance of the system over time. Even if the study of this part is more focused on a ESS
with a battery technology and not on PHES or CAES technologies, the approach and the
procedures have to be technology neutral as far as possible.
However, the focus is put on ESS with an electrochemical storage component as the battery
lifetime is currently the most unknown, especially for ‘new’ technologies with numerous
components as lithium-ion systems, NaNiCl2 systems, or redox systems. Most of the
components used for PHES or CAES installations are not only used for ESS and are
technology-mature as they are the two main storage technologies for electricity grid
applications and among the oldest ones as explained within the Part 1 of this report; so their
ageing is more foreseeable, and less numerous and complicate tests in laboratories or on
existing systems are required as strong models and studies exists [Ka06] EP08].
Existing methods for lifetime prediction of an ESS
The lifetime of an ESS could be expressed for instance in number of complete or partial
cycles, in years or in charged/discharged energy. As an ESS is composed by multiple
components (for example battery, power converters, generators, electronic boards,
management systems, metering equipment) of several technologies and with different
lifetime’s dynamics, estimating the lifetime of the whole ESS is not obvious and is a new
topic. Moreover the lifetime of the system depends on the characteristics of each component
and on how the system is used, but selected technology and the way to use the system are
conversely linked to the system lifetime. Hence there are currently no methods and specific
standards available in the literature to estimate lifetime and reliability of the complete ESS
consisting of different components and possibly even different storage components and used
for very specific grid connected applications (Parts 4.2 and 4.3).
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Lifetime of multi-component system involves several constraints as complexity of the system,
combined operation of the components, and uncertainty of lifetime and characteristics.
Generic models give theoretical methods for estimating reliability and lifetime at a system
level consisting of several components; they involve probabilistic and stochastic formulas
and integrate computational algorithms (for instance K-means, Monte-Carlo). For instance a
methodology for assessing mean lifetimes of components in a multi component system is
presented in [Sh05].
Numerous components of an ESS do not present particular issues and interest for lifetime
study as for instance metering equipment or management systems. The two main parts of
the ESS that greatly impact the lifetime are the power conversion system (PCS) and the
storage component. The PCS is more prone to a have sudden defects whereas storage
component has generally a more or less continuous ageing with decrease of its
performances.
Specific standards provide universal models and failure rates for the reliability of electronic
components. No specific standards exist for the PCS used in ESS but more general
standards are used for estimating lifetime of grid connected PCS as for instance for PV
inverters [Fl12] [Li09]. Indeed regardless the specific applications (PV, storage,
transportation, grid …) any power converter is made of very specific components, e.g.
capacitors, inductors, resistors, semiconducting switches (IGBT or MOSFET), and only the
topology and the mode of operation change from one application to another. Hence the
lifetime estimation for the individual parts of a power converter system is applicable for the
PCS of an ESS; the elements that are prone to defects are mainly electrolytic capacitors and
semiconducting switches, that both have a reliability sensitive to operating temperature, and
the lifetime estimation of the PCS of an ESS can be obtained by considering the lifetime of
these two components [IE04] [MI95] [Be97].
The lifetime estimation of the storage part of the ESS is highly dependent on the ESS
application profile, and impacts strongly the sizing of the ESS and so its overall energy cost.
Numerous IEC and IEEE standards address methodologies and procedures for lifetime
estimation of various storage technologies (e.g. IEC 60896-1 for Lead-Acid batteries, IEEE
1679) but it still remains significant lacks for all the ESS based on a battery as its storage
component. The battery specific case is detailed in the two following parts.
Degradation mechanisms for batteries and existing End of Life definition
Batteries performance degrades during its lifetime and the exact rate of degradation of
battery performance depends on the solicitations regarding the chosen chemistry and design
among all the technologies of batteries. The degradation of a battery is observed as a
decrease of the usable capacity/energy and/or an increase of internal resistance (electrolyte
conduction, charge transfer, diffusion within electrode materials) resulting in a decrease of
available power.
The lifetime of a battery is typically impacted by an active and a passive mode of
degradation: the cycling ageing is due to the solicitation of the battery under different rates,
voltages and environmental conditions (for instance temperature), and calendar ageing is
due to the exposition of the battery at a given internal state (voltage, SOC, SOE) to different
environmental factors (e.g. temperature). The cycling ageing is mainly influenced by
expansion and contraction of the electrodes during charging and discharging (in case of solid
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electrodes) and phase transitions that could lead to loss of active material, weakening of
electrodes material, inhomogeneity of active material solicitations, and change in material
structure. The calendar ageing is mainly driven by unwanted side chemical reactions (e.g.
corrosion, passivation, and reaction with impurities) inside the battery that occur regardless
of whether the battery is in operation or not.
Temperature has a great impact on these ageing processes as warm temperature generally
catalyzes the reactions; the ambient temperature has to be taken into account carefully but
also the battery inner temperature as this one could differ a lot from ambient temperature
during battery solicitations due to the heat generated (internal resistance consequence).
These two modes of ageing could be totally independent and if it is the case the total
degradation of battery is the sum of their effects. Even if the use time of a battery is generally
far shorter than the rest time, the cycling has a greater impact on the ageing than the
calendar life but both components have to be considered.
Without detailing the degradation mechanisms for all the battery storage technologies, some
examples of major degradation mechanisms are listed hereafter.
x

x

x

x

x

For the lead-acid batteries, irreversible corrosion (PbO2 formation at the positive
electrode) and irreversible sulfation (growth of PbSO4 particles) can be associated to
calendar ageing whereas modification of the corrosion towards the electrode material
is linked to cycling ageing [Cu91] [Ru04].
For the NiMH technology, that allows very high rates of discharge, the corrosion of
the negative electrode (growth of a passivation layer of MOH and consumption of
water) is the main calendar ageing process whereas the splintering of the metal alloy
of the negative electrode is linked to the cycling ageing process (absorption and
desorption of H within the negative electrode) [Ba08].
For the Na/NiCl2 technology, the temperature does not have a real impact on aging
as long as the battery is used between 250 and 350°C and there is currently no proof
of calendar aging [Re12]; repeated cycling at the extremes of temperature range and
high charging voltage can affect the resistance of the electrolyte / separator or the
available capacity but the degradation mechanisms are still under discussion [Ho12].
For the vanadium redox flow technology, side reactions by water and oxygen [Sh12],
electrolyte precipitation [We13] and ageing of ion exchange membranes are three of
the ageing mechanisms; Aside the strictly storage components the aging of the
pumps of the system has to be taken into account.
Lithium-ion battery technology includes numerous different electrode materials and
designs, which are continuously evolving due to intensive research. Describing their
ageing mechanisms appears much more complicated than for other storage
technologies, especially since capacity and power fading (resistance increase)
originate from a number of various processes and their interactions [Ba13] [Ve05] [Br]
[Sa11]. Indeed, degradation of the electrode components (conducting agents, binder
or corrosion of the current collectors), loss of electronic contact via intercalationinduced stress, loss of active materials (via dissolution or structural disorder), partial
obstruction of separator pores and lithium plating on the electrode have been
reported as degradation mechanisms during cycling, whereas decomposition of the
electrolyte by side reactions and loss of cyclable lithium by the solid electrolyte
interface (SEI) growth on the negative electrode leading to electrical potential shifting
[Ka12] have been identified as calendar ageing mechanisms. The SEI is a
passivation layer at the interface between negative electrode and electrolyte, and is
created by oxidation of the negative electrode (consumption of Li+) and reduction of
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the solvent of the electrolyte because the voltage range of numerous lithium-ion
batteries goes beyond the potential domain of stability of the used organic solvents;
High temperature tends to accelerate the SEI growth and it could be catalysed by
metallic ions coming from positive electrode dissolution. In the same way, high SOC
tends to accelerate the calendar ageing of some lithium-ion battery technologies
whereas high SOC values are recommended for lead-acid batteries to avoid
sulphatization.
As soon as performance degrades to a point where it is no longer profitable to use in its
intended purpose, battery has reached End of Life (EOL). EOL criteria could vary regarding
different types of battery but it is generally considered that battery has reached EOL when it
loses 20 percent of its initial capacity or has doubled its internal resistance. Some
manufacturers might consider lower values for EOL as this value of 20% of losses is
historically linked to the lead-acid battery technology; indeed it was shown that for lead-acid
batteries the failure rate increases a lot when the capacity goes below 80% of its initial
capacity.
The Figure 4-18 gives an illustration of a possible decrease of battery capacity due to
calendar and cycling ageing and the definition of the battery’s lifetime at EOL when the
battery capacity is only of 80% of its initial value [Ab12] [Ch10]. The rate of degradation could
be faster at the beginning of battery lifetime and could flatten out over time but it is
technology dependent. It is also reported that some lithium-ion batteries age linearly due to
cycling up to a time (or number of cycles) when decrease of capacity suddenly accelerates;
is has also been observed that calendar ageing of lithium-ion battery could slow down with
time.

Figure 4-18: Degradation of energy storage performance.

Nevertheless the characterization method for performance degradation and the current EOL
definition of battery storage unit is not compliant with grid connected ESS operator needs.
Indeed, the evaluation of loss of performance in terms of capacity (expressed in Ah) or the
increase of impedance is not a performance criteria for a grid connected ESS and the EOL of
the ESS is usually due to one or several performance criteria below a certain level (and not
only a capacity under 80% of its initial value).
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Existing methods and models for lifetime prediction of a battery
As seen just previously, three relevant variables for predicting the battery lifetime and for
modelling it are: decay of cycling (cycling ageing), decay of operational time (calendar
ageing) and ambient temperature [Ab12]. Figure 4-19 presents the simplified structure of
battery lifetime prediction and the relevant variables in it.

Lifetimeprediction

Cyclelife
Decayof
cycling

Calendarlife
Decayof
operationaltime

Temperature
Ambient
temperature

Figure 4-19: Structure of storage system lifetime prediction.

The three main common techniques used in the past for battery lifetime prediction are the
square root function law, the Arrhenius law and additive law [Ab12].
x

x
x

In square root function law it is assumed that the battery capacity is proportional to
the square root of the number of cycles (decay of cycling) or that the capacity is proportional to the square root of the operating time (decay of operational time). Square
root function law can only deal with one of the two mentioned decays.
In Arrhenius law it is assumed that coefficient of the square root function law at each
temperature is proportional to an exponential function of temperature.
Additive law adds together decay of cycling and decay of operational time obtained
using the square root function.

All of these prediction techniques are unfortunately unable to deal with all three relevant
variables at the same time although all of these variables should be included together to get
accurate lifetime predictions, particularly for new complex storage technologies as lithium-ion
batteries. Many complex models have been developed taking into account one or two of the
relevant variables but modelling the ageing of an energy storage system, especially a
battery, regarding its solicitation is a complex task.
Mathematical models (based on statistics as artificial and fuzzy neural networks) and event
oriented or Ah throughput models ([Sa08] for lead acid battery, [Dr97] for NiCd battery) exist;
but the models based on physical properties are mostly used to describe accurately the
battery ageing because they are ‘close’ to reality, they consider multiple ageing variables and
the influence of ageing parameters can be modified over the time.
The majority of models based on physical properties try to describe the increase of the
internal resistance (decrease of power) and/or the decrease of capacity, and can be divided
in two classes: phenomenological models and empirical models. Phenomenological models
aim to integrate the physical equations of the ageing mechanisms (chemical and
mechanical); it often leads to very complex models [Pr13] and they are generally only based
on the SEI growth on the negative electrode to simplify them.
The empirical models are based on an extrapolation in the time of results from ageing tests.
This method is easy to use to have the behaviour of one parameter regarding the ageing
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without using complex equations [Br05]. Nevertheless an extrapolation based on few data or
on data with errors of measurement could lead to important mistakes. Moreover each
empirical model is adapted to a given technology and a given solicitation and new tests are
required to modify the considered application or ESS. By coupling empirical method to
electrochemical / physical equations, extrapolations of the values of some coefficients used
within physical equations (Arrhenius, square root,…) are calculated and the resultant semiempirical models are very interesting for the prediction of the ageing of an ESS, especially a
battery; for lithium-ion batteries they often consider the capacity loss regarding different
environmental and operating constraints (T, SOC, t, DOD, rate) to get cycle life model
[Wa11] or calendar life model [Gr14].
These empirical or semi-empirical methods for ageing description can be coupled with
Equivalent Electrical Circuit (EEC) model to describe the electrical behaviour of the ESS, but
not its ageing. The electrical components (resistance, capacitance, inductance, impedance)
of the EEC can be linked carefully to physical parameters (porosity, passivation, diffusion …)
or other parameters, and current impulsions tests or impedance spectroscopies are typically
used to get the values of the EEC components for a given state of ageing. The empirical and
semi-empirical models and methods are then used to model the variations of the values of
the EEC components for all the ESS life [Li11].
Different research groups have worked to combine together a calendar ageing model and a
cycling ageing model, especially for some types of lithium-ion batteries and based on a semiempirical approach [Sm13]. Hitachi has also developed a new lifetime prediction equation for
the accurate prediction of lithium-ion battery lifetime that combines the techniques used in
the past. They have developed the following equation to get accurate lifetime prediction:
[Ab12]
ா

ா

ܳோ ൌ ͳ െ ቆܣ ή ݁ ିோ் ή ඥܰ  ܣ௬ ή ݁ ି ோ் ή ටܰ௬ ቇ

Where QR is the capacity retention ratio, R is the gas constant, T is temperature, Np is
operating time, Ncyc is the number of cycles and (Ap, Ep, ACyc, and Ecyc) are constants that
characterize the rates for decay of operational time and decay of cycling. Latter four constants
(Ap, Ep, ACyc, and Ecyc) are determined by testing the battery in three different ambient
temperatures (25 ºC, 35 ºC, and 45 ºC).

These new complex models for lifetime prediction can already give quite accurate prediction
and their results have been compared with real-life results of a long-term cycle test; for
instance Hitachi has compared its model with a real test of 6000 cycles during two and a half
year period as shown in Figure 4-20.
As the empirical and semi-empirical models are not based on physical equations and the
understanding of physical phenomenon and are built thanks to test under well-defined
conditions, they are poorly adapted to fit another application and it is difficult to generalize
them to other battery technologies (and even less for energy storage technologies). Hence
having duty cycles close to the real applications are of great importance to get such models.
However, these lifetime prediction and the duty cycles used are currently not well
representative to grid connected ESS applications as defined in Part 4.3 but more linked to
transportation or nomad applications. Then it is proposed in the following part to associate
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the lifetime prediction to the four defined grid connected applications of an ESS. The
objective is to allow the ESS operator to plan the maintenance in an optimal way according
to the applications requirements and the performance degradation evolution. For example, it
could be useful for an ESS used in Arbitrage applications to be changed if the round trip
efficiency is below a given value.

Figure 4-20: Results of battery testing [Ab12]

Proposed procedures for testing performance degradation grid connected energy storage
system
The objective of the performance degradation test is to provide to the ESS operator a clear
overview of the performance level of the ESS compared to the initial performance data and
to be able to compare the degradation with the one of the other ESS. The criteria of interest
are the ones defined in Part 4.4.1 and are illustrated in Figure 4-12.
For each of these criteria, the objective is to provide the performance data at the initial time
and during regular check-up at different periods during the lifetime of the ESS. At each
check-up, which have to be well defined in order to help the model building, the performance
criteria will be evaluated and compare to the initial performance data. Results as the one
illustrated by Figure 4-21 for the maximum continuous power available from the ESS at
different periods of its lifetime could be obtained for all the criteria of interest.

Figure 4-21: Illustration of the maximum continuous power available evolution for two check-up at
different time of the life of the ESS.
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Between each performance degradation check-up an ageing procedure has to be defined in
accordance with a grid connected ESS requirements as explained in the previous part. Then
the four typical profile of use selected in the Part 4.3 of this report after the clustering of all
possible applications for a grid connected ESS are proposed to be used as duty cycles
between each check-up as shown in Figure 4-22. A method of fatigue is then designed.

Duty
cycles

CheckͲ
Up

Duty
cycles

CheckͲ
up

...

Figure 4-22: Procedure for estimating performance degradation of ESS.

These duty cycles could then be used by ESS manufacturer in order to provide performance
degradation evolution in accordance with typical power profile related to application of the
grid connected ESS operator. As a reminder of the Part 4.3 the four selected profiles of use
for grid connected ESS are as follows and illustrated in Figure 4-23:
x
x

x

x

Application 1: Energy time shift, also known as arbitrage, is price oriented with few 4
to 8 hours solicitations and the ESS efficiency is really important.
Application 2: Load following or peak-shaving aims to balance production and
consumption in the electrical network and its power solicitation could change as
frequently as every minute to every 30 minutes.
Application 3: Frequency regulation for ancillary service that uses the ESS for
continuous regulation as a primary control (normally supplied by spinning reserves)
sources/loads in order to keep the grid in a specified frequency range. A short time
response of 3 to 5 seconds and a short delay of full activation about 30sec are of high
importance for such application and the solicitation could last up to 15-30min.
Application 4: High power quality for voltage support by injecting / absorbing reactive
power (current control mode) or active power (voltage control mode) is also dedicated
for ancillary service and should be operated at a very short timescale of 2 to 5
seconds.

1

2

3

4

Figure 4-23: The 4 typical duty cycles related to grid connected storage applications.
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5 Conclusions
Christian Doetsch, Fraunhofer UMSICHT, Germany
Beyond the results and conclusions of each work package there are some overall
conclusions regarding the main question - the energy storage demand:
a) An electric energy storage demand only exists for mobile applications and probably in
some remote areas. But there is an overall electric energy balancing demand (also
called flexibility demand) in all grid connected applications. This system driven
demand opens a market for different energy balancing technologies like storage, but
also like demand side management, curtailment or others. All these option compete
with each other. The market is mainly influenced by technical feasibility, economics
and national legal frameworks. But it is no national or worldwide market; it is partly
even a regional market due to local/regional limitations of the grid. Energy storage
devices, centralized or decentralized, could be one of the most flexible assets in this
market, but only if they can be operated economically.
b) Assessing the different balancing options shows, that there are less efficient but very
cheap solutions like curtailment. Solutions like demand side management and virtual
power plants offer flexibility for reasonable cost, but the practical potential is clear less
than the theoretical. Energy storage devices are most flexible, they are available for
short term and long term storage applications and they have less NIMBY problems,
but CAPEX are too high for current business cases.
c) Beyond the daily or monthly balancing demand, which could be served by above
mentioned means, there is a permanent (over the year) surplus of electric energy in
some regions. This permanent surplus cannot be reduced by exporting energy to
neighbour countries or by using power-to-x (x: heat, gas, chemicals, and products)
technologies only. It could be reduced by installing new high voltage power lines and
balancing a bigger area.
d) The current show stopper for energy storage devices are capex and missing or not
target-aimed regulations. Therefore a holistic energy storage asset regulation
framework is needed, which enables business cases for the best fitting solutions.
Transparent energy storage/balancing markets are needed with fair access to the
market for all technologies and stakeholders. And – last but not least – financial
supporting of new, promising energy balancing technologies to reach maturity and to
come to the market.
The big picture of the future energy system is a bunch of different, respectively best fitting
balancing technologies, which allows integrating more and more variable renewable
energies for a more sustainable energy system.
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8 Appendix
8.1

A summary of the tariff systems that are mostly subscribed by
households in western European countries

Table A1: A summary of the tariff systems that are mostly subscribed by households in
western European countries. The table also indicates the price difference between peak and
off-peak electricity tariff (2012, 4500 kWh/a) and whether the country applies the netmetering approach. In addition the configuration of the PV installation with regard to the
domestic electricity installation is given and finally information on the feed-in tariffs (2012).
Country

Most
used
tariff

Diff. peak /
off-peak

Finland

flat rate

Sweden

Netmetering

PV
configuration

Feed-in tariff

~2

no

within domestic
installation

no, or small tariff by DSO

flat rate

~2

no, but
sometimes
net billing

within domestic
installation

sometimes, via net billing
(selling price is same as
buying price)

Norway

flat rate

–

no

within domestic
installation

yes, by DSO (lower than
buying price)

Denmark

flat rate

–

yes

within domestic
installation

no

Germany

flat rate

~1

no

within & parallel

yes +self-cons.tariff

The
Netherlands

day/night

~2

yes

within domestic
installation

only if generation/yr >
consumption/yr (lower
than buying price)

Belgium

day/night

~6

yes

within domestic
installation

no, certificates on all
generation

United
Kingdom

flat rate

~7

no

within domestic
installation

yes (lower than buying
price)

France

peak/offpeak

~4

no

in parallel

yes

Austria

flat rate

~2

no

in parallel

yes

Italy

flat rate

~1

no

within domestic
installation

yes +self-cons.tariff

Spain

peak/offpeak

~11

no, under
consideration

before in
parallel, now in
domestic install.

abolished

Portugal

N.A.

~7

no

in parallel

yes

(€ct/kWh)

Source: G. Mulder e.a, The dimensioning of PV-battery systems depending on the incentive and
selling price conditions, Applied Energy 11/2013; 111:1126-1135.
DOI:10.1016/j.apenergy.2013.03.059 2013
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8.2

Energy Storage Demonstration Projects
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8.3

Selected realized projects

Overview is based on data from the IEA roadmap process
H2HERTEN
Name

Energy Complementary System (ECS) H2Herten

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

Germany

Start Date

Oct. 2010

Operator

Evonik

Storage Technology
Lithium-Ion battery and Hydrogen cycle
Lithium-Ion Battery: 50 kW, 30 kWh
Electrolysis: Alkaline: 150 kW, 30 Nm³/h at 10 bar
Ionic compressor: 10 bar to 50 bar
Hydrogen-Storage: Pressure vessel 5000 Nm³ at 50 bar
Fuel-Cell (PEM): 50 kW
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System Properties
Power (el)

100 kW

Lithium-Ion
Battery
PEM Fuel Cell 50 kW

Capacity

30 kWh
5000 Nm³@50 bar

50 kW

+ Lithium-Ion
Battery
30 kWh
Hydrogen-Storage 5000Nm³ at
50 bar

Performance
Voltage
Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- http://www.wasserstoffstadt-herten.de/Wasserstoffstadt-Herten.99.0.html
- \\Chaos\oe800\Hiwis\Bergholz_Markus\realized Projects from the IEA ROADMAP Process from Melissa\project template_ECES_storage roadmap - H2Herten.doc
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Goldisthal
Name

Goldisthal

Type

Electrical / Mechanical

Location

Germany

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
Pumped storage hydropower
System Properties
Power (el)

1060 MW

Capacity

12*10^6 m³

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 7
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Okinawa Yanbaru Seawater PSH
Name

Okinawa Yanbaru Seawater PSH

Type

Electrical / Mechanical

Location

Japan

Start Date

1999

Operator

Storage Technology
Pumped storage hydropower with seawater
System Properties
Power (el)

30 MW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 7
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Page

Huntorf CAES Facility
Name

Huntorf CAES Facility

Type

Electrical / Mechanical

Location

Germany

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
CAES
System Properties
Power (el)

321 MW

Capacity

300.000 m³

Performance

42 %

Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 9

Status: ; public
159/178

non-public

confidential

Page

20 MW Flywheel in PJM Interconnection
Name

20 MW Flywheel in PJM Interconnection

Type

Electrical / Mechanical

Location

USA

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
Flywheel
respond ~instantaneously
System Properties
Power (el)

200*100 kW

Capacity

200*25 kWh

Performance
Voltage
Level
(Grid Connection Point)

PJM Interconnection

References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 8

Status: ; public
160/178

non-public

confidential
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Utsira Hydrogen Project
Name

Utsira Hydrogen Project

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

Norway

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
Hydrogen-Storage (2400 m³ at 200 bar)
Electrolyzer (48 kW)
Hydrogen-Engine (55 kW)
Compressor (5.5 kW)
Proton Exchange Membrane (PEM) fuel cell (10 kW)

System Properties
Power (el)

10 kW

Capacity

2400 m³ at 200 bar

Performance
Voltage
Level
(Grid Connection Point)
Status: ; public
161/178

non-public

confidential

Page

References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 17

Status: ; public
162/178

non-public

confidential

Page

D-SMES and PQIV
Name

D-SMES and PQIV

Type

Electrical / Electrical

Location

USA

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES)

System Properties
Power (el)

800 kW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 14

Status: ; public
163/178

non-public

confidential
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Central Solar Heating Plant with Seasonal Thermal Energy Storage in Crailsheim
Name

Central solar heating plant with seasonal thermal energy storage in
Crailsheim

Type

Thermal / Sensible Heat

Location

Germany

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Borehole Thermal Energy Store (BTES)
electrically driven compression heat pump

System Properties
Power (el)

80 kW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- STO IEA Crailsheim

Status: ; public
164/178

non-public

confidential
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FORETA Teilprojekt K - Mobile Wärmespeicherung zur Abwärmenutzung
Name

Foreta Teilprojekt K – Mobile Wärmespeicherung zur
Abwärmenutzung

Type

Thermal / Latent Heat

Location

Germany

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Waste Heat – wood chips
Utilization of waste heat, here from biogas power plan

System Properties
Power (el)

250 kW

Capacity

1.5 MWh

Performance
Voltage
Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Case Study BayForEta

Status: ; public
165/178

non-public

confidential

Page

Li-Ion batteries for community energy storage
Name

Li-Ion batteries for community energy storage

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

Canada

Start Date
Operator

Toronto Hydro-Electric System
Picture

Storage Technology
Lithium-Ion Battery

System Properties
Power (el)
Capacity

250 kWh

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 12

Status: ; public
166/178

non-public

confidential

Page

TCSPower – Thermochemical Energy Storage for concentrated solar power plants
Name

TCSPower – Thermochemical Energy Storage for concentrated
solar power plants

Type

Thermal / Thermochemical

Location

Germany

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Thermochemical Reversible - Calcium oxide/calcium hydroxide; Manganese oxide

System Properties
Power (el)
Capacity
Performance
Voltage
Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- TCSPower

Status: ; public
167/178

non-public

confidential

Page

Beijing International financial centre
Name

Beijing International financial centre

Type

Thermal / Latent Heat

Location

China

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Ice Storage
Takes cheap off-peak electricity at night
System Properties
Power (el)
Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Beijing International

Status: ; public
168/178

non-public

confidential
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Predreira Pumped Hydro Power Station
Name

Predreira Pumped Hydro Power Station

Type

Electrical / Mechanical

Location

Brazil

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology

System Properties
Power (el)

20 MW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 8

Status: ; public
169/178

non-public

confidential

Page

Residential Water Heaters
Name

Residential Water Heaters

Type

Thermal / Sensible Heat

Location

France

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Thermal Energy Storage / Hot Water Storage
Electrical water heaters reduce winter peak by 5 % (5 GW)
System Properties
Power (el)

5 GW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 22

Status: ; public
170/178

non-public

confidential
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Marstal District Heating System
Name

Marstal District Heating System

Type

Thermal / Sensible Heat

Location

Denmark

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Thermal Energy Storage / Hot Water Storage
System Properties
Power (el)

750 kW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 20

Status: ; public
171/178

non-public

confidential
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Lessy
Name

Lessy

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

Germany

Start Date
Operator

Evonik, LiTec, Digatron, steag
Picture

Storage Technology
Lithium-Keramik (CERIO®) Battery
Primary control power
System Properties
Power (el)

1 MW

Capacity

0.68 MWh

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Lessy.doc
- lessy.de
- Projektende 31.01.2014 (noch in Betrieb?)

Status: ; public
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non-public

confidential
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Notrees Wind Storage Demonstration Project
Name

Notrees Wind Storage Demonstration Project

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

USA

Start Date
Operator

Duke Energy Renewables

Storage Technology
Advanced lead-acid Battery
152.6 MW windfarm

System Properties
Power (el)

36 MW

Capacity

24 MWh

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 14

Status: ; public
173/178

non-public

confidential
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Sumitomo’s Densetsu Office
Name

Sumitomo’s Densetsu Office

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

Japan

Start Date
Operator
Picture

Storage Technology
Vanadium Redox Flow Battery
200 kW concentrated PV

System Properties
Power (el)

60*50 kW

Capacity
Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 15

Status: ; public
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non-public

confidential
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Presidio
Name

Presidio, Texas

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

USA

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
Sodium Sulfur Battery (NaS)

System Properties
Power (el)

4 MW

Capacity

32 MWh

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)

Status: ; public
175/178

non-public

confidential

Page

References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 13

Status: ; public
176/178

non-public

confidential

Page

Rokkasho Futamata Project
Name

Rokkasho Futamata Project

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

Japan

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
Sodium Sulfur Battery (NaS)
With 51 MW windfarm

System Properties
Power (el)

34 MW

Capacity

238 MWh

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 13
http://www.cleanenergyactionproject.com/CleanEnergyActionProject/Energy_Storage_Case_
Studies_files/Rokkasho-Futamata%20Wind%20Farm.pdf

Status: ; public
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AES Laurel Mountain
Name

AES Laurel Mountain

Type

Electrical / Chemical

Location

USA

Start Date
Operator

Storage Technology
Lithium.Ion Battery
With 98 MW windfarm

System Properties
Power (el)

32 MW

Capacity

8 MWh

Performance
Voltage Level
(Grid Connection Point)
References/Source
- Annex A_Technology Annex for web.pdf Page 11
Status: ; public
178/178
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